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Ai SLICES

$129

19'

Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
TWO SECTIONS TODAY
Today's Ledger & Times
contains a regular section of 14
pages plus a special, 16-page
tabloid section featuring
Murray State Homecoming.

October2127
Member of Associated Press

In Our 94th Year

Nixon News Conference
Postponed Again Today
WASHINGTON AP ) - Pres- a session that could well have
ident Nixon, preoccupied with been dominated by concern
developments in the Middle about developments in the
East, today postponed until Fri- Middle East.
day a broadcast news conferStrong bipartisan support has
ence that was expected to dwell developed in Congress for the
on the Watergate tapes con- naming of another
prosecutor
troversy.
who would be independent of
Deputy Press Secretary Ger- the executive branch.
ald L. Warren said Nixon was
And Acting Atty. Can. Robert
concentrating so thoroughly on H. Bork, who fired Cox at Nixthe Middle East crisis that he on's order, told newsmen
decided to postpone the session Wednesday the thought "has
scheduled for 9 p.m. EDT. No crossed my mind" that he
time was set for the Friday should consider making such an
news conference.
appointment.
Nixon had been certain to
Bork also said he does not
face questioning about the pos- feel bound by Nixon's directive
sible appointment of a new spe- that Cox refrain from making
cial prosecutor to succeed the any future court fights to obousted Archibald Cox, particu- tain White House tapes or other
larly in view of his reversal of evidence the President regards
a weekend stand against sur- as confidential.
rendering White House tapes to
Bork said be would fight the
U.S. District Judge John J. Si- White House in court if necesrica.
sary to obtain evidence deemed
Nixon, it was understood, did vital by the Watergate prosenot want to hold the scheduled cution.
news conference.today because
Declaring that his reputation
he did not want to be fielding was at stake, Bork said "I am
Watergate-related questions at going to press hard" for a thorough investigation and prosecution of Watergate offenders.
He suggested he would resign if
he felt the White House was interfering.
Bork, who had been solicitor
general, became acting attorney general when Elliot L.
Richardson resigned and his
Minor injuries were reported deputy, William D. Ruckto persons involved in twO ac- elshaus, was fired. Both recidents Wednesday, acceding fused to fire Cox.
to Murray City Police. ----1---The President's news conferThe first accident occurred at ence will substitute for a TVtwo p.m. Wednesday on South radio speech on the Watergate
was canceled
Fourth, according to police, and crisis that
involved cars driven by Floyd
E. Garland, 1603 Parkland, and
John Straw, Route Eight.
Police said that Garland
received an injury to the right
elbow in the accident.
According to officers, the
Boy Scout Troop 45 took first
Garland car was going south on
Fourth, and the Strow car was place plaque in patrol events at
basking out of a parking lot the Fall Camporee held this
when the accident occurred. past weekend at the Boy Scout
Damage to the Garland car was Reservation. A total of 412
to the right front and damage to Scouts took part in the fall
the Strow car was to the right carnporee, the largest number
of boys in the last eight years.
rear, according to police.
The second accident occurred
Attending from Troop 45 were
at 3:30 p.m. Wednesday on Senior Patrol Leader Todd
North 16th, and involved cars Harrison, Patrol leaders Harry
driven by Carolyn A. Dwiavant, Fannin, Kevin Lawson, Frank
of Memphis, and Ronald E. Kodman, Craig Wildey, John
Shemwell, 728 Vine, according Taylor, Sam Chadwick, and
to police.
Kent Eversmeyer, and Junior
Officers said that the Scoutmaster Phil Byrns.
Dunavant car, which received
Leaders from Troop 45 were
no damage in the accident, was
Scoutmaster James W. Bogard,
going south on 16th and the
Assistant Scoutmaster Ed
Shemwell car, which received
Eversmeyer, and Murray State
damage to the rear end, was
recreation major, Ranson
also going south when the acStout.
cident occurred.
The cam poree was based on
Two persons were injured Is a
car-motorcycle crash at The scouting friendship and the
Points at 3i40 p.m. Wedniiiiday, skills of scouting Five major
involving a car driven by Willie events each day included tent
M. Dover, of Hazel, and a
motorcycle driven by Johnny K.
Greer of Murray State according to police.
Greer and a passenger,
Bernadette A. Willit, received
injuries in the accident, according to police.
Officers said that the car was
making a left turn onto the
Coldwater Road, and the
motorcycle was going south on
N. 16th when the accident occurred. Damage to the car was
to the front end, and damage to
the motorcycle was all over"
according to police.

Kissinger Declares ,/
U.S. Opposition To
Soviet Intervention

Wednesday. The White House
said Nixon was too busy trying
to establish a Mideast ceasefire to have tin* to prepare a
speech.
Nixon had the option of opening the news conference with a
statement or short speech, however.
In firing Cox Saturday, Nixon
abolished the special Watergate
prosecution force as a separate
entity. He said a thorough and
vigorous prosecution would continue under the Justice Department Opposition to this, even.
among Republican allies, has
been strong, however.
The Senate Judiciary Com:
mittee voted Wednesday to investigate the Cox firing and
scheduled apublic hearing for
next Monday to take testimony
from the banished prosecutor.

Daylight Time
Ends Sunday
Daylight Savings Time
will end this Sunday, October ZS, at!a.m. To make
it to church at the right
time Sunday morning,
docks should be set back
one hour before going to
bed Saturday night.
In other words, persona
going to bed at 9 pan.
Saturday should set lb*
elseks hack to 8 p.m.-Mil
enjoy an extra hour of

Boy Scout Troop 45 Wins Honors
At Fall Camporee Last Weekend
pitching, log chopping, flapjack
toss, flag pole erection, fire
building, and boiling water. All
the events were set up on the
Scout's skill and amount of time
taken to finish the event. Troop
45 took the highest amount of
points in all events..
Scoutmaster Bogard said he
was proud of the attitude and
the skills of each Scout who
participated in the events.
Campsites were also deployed
with inspection made. Some of
the boys worked on their
camping and hiking skills
awards and merit badges.
Troop 45 olans to hike
three trails in the historic Shiloh
National Military Park near
the Tennessee-Alabama state
lines in the early part of
November
Boys interested in joinging
Yrticip -45-are invited to attend
the miletinganformation
call '753-6640, _7"
•
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honored with a
THREE STUDENTS in the Special Education Class at the Murray City Scheel
birthday party on Wednesday by the Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club. This department sponsors birthday parties each Month for the children having birthdays as one of Its !service
projects. Students honored were, left to right, front row, Terry McGehee,hge eight, Ray Powell, age
eleven, and Paula Gammon,age ten. On the back row are Mrs. Roy Starks, Mrs. Thelma Warford,
teacher, and Mrs. Nell Brown. Mrs. Starks and Mrs. Brown were from the Theta Department. Each
(Staff Photo by David Hill)
child is presented a birthday cake and a gift from the department.

Sharp Increase
In Newsprint
I

s Announced,

NEW YORK (AP)- The Canadian International Paper Co.,
one of Canada's largest newsprint producers, has announced
a sharp price increase. It said
11.S...no*spapers will feel the
effect Nov. 1.
The company announi ed
Wednesday it was-boosting the
price of newsprint 14 per cent
and said the price to U.S. customers would go up by $25 per
ton to $200.
A number of other Canadian
producers previously announced a $15-a-ton price increase effective Jan. I and a
$10-a-ton hike to take effect
next July 1.
"We can't absorb that without additional sources of revenue," said 0.5. Schoepfle,
chairman of the board of the
Elyria (Ohio) ChronicleTelegram. He predicted the
price boost would cost the paper $125,000 more per year.
Other newspapers indicated
raising advertising rates would
be one way for them to offset
the higher newsprint costs.
William Davis Taylor, publisher-of the Boston Globe, said
the paper was considering
boosting ad rates in every category" to keep pace with the
increased costs.
U.S. customers paid about
$165 per ton for newsprint at
the start of this year. Two $5-aton price hikes brought the
price to 1175-a-ton during the

WEATHER
()RECAST
Partly
cloudy
through
tonight, with a slight chance of
a shower today. High today 75
to 80, low tonight in the upper.
40s. Mostly fair FridaY, with e
-,,high-in-tbe 14w hmid-151t:-Fsir-.
• and mild Saturday.
Partly cloudy with seasonable
—Wipers:tures Saturday through
MrAIBERS OF Boy Scout Troop 45 took top honors at the Fall Camporee held at the Boy Scout
Monday. Lows in the 50s SaturReservation. Scouts attending were Todd Harrison, Harry Fannin, Kevin Lawson, Frank,,Kodman,
to
day. and Sunday, dropping
Craig Wildey, John Taylor,Sam Chadwick, Kent Eversmeyer, and Phil Byrns along with lamec W.
the Kis Monday. Highs in the Bogard, FA
Eversmeyer, and Ransom Stout, leaders.
60s through the period.

Reid!, • Native To Be In
SI i light at SO Reunion
With Murray State timer
sity's Student Government
members to be honored Friday
evening as part of the univerHomecoming
1973
sity's
celebration, a native of
Reidland will be much In the
spotlight.
He is Dr. Cecil Gentry,
director of the National
Hurricane
Research
Laboratory at Miami, Fla., and
who, in 193647, was the first
president of the Student
Organization.
Serving with him were: Sue
Gunter, Fulton, vice president;
Ethel B. (Dutch) Tanner,
Paducah, secretary; and
Howard Slayden,. Mayfield
treasurer.
In addition to also playing in
the band and being a member of
the debate team, Dr. Gentry
served on the committee which
wrote the first constitution of
the student organization, officers and members of which
through the years will be
honored at a 5:30 dinner in the
Waterfield Student Union
Building Oct. 26. He will be the
principal speaker.
Serving with Dr. Gentry on
the constitution-writing committee were: Russell McCracken, Springfield, Tenn.;
Sam Boyd Neely, Hazel;
Christine Brown, Fulton;
Margaret l'revathan, Benton;
Frank Trilling • Waupun Wisc.•
Joe Harrell, Bardwell; Jim
Allison, West Palm Beach,
Fla.; and Frank Jonelf—IfLincoln„
Since 1961, Dr. Gentry has
become nationally-recognized
as the director of an intensified
governmental program
designed to study hurricanes
and to develop improved means
of modifying them, an activity
involving the flying into the
storms to collect data about
energy
their
structure,
natural
and
processes
variability.
In their storm experiments,
Dr.Gentry and his people "seed
the clouds" near the core of the
hurricanes with silver iodide
cause the
crystals, which
super-cooled water drops to
freeze.
As the water changes to ice,
it releases the latent heat of
fusion," he explains, "providing
a mechanism by which we can
add heat to selected portions of
the hurricane. Our research has
indicated that if the heat is
added in the right portions of
the storm, a chain reaction is
indica/1d, reguiting In 'A
reduction of the maximum
winds in theilurricane.
"If our research and
hurricane experiments should
confirm that we can reduce the
maximum winds by 10 to 15
percent, this could easily result

WASHINGTON (API - US.
military units were ordered to
worldwide alert today, and Sc
retary of State Henry A. Kiselnger said President Nixon had
no choice but to act in the face
of possible Soviet 'intervention
in the Middle East.
Kissinger said ambiguity
about Soviet intentions led to
U.S. moves he described as
precautionary. He declared flat
U.S. opposition to the use of Soviet or American forces to enforce a Middle East cease-fire.
"We do not consider ourselves in a confrontation with
the Soviet Union," Kissinger
told a nationally televised news
conferenee. "We do not believe
at this time it is necessary to
have a confrontation."
Kissinger began with an account of U.S. policy since the
Arab-Israaeli war erupted on
Oct. 6, and with a word of caution. He said the United States
and the Soviet Union as nuclear
powers capable of annihilating
mankind have "a very special
responsibility" to keep their
confrontations within bounds
that do not threaten civilization.
"We are at one and the same
time adversaries and partners

in the damages being reduced
by 20 to 30 percent since the
force of the wind varies with the
square of the wind speed rather
Ft. Campbell Officials
than with the wind speed."
Since damages in the United
Ordered Not To Comment
States from hurricanes now
FT. CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP)
exceed $450 millions of dollars
the possible benefits from the - Officials at this sprawling
laboratory's efforts are enor- paratrooper base said today
they have been instructed not
MOUS.
Located in Miami, the to comment on reports AmeriNational Hurricane Research can troops have been alerted in
Laboratory is one of the En- the Mideast crisis.
Maj. Charles McClain, public
vironmental
Research
Laboratories of the National information officer at the base
Oceanic and Atmospheric on the Tennessee line north of
Adrninsistration and is a part of Nashville, was asked if the
the Department of Commerce. 101st Airborne Division was unDr. Gentry's weather ex- der alert.
"No comment," he replied,
periences started in 1940 as a
junior observer in meteorology adding, "I have instructions to
in the Weather Bureau at say northing more."
There are about 17,000 troops
Louisville following three years
of working on a weekly In the "Screaming Eagles" dinewspaper in Paducah and vision, which was activated to
serve in the Vietnam War.
teaching school at Bandana.
After a year with the When the division was returned
Louisville bureau, he had an here, it was down to about 2,500
opportunity
to
study men.
meteorology at Massachusetts
Since then, about 14,000 volInstitute of Technology, where Punteers in the past year have
increased
the
division's
(See Reunion,Page 14)
strength.

in,neace," he said.
Kissinger specifically rejected a question about any
possible link between the alerts
and President Nixon's problems
in the Watergate case.
He said the question itself is
"a symptom of what is happening to our country ..."
Kissinger said the administration is endeavoring to conduct foreign policy in the interest of peace and of future generations.
"Upon the conclusion of the
present diplomatic effort one
way or the other, we will make
the record available, and we
will be able to go into greater
details, and we are confident it
will be seen the President had
no other choice," he said.
The military alert was ordered amid reports the Soviet
Union might send its forces to
police a cease-fire between Israel and her Arab enemies.
Kissinger flatly rejected the
introduction of U.S. or Soviet
forces into the area, "in whatever guise."
'"The United States does not
favor and will not approve the
sending of a joint Soviet-U.S.
force into the Middle East,"
Kissinger said.
Kissinger said the United
States is even more firmly opposed to the unilateral dispatch
of forces into the Middle East
by any great power, particularly a nuclear power.
Sen. Henry M. Jackson, 0Wash., said the military alert
was prompted by what he
called a brutal Soviet note
warning that Russian forces
would be sent to the Middle
East if the United States will
not join in a peacekeeping
force.
Kissinger said Jackson "does
not participate in our deliberations."
The secretary of state said
the United States beeame
aware of certain Soviet moves,
and faced ambiguity in Soviet
intent. He would not discuss
any specific messages from the
Russians.
Kissinger said the United
States remains prepared to carry out cease-fire and negotiation terms worked out during
his mission to Moscow earlier
this week. "... We continue to
believe that represented a just
solution to this tragic conflict,"
he said.

Nine Killed In
Turnpike Crash

TO ArrEND KMTA CONVENTION-Four representatives
from Murray and Murray State University will attend the annual
Kentucky Mask Teachers Association convention at Eastetn
Kentucky -University in RIchmona OCE 28-35. Three faculty
members from the music department will perform on the opening
program of the meeting, They are: Mrs. Marie Taylor, instructor.
and 'Thomas Baker, assistant professor, who will present a duo
piano program: and Dr. Elizabeth Newt's= (left), assistant
professor, who will sing. Also shown is Mrs. Neale B. Mason of
Murray. a private teacher, who Is second vice-pfesident of the
Photo by Wilson Woolley)
state organization

10EARNY, N.J.( AP) - New
Jersey State Police have be.n
ordered to make a detailed investigation of a series of traffic
crashes on the fog-and smokeshrouded New Jersey Turnpike
that left nine persons dead and
more than 40 injured.
There were three major pileups and dozens of smaller,
chain-reaction accidents on the
route in the Kearny area early
Wednesday when heavy smog
and smoke reduced visibility to
near zero, The smoke came
from a week-long swamp fire in
the Hackensack meadowlands.
The massive pileups brought
demands Thursday that the
State Police explain why the
superhighway was not closed
when the fog rolled in.
State Police Supt. David B
Kelly said the turnpike, which
runs north-south from New
York to Delaware, was closed
as soon as troopers realized the
extent of the hazard, but he
shiagihd w.
tayle
he was no way of stopping motorists already on the
Kelly sairhe had ordered a *
detailed investigation.
The crashes were the second
disaster on the t7ripilre in less
than a week. LasrFridaV night.
eight Wersons were killed and
13 injured in a car-bus-truck
crash near Bordentown.
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North Murray. Club Has Regular Meet At The Dunn Home
Open 6:45 Start 7:15
thru SAT.
11 Once this motion
'

Miss Paula Jones, bride-elect
of Michael Allen Bucy, was
honored with a miscellaneous
shower held recently at the
Community Room of the
Murray Federal Savings and
Loan building.
The gracious hostesses for the
occasion were Miss Debbie
podd, Miss Melia Lancaster,
Miss Paula Cook, and Miss
Marsha Hendon.
For the occasion the honoree
chose to wear a blue pant suit
and was presented a corsage of
white carnations.
Mrs. Cantrell Jones, mother
of the bride-elect, and Mrs.
Thomas Bucy, mother of the
also
were
groom-elect,
presented with corsages of
carnations by the hostesses.
Games were played and the
recipients of the prizes
presented their gifts to the
bride-elect who later opened her
many other lovely and useful
gifts.
Approximatelytwenty persons were present or sent gifts.

A UNIVERSAL RELEASE TECHNICOLOR' P.
AN t)

POSSIBLE IN THIS DAY *11W?
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The home of Mrs. Hallet Dunn
on Fairlane Drive was the scene
of the meeting of the North
Murray Homemakers Club held
on Friday, October 12, at 1:30
p.m.
•
Mrs. Edgar Morris and Mrs.
K.T. Crawford presented the
lesson on "Quilts" with a show
and tell session. Mrs. Morris
showed a quilt, over 100 ytars
old, which had been pieced and
quilted by her grandmother.
Some modern day patterns and
designs were also showed and
Mn. John Workman showed an
afghan she was making.

DEAR ABBY: You once wrote that there must be a
special place in heaven for second wives. Well, I am wife
No. 3, and hope there is more comfort in heaven than on
earth for us. This is my first marriage, and I never
dreamed it would be like this.
I married a man of exceptional character and ability,
and watched two of his well-supported ex-wives literally
wipe him out financially when he had a long period of
unemployment. Now he is older than his age, discouraged,
broke, but still emotionally hung up on his "respon.sibilities" to his "other families." And they still hang on for
dear life. IFive children by No I are grown, but the sorry
victims of an incompetent mother and an 'absent father;
1 Needless to say, my needs
No, 2 is pitifully mentally
come last.
While my husband slowly rehabilitates himself and his
business, I am supporting the whole ship. I love him, and I
married him for better or worse, and feel that's the -least I
can do. Fortunately, I have a good career.
My faith in God is the only thing that keeps me sane.
but I have all I can do to deal with his guilt and my
disappointment. How do others handle such problems?
NUMBER THREE

.,.,

THE GETAWAY
Now Showing
7;30-9:30
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BONNIE SUE MOFFITT has
recently received her Kentucky
Real Estate license and will be
working with her husband,
Keith Moffitt, broker of Moffitt
Realty Company, 304 Main
Street, Murray. Mrs. Moffftt
has been actively involved in
the real estate profession as a
salesperson for about three
years in Colorado before
moving here. The Moffitt* have
two children, Michael and
Deborah, and presently reside
at 905 Doran Road, Murray.

DEAR NUMBER THREE: Those with less character
than you refuse to support "the whole ship," thereby adding to their husbands' guilt. It is to his credit that he feels
a sense of obligation to his "other families," and to yours
that you help him meet it. If you and he feel that the
burden is more than you can cope with, I strongly urge
professional counseling.
DEAR ABBY I recently attended the funeral oi my
best friend, and I have never been so appalled in my life!
A distant relative of the deceased brought an oil painting of her three children to the funeral. It was in an ornate
frame, and so huge she had difficulty carrying it.
She went around showing the painting to everyone.
Several people acted disgusted but no one said anything. It
appeared that the only reason this woman came to the
funeral was to show off the picture.
Would you say she was out of line! And shouldn't
WAS THERE IN S. C.
someone have told her so?
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GENE HACKMAN

CINEMA 2 *
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Now Showing
7;00-9:10

THE LAST OF SIMLA

The Baptist Young Women of
the Memorial Baptist Church
held its October meeting in the
home of Mrs Dianne McCutcheon with Mrs. Connie
White as cohostess.
Mrs. Kaye Doran called the
meeting to order and Mrs.
Linda Gilbert read the scripture
from Genesis 12:1-9.
The program, "Everybody
Ought To Know," was led by
Mrs. Linda Elzie. Those taking
part in the discussion were Mrs.
Margaret Wilkins, Mrs. Connie
White, and Mrs. Linda Gilbert.
The group set 7:15 as the new
time for all regular meetings.
Members were reminded of the
Area WMIJ meeting at Mayfield
October 16 and 17.
Mrs. Dianne McCutchen will
be in charge of publicity for the
coming year. The group will be
in charge of the Senior Citizens
dinner for November.
Refreshments were served.
Mesdames
Present were
Margaret Wilkins, Linda Elzie,
Connie White, Sue Wynn,Linda
Gilbert, Kaye Doran, and
Dianne McCutchen.

DEAR WAS: She was definitely out of line. But I doubt
If anything said to one so obviously insensitive would have
penetrated.
f2 LEDGER & THIES
tAY
MI.C7Rr

lor and abaut
Murray High School FutureHomemakers,of
America Chapter Has Initiation At Meet
New members were initiated
in a candlelight ceremony held
by the Murray High School
the
chapter
of
Future
Homemakers of America at the
meeting held at the school.
Kris4 Kennedy, president,
presided at the meeting. The
chapter now has one hundred
and eight members. Becky
Barns gave the devotion.
Five persons from the DECA
Club presented a skit on
"Parliamentary Procedure."
They were Debbie Smith Cook,
Fred Duncan, Regina Lockhart,
Helen Sheridan, and Mark Riley
with Mrs. Vickie Shell as advisor.
Nancy Garrison, treasurer,
discussed the candy sale.
Thanks were given the arthritis
workers and especially to

504 Main St (Behind Peoples Bank)
* This Week's Special *

Fine Italian Foods
U.S. 641 SOUTH
PARIS, TENN.
Pone 6416113
Luncheon & Dinner Service
,Private Dinings Rooms
by Reservation

Cost of
Gourmet Dinners
*Peppe.. • Marinated Steak --extra thick cut.
*Conic.. f Chicken in mushroom wine sauce
*Tonio... Shrimp and mushrooms in sherry sauce.
*

.

CAPP I pati

MRS.
presidei
October

DEAR THE: Consider it done.

,
4.111.... 416
111b

A

Care After Frost" were read by
Mrs. Morris. The housing
Charlie
chairman, Mrs.
Humphreys, read an article on
"Family Living Areas." Mrs.
Esco Gunter directed the
recreation.
During the social hour
refreshments were served by
the hostess.
The November 9th meeting at
1:30 p.m. will be held at the
home of Mrs.John Workman,
1508 ParlUane Drive, Murray,

DEAR ABBY: While flying from the Midwest to the
West Coast recently, I was en)oying the most peaceful nap,
when I was rudely awakened by a booming voice from over
the loudspeaker which blared, "THIS IS YOUR CAPTAIN
SPEAKING—we are now flying over the Grand Canyon!"
Abby, this wasn't a plane filled with sightseeing yokels
who had never flown before. I am reasonably certain that
most of the passengers had already seen the Grand Canyon
from 35,000 feet.
I never did resume my nap, which I badly needed. Be a
pal, and print this. It may wake up some of the mike-happy
THE 0000000NLY WAY TO FLY
pilots. Thanks!

iVicQUIEEN/IVIactiRAW

_

Eleven members answered
the roll call by naming their
favorite costume for Halloween
as a child. Mrs. Will Rose was a
Workman,
Mrs.
visitor.
president, presided, and Mrs.
Charlie Crawford is secretary.
Landscape notes on _ "Lawn

By Abigail Van Buren

CINEMA 2 * Fri. 11:15 p.m.

,

The devotion on "God and
Nature" was given by Mrs.
Angie Gibbs who read the
scripture from Ecclesiastes 3
:11 and Psalms 19.

iives in frioshroomilltnersitiCt.

*Nedda... Shrimp and spinach.in wine sauce

Becky Edwards, Beverly
Rogers, and the group captains.
A report of the state meeting
was given by Krista Kennedy,
Martha McKinney, Selwyn
Schultz, and Joyce Wooden.
Plans-for the FHA hayride on
October 20, were discussed.
New members of the chapter
are Gay Alexander Mary
Arnold, Pat Baggett, Regina
CunTheresa
Bumphis,
ningham, Jennifer Darnell, Lee
Ann Dick, Paula Dickens, Paula
Edwards, Francie Elkins,
Georgia Elkins, Janey Flora,
Jackie Galloway, Jan Garrison,
Denise Gilbert, Jonie Guthrie,
Leslie Homra, Donna Hughes,
Legena James, Mary Ann
Jones, Donna Keller, Pam
Lassiter, Verenda Mathis,
Dianne Martin, Donna Miller,
Krista Mau*, Beth Outland,
Jan Outland, Julie Outland,
Robyn Parker, Gwen Purdom,
Susan Rogers, Janice Rose,
Bobbie Smith, Debbie Smith,
Lisa Smith, Dorisanna Steely,
Sharon Steele, Kim Suite,
Pam Swift, Susan Valentine,
Jan Wager, Sheila Walker,
JoAnn
Williams,
Kelly
Williams, and Debbie Wilson.
Advisors for the chapter are
Mrs. Lucy Lilly and Mrs. Sally
Crass. Mrs. Anita Brasher is
student teacher

Memt
Worm
Meet,

WILL BE 97 on Sunday—Mrs.
Effie Kingins, formerly of the
Coldwater community will
observe her 97th birthday on
Sunday, October 28. She is now
a patient at the Westview
Nursing Home, Murray, but
still enjoys visiting with her
children, family, and friends.
Widow of Carroll B. Kingins,
she is the mother of two
daughters, Mrs,Bulas (Lorene
Wilson and Mrs. Sherwood
Lucille) Potts, both of Coldwater, and one son, Claude
/Unpins of Detroit, Mich., who
will be here for her birthday.
Her oldest son, Carl Kingins,
died in 1904. Friends and
relatives may send her cards at
the nursing home.

... A LOVE STORY FOR:
Men
who cheat on their wives!
1.
2. Women who resent being taken
for granted!

Executive Board
Of PTA Meets With
Mrs. Elvin Crouse
The executive board of the
Parent-Teacher
Kirksey
Association held its regular
meeting Tuesday, October 23, in
the home of Mrs. Elvin Crouse.
Mrs. Billie Bartell, president,
called the meeting to order.
Mrs. Roy Clark gave the
devotion, reading Matthew
11:26-30 and IThessalonians
5:16-18 and also a poem entitled
"One Day At A Time."
Mrs. Jerry Kirkland, in the
absence of Mrs. Earl Lamb,
read the minutes.
Reports were given by Mrs.
Harold Fones, hamburgers for
the concession stand; Johnny
Bohannon, doors open at 6:30
p.m. Saturday, Oct. 27, Fall
Festival; Mrs. Prentice Tucker,
telephone; Mrs. Edward Willie,
trophies; Mrs. Crouse, flowers;
Mrs. Bar:mil, ballgames.
The next meeting for the
board will be held on Tuesday,
November 20, at 1:30 p.m. in the
home of Mrs. Joe Thornton.
Mrs. Crouse served assorted
cookies and do-nuts, coffee or
cokes to Mesdames Barzell,
Charles Coleman, Fones, Ralph
Darnell, Charles Duncan, Don
Robinson,
Marine, Lynn
Kirkland, Glen Gibbs, Bobby
Locke, Willie, Jerry Joseph,
Howard Darnell, Joe Thornton,
Clark, Tucker, and Mr. Johnny
Bohannon, principal.
CRANBERRY'S BOUNCE
Legend has it that the
bounce so unique to cranberries was first noted by
"Peg'Leg John'' Webb. an
early New Jersey grower who
used his wooden leg to punch
planting holes in the ground
when setting out the cranberry vines.
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"Blume" starts 3:15 Sat & Sun. due to
Children's Movie from 1:00 til 3:00 p.m.
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Plus Ch. 7 of Serial
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"...perhaps
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remarkable
film to
emerge since
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"Hummel" Annual Plates
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(by W. Goebel)

Limited Edition Porcelain
Plates in Bas Relief

A Universal Picture Technicolor' Todd-AO 35
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1971-Edition Complete
1972-$30.00
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Late Show Fri.-Sat. 11:40 p.m.

Old Favorites
•Lasagne
•Antipasto

"DIRTY LOVERS"

rri 18 or Over Only

•Ravioli,
•-Salads
-

FREE ENTERTAINMENT__
Friday and Saturday Nights

•Pagli's Own Hot Sandwiches

featuring ..

Martin Paschall & His Guitar

U.S.
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Doctor Offers Hope

hour
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MRS. BARBARA HARRELL, right of the Murray Art Guild shows Mrs. Gerald Gallimore,
president of the Hazel Woman's Club, some of the paintings at the local art guild. The club held its
October meeting at the Murray Guild.

Members Of Hazel
Woman's _Club
MeetyAii Guild
The Hazel Woman's Club met
at the Murray Art Guild on
Thursday, October 18, at seven
p.m. for the regular monthly
meeting.
Mrs. Barbara Harrell showed
the club through the Guild and
answered questions about the
paintings. Of special interest
were a number of paintings by
Mrs. Harrell. She also showed
the group how to make sand
candles.
The devotion was given by
Mrs. Jackie Butterworth who
read an article on "My
Thanksgiving."
During the business session,
conducted by Mrs. Gerald
Gallimore, president, the club
voted to have a work day on
November 3, at one p.m. The
purpose of this day is to set a
shrub by the "Welcome to
Hazel" sign which has been
purchased by the club.
Mrs. Houston Ray, was appointed to make final plans for
the sale of Stanley products as a
project.
making
money
Members turned in their orders
for Bright of America and dues
were paid.
Refreshments were served to
ten members and five guests.

tFc7PNAc azid." t'Ati
Thursday, October 25
The Acteens of the Memorial
Baptist Church will meet at the
home of Cindy Johnson at seven
p.m.

Fall Festival will be held at
New Concord Elementary
School with supper serving to
start at 5:30 p.m. and the
festival at 6:30 p.m.

The Mission Group of the
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet at the home of Mrs. Nola
Lewis at 7:30 p.m.

Breakfast will be served at
the Oaks Country Club from
seven to eight a.m. The women
will have a short business
meeting immediately after the
breakfast. All members urged
to attend.

By EVE SHARBUTT
. AP Nowstoshares Writer;
There
NEW YORK (API
is new hope for women over 35
who want to have a baby.
according to a pioneer
researcher in fetology.
Cherry.
Sheldon
Dr.
assistant clinical professor of
obstetrics and gynecology at
Mt. Sinai School of Medicine,
is a specialist in a new science
that focuses exclusively on the
unborn He has studied the
conception
from
womb
through labor, and says an
unborn child can hear, feel
pain, swallow, hiccup and cry.
Not only can Dr. Cherry tell
the sex of an unborn child, he
can determine in advance its
health.
"Many books that are
standards for pregnant
women today are written by
doctors out -of touch with the
times. The woman over 35
might have been frightened to
have a baby 10 years ago.
Today, she has a lot going for
her, as does any woman
having a baby. "The risk to
mothers is practically zero.
The risk to the baby is reduced
more than ever before. Today
we can handle problems with
abnormality.
genetic
primarily Down's syndrome.
prolonged labor or other increased risks," Dr. Cherry
says.
Dr.--.eherry says he felt a
need to put together a bok for
laymen, simple enough to
understand, that included
advances in his field of expertise — fetology — and
information on the Lamaze
method of natural childbirth.
So he did. His book, "Understanding Pregnancy and
Childbirth," is something he
says anyone can read and
understand.
The youthful looking doctor
is assistant attending 'obstetrician and gynecologist at
Mt. Sinai Hospital. He ha
written papers for medical
journals and is a consultant to
Zero Population Growth
ZPG).

A Halloween party for
Brownie and Girl Scout troops
wlll be Ned at the Girl Scout
Homecoming dance will be at
cabin from four to five p.m.
Admission will be one cent for the Murray Country Club from
each year of age and persons 9:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m, with
are to come in costume. Note music by B.G. and Sebastin's
Cat
Byron
(formerly
change in place.
Gallimore). This will be an open
Group I of the Baptist dance and the charge is ten
Women of Hazel Baptist Church dollars per couple.
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Fall•Festival will be held at
Maggie Russell with Mrs. Ora
Joyce in charge of the Bible Lynn Grove Schodt with the
doors to open at 5:30 p.m. The
study.
event is sponsored by the PTC.
The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
Fall Festival will be held at
meet at the club house at 7:30 Almo School with the doors to
p.m. with Dr. C.S. Lowry, as open at six p.m. The event is
speaker. Hostesses will be sponsored by the PTC.
Mesdames A.D. Wallace, Henry
Fulton, Vernon Riley, Glen
A bake sale will be held in
"That's not as ironic as it
Hodges and Henry Holton.
front of Littleton's starting at may sound," he said
eight a.m., sponsored by the "Fetology, like ZPG, is
Baptist Women of Kirksey
Sunnyside Homemakers Club. concerned with quality, not
a
have
Baptist Church will
-quantity. It comes downtcrthemission study at 6:30 p.m. at the
Fall Festival will be held at importance of the patient. I
church
the Kirksey School, sponsored am against wholesale ex' HOSPITAL PATIENT
Friday, October 26
by the Kirksey PTA, from 6:30 pansion of the population. We
Cecil C. Zetsche of Almo has
don't have the luxury to bring
Banquet will be held at seven to 9:30 p.m.
been a patient at Lourdes
unhealthy babies into the
Woman's
Murray
the
at
p.m.
Hospital, Paducah.
Ike and Tina Turner Revue world when we have the
Club House by the Business and
healthy
Professional Women's Club will be held at the Murray State means of producing
children."
With Joaquin Seltzer of Paducah University Fieldhouse at seven
Risk of genetic abnormality
p.m. Tickets will be available at
as speaker
in children is associated only
the door.
with the age of the child's
A bake sale will be held in
mother, not the father Down's
front of the Student Union
Aurora, Ky.
Sunday, October 28
Syndrome has been enough to
Building, MSU,from 8:30 a.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Polk Tyler will frighten many older women
•Wicker Furniture
to two p.m., sponsored by St.
havstopen house for their silver away from pregnancy
Leo's Cooperative Preschool.
Victorian Pizza in
wedding anniversary from two
"We can now diagnose
to five p.m. at their home on Down's syndrome early
Saturday, October V
Shelves
Racks
Highway 641 north of Almo enough in pregnancy to do an
The Sigma Alpha Iota Alumni U.S.
Chairs
abortion if symptoms are
Heights.
Planters
SAI
the
coffee will be held in
present. This is a great adChapter room at MSU at eleven
Headboards Tables
The Men's Chorus of Phi Mu vance. I happen to feel that
a.m.
Alpha fraternity will have a we'll see more and more
concert on the west side of the women who postpone having
Murray State Univerrsity ch&dren until they've had
some success in life, in travel,
library at three p.m.
in careers," he added
One of his patients, a 42"Harvest Home Sunday" will year-old ballerina, was
be observed at the Locust Grove
Church of the Nazarene at the
regular services, followed by a
basket dinner and a special
ceremony honoring charter
NANCE BOY
members of the church.
Bel Air Shopping Center
Mr. and Mrs. Hal E. Nance
Tea for members of the of Murray announce the birth of
Business and Professional a baby boy, Hal Edward, Jr.,
Women's Club will be held at weighing nine pounes, 414
the home of Mrs. Vernon Nance, ounces, born on Sunday, Oc1229 Dogwood, from two to five tober 21, at 7:39 p.m. at the
p.m.
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Monday, October 29
The new father is serving with
Music
Civic
Murray
the U.S. Navy on the USS
Association will present the Guadcanal
a
on
now
Opera Mediterranean cruise.
Grand
Goldovsky
Theatre at eight p.m. in Lovett
Grandparents are Mrs. Joe
Famous U.S. Women Ski Team Diet
Auditorium.
W. Smith of Murray, Pat Nance
During the non snow off season the U S Women's Alpine Ski
of Mayfield, and Mr. and Mrs.
Team members go on the "Ski Team- diet to lose 20 bouoIls .n Iwo
Haunted House by the Kappa C.P. Smith of Smithland.
Department of the Murray
weeks That's right - 20 pounds in 14 days, The basis of the diet
is chemical food action and was devised by a famous Colorado
Woman's Club at 16th and Main
TAYLOR BOY
Streets will be open from six to
Mark Jason is the name
physician especially for the U.S. Ski Team. Normal energy is main
ten p.m. The charge fifty cents chosen by Dr. and Mrs Barr
tamed (very important!) while reducing. Ydu keep "full" - no
per person.
Paylor 1618 Parklane, Murray,
starvation - because the diet is designed that way It's .1 diet that
for their baby boy, weighing ten
.is easy to follow whether you work, travel or stay at home (Not the
pounds five ounces, born on
grapefruit diet!)
Tuesday, October 30
Monday, October 22, at 8:28
This is. honestly, a fantastically successful diet If it weren't, the
will
Night"
"Back-To-School
U.S Women's Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to use it' Right?
be held at Kirksey Elementary a.m, at the Murray-Calloway
So, give yourself the same break the U.S. Ski Team gets Lose
School at 7:30 p.m. This is County Hospital.
They have two other sons,
sponsored by the PTA.
weight the scientific, proven way Even if you've tried all the other
Tim,age 41.4, and Todd age 2Nis.
diets, you Owe it to ypursalf to try the U.S. Women's Ski Team
The Christian Women's The father is an associate
pound_ s in two weeks.
want to
20.
Tf,WIsittotr !silly
the elementary or the rirst professor
Finowship
reroadee_
ova
out
Order today. ear this
department
education
Ciristiin Church will have a
Send only $2.0012-25 for Rush Service) - cash Is 0.K to:
Murray State University
potluck salad suRper at the
NOR-CAL Products. P.O. Box arm, c,oportioo. CIA. 35014. Don't
program
ehureh,
irj•a
followedrose-worte--fterserse
try
20-eseronds
Graisripirentil art mr- enduntate -you-want-ter tear
or
by members of the Music Mrs. N.B. Taylor of Downsville.
01.972
=that's what the Ski Team Net will do.
Department of the Murray La., and Mr. and Mrs. Jessie
Woman's Club.
Cameron of Cadiz.
4
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MOTHER
GOOSE
FASHIONS

LOBE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!

5tr

Mrs. Wilma Beatty openeat
her home on College Terrace,
Drive for the October meeting
of the Pacers Homemakers
Club held at 9:30 a.m.
The craft lesson "Dried
Flowers Arrangements" waftpresen:ed by Mrs. Regina:
Baggett„Assisted by Mrs. Rose:
•
Harrington.
Mrs. Dee Ann Umarz
president, presided. Elected NC
vice-president, was Mrs. Lyn1Q
Johnson. Reports were given by:
the chairmen.
"Quilting" was the subject of
the lesson given by Mrs.
Priscilla Sctumbacher who was
assisted by Mrs. Doris Gorrell.
Other members present, not
previously mentioned, were
Mrs. Lola Hum, Mrs. Faye
Jacks, Mrs. Fay Mathai, and
Mrs. Myra Yates. Two new
members were Mrs. Joan Brun
and Mrs. Lynn Johnson.

For Older Mothers

!Wig at
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Pacers Homemakers
'Club Meets With
Mrs. Wilma Beatty

December Wedding Planned
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recently in his office. Am-'
niocentesis the key tool of the
fetologist, had been performed The doctor draws out
a few ounces of th amniotic
fluid which surrounds the
fefu.s and in three weeks the
results are available
Cherry told the patient the
baby was a healthy girl. And
the parents immediately
picked out a name for the
bah), whose birth was several
months away.
Now people will find the
unborn child human, not
amorphous It can have a
name and be more real to
them,- he added.
Minimizing the risk of
genetically abnormal babies
through Abe new procedures
has broght the doctor to a
more positive attitude about
older mothers
-They're
among
my
favorite patients," he said.
Cherry says one reason he
anted to write a book was "I
had nothing to give my own
patients to read that had all
the information they needed.
For example, when my wife
was pregnant with our first
child (they have four
daughters) someone told her
that if she raised her hands
above her head, she would
strangle the baby.
'People still believe these
old wives' tales. They needed
something to dispell the
mythology that surrounds
pregnancy."
Cherry says his contacts
through ZPG and a medical
directorship at a women's
center abortion clinic helped
form his ideas about women.
"My wife is an attorney, but
I never thought much about
women's liberation. Day to
day dealings with some of the
radical groups was an
education for me. I hope the
book reflects some of those
changes in attitude," he said.
Advances in birth control,
fertility pills, childbirth,
hormones and fetology in the
past 10 years are things the
medical profession can be
proud of, Cherry added.
"But if there is one area that
needs strengthening, it is our
training in psychiatry. I think
residents should have six
monthi-dit. A lot of day to
day office practice is
emotional problems. It's the
next big area, and I'd like to
see us improve what we can
offer to women."

COOKING
IS FUN
*
0
-4/114'
SATURDAY SUPPER
FOR EIGHT
Donna Myer's Meat Loaf
Potato Puffs Creamed Spinach
Rolls
Carrot Slaw
Strawberry Cream Angelcake
DONNA MYER'S
MEAT LOAF
An excellent recipe for a once
skythat
dish
everyday
rocketing prices and scarcities
have made company fare.
1'2 pounds ground beef
'y pound ground pork
3 tablespoons flour
1 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon W orceste rsh e
sauce
Ls teaspoon each pepper.
allspice, sage and chili
powder
1 can 8 ounces) tomato
sauce
1 can (5 1-3rd ounces)
evaporated milk, undiluted
1 medium onion, finely
grated I pulp and juice)
1 4 cup quick-cooking oats
In a large mixing bowl thoroughly mix together all the ingredients. Pack into a loaf pan
(9 by 5 by 3 inches). Bake in a
preheated 4Q0-degree oven for
25 minutes; reduce heat to 300
degrees and bake 40 to 60 minutes longer. Makes 8 servings.

Miss Ginger Beth Colson and David Norsworthy
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Odell Colson of Murray Route Two announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Ginger Beth,to David Norsworthy, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Norsworthy of Murray.
Miss Colson is a 1974 graduate of Cialloway County High School
and is now attending Murray State University. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Pearl Short and the late W. Norval Short and Mr.
and Mrs. Starkie Colson, Sr.
Mr. Norsworthy is a 1971 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is presently attending Murray State University. He is
the grandson of Mrs. Rosa Clayton and the late Charlie Clayton
and the late Mr. and Mrs. Everette Norsworthy.
The vows will be solemnized on Friday, December 21, at seven
o'clock in the evening at the Flint Baptist Church. The reception
will follow in the fellowship hall of the church.
Only out of town invitations are being sent and all friends and
relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

Coffee Cup Chatter

A dilly
of a sauce
To give frozen fish a
Scandinavian flavor, poach in
rich chicken broth. In a skillet, combine one 13'/.-ounce
can chicken broth with one
large onion, thinly sliced.
Bring to boiling and add one
16-ounce package frozen fish
cut into chunks. Return to
boiling; lower heat and simmer until fish is tender, 10 to
15minutes.
Drain fish; place on a.
small platter Mix three tablespoons cornstarch with onefourth cup water and add to
juices in pan, stirring until
thickened. Remove from heat.
Stir in one-half cup sour
cream, one-fourth teaspoon
dried dill weed and salt to
taste. Spoon some of sauce
over fish; serve remaining
sauce in gravy boat. Makes
four servings.

story—
newspaper
good
answering—what, where, when,
why and how much!! Also is ito
really needed? Nothing is a
bargain if we do not need it or
When a 'mit fabric is snagged, will not use it—Maxine Griffin,
don't cut off the snag! Pull it Federal Bldg., Clinton.
through to the other side of the
fabric. This repair is very
simple with a needle threader
which often comes with a
package of needles. Push the
wiry end of the threader
through the knit fabric from the
wrong side at exactly the point
where the snag is on the right
side of the fabric. Catch the
snag in the wiry portion of the
threader and slip it back
2 & 2 Qt Sauce Pan
/
1, 11
through the wrong side of the
fabric.—Mrs. Catherine C.
2-Glass Covers
Thompson, Hickman.
Storage Cover
-Plastic
1
+++
COOKING.
ELECTRONIC
Cooking in the electronic oven
is done with microwave energy
and is referred to as electronic
energy. Food absorbs the
electronic energy and heat is
produced. The energy goes
through paper, glass, china,
GENE SPAIN
pottery and plastit. When the
electronic energy comes in
Open Fri. Nights - Use Our Layaway
contact with a substance, it is
West Side of Square - Mayfield, Ky.
either reflected, goes through or
Is absorbed. Only when it is
absorbed does it produce heat.
The electronic energy causes
instant heat in food from all
sides, up to a depth of approximately 24,2". Then the heat
continues through the food by
heat conduction. In conventional oven cooking, the food
is surrounded by heat and enters the food through the slow
process of heat penetration.
A five pound rolled rib roast
of beef can be cooked in only 25
to 30minutes. A 14 pound turkey
. •com•
requires only one hour and
look
at
these
prices
ON
Whirlpool Dishwashers'N
potato
baked
a
minutes,
fifteen
about 4 to 5 minutes, and a layer
<la>
cake about 3 to 341 minutes.'
Vegetables have a gardenfresh
CUSTOM CONVIRTiail PORTAIlle 04$44v/Aaman
taste, retain their natural color,.
vow
rya-ft
owmOmml ,wOo
and are more nutritious.—Mrs.
• DwOO• psoMiPin vossin.411 mob mom
Courthouse,
Juanita Amonett,
nap.
•F
liOmrmow •••Oom MoOm O.00rom•
Paducah.
PMONOMSO
+++
By: University of
Kentucky County Extension
Agents for
Home Economics

SPECIAL!!

CORNING WARE
SAUCE PAN TRIO

4199

•(You Stye 't.i.95)

HERITAGE HOUSE
GIFTS

Whirlpool

•
Women buy nine-tenths of all
the things the family eats,
wears and uses. A few years
ago, it was estimated that there
were 32,000 different kinds of
from.
choose
items to
Therefore, we need to become
skilled buyers. Shopping skills
are easy to acquire if we
remember that they are like a
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NEW
SUPER SCOUR
CYCLE!
rd.

The New Owners of

The University Inn

309 No
16th

Raphael Jones & Gary Burieen "Friendly Bunny
Bread Boy,"
Would like to Wekome everyone to this

Homecoming Weekend!
Come in and see OUT .new. Game Room.
This week
SPECIAL .• CHAR-BROILED CLUB STEAK
with baked potato ot
french frit" and salad 01*1.35.

_

Whirlpool
IMPERIAI. DISHWASHER

Whirlpool
SWIM OISWIMSKI

WI '2'
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Whirlpool
4-CYCLE DISHWASHER
WOE $94995
DITS
• 0.11,..14 rwciom
• Mogw000d S_ coo.
maw—.uomo 000w
• NO Owe M.o.. Hop.

Dunn TV; Furniture--1
and -Appliance
Hazel Hwy.

753-3037
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GUEST EDITORIALS

According To Boyle

Galbraith Says Schultz
Should Begin Over Again
)ce

R.L. Cooper. Calloway Coun
ty Health Administrator, received an Internat
ional distinguished
service award at the Internationa
l Association of
Milk Foods and Environmenta
l Sanitarians being
held in Tornoto, Canada.
The City Council authorized May
or Holmes Ellis
and the Street Committee to take
bids on the cub.
gutter, and street improvements
in Circarama
Subdivision.
Deaths reported are David Allen Wallin, thre
e
year old son of Mr. and Mrs. E.C. Wallin of Murr
ay,
and Roy S. Yates of Mayfield, brother of Mrs.
S.V.
Foy of Murray.
Mrs.Eva Ross,librarian at Calloway Coun
ty High
School. will be the guest speaker at the meet
ing of
the American Legion Auxiliary.

Twenty Years'Ago-Today--
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THE FLAMING war in the Middle East is distinguished by its
contradictions.
The Soviet Union and the United
States have proclaimed their dedication to efforts to achieve peace
through negotiation.
But the Arabs and Israelis are
slugging it out in the Sinai Desert
with weapons eagerly provided by
the Russians and the Americans
through massive simultaneous
airlift operations.
The oil-producing Arab nations
have ordered a progressive reduction in oil production to force
the United States to withdraw its
support Of Israel.
But the energy-hungry United
States gets only 6 per cent of its oil
supply from Mideast sources and
the countries most likely to be
hurt by the Arab action are those
in West Europe and Japan, who
are already avoiding involvement
in the conflict.
And, notwithstanding the Soviet
and American concern and the
Arab maneuvering, indications
are that a peace, when it comes,
will only confirm issues already
determined on the battlefield.
THE U.S.-Soviet determination
to maintain detente has created a
situation in which both sides are
airlifting from 700 to 800 tons of
war material to the battle zone

daily.
The cut in'Atab oil output, while

it might force the United States to
adOpt the allocation measures under study in Congress and correct
some of the wasteful practices
outlined recently by former Interior Secretary Stewart L. Udall, is
not going to effect a change in
U.S. policy.
IT COULD, however, strain the
resources of larger consumers of
Mideast oil, particularly Japan,
which depends on the Arabs for 80
per cent of its supply.
And the pressure from Western
Europe and Japan for a U.S. reconsideration of its Israeli support may shake our relationships
with our uninvolved allies.
In the long run, peace in the
Middle East will be along terms
shaped by the results of battle. It
seems reasonable to believe that
peace would be achieved more
quickly if both the United States
and the Soviet Union were less

NEW YORK (AP) — Base Publi
c Purpose," branded
d
on his performance in dealing
present economic policy as
with inflation, said Prof. Ken- "the
most inept since Herbert
neth Galbraith, a just reward Hoove
r," and Shultz's impact
for Treasury Secretary George
P. Shultz woidclise a quick re"I think economists should be
turn to the University of Chiheld responsible for their accago as an assistant professor. tions
," he - said;reminding a
"Let him begin all over small
group at an author's reagain," said Galbraith, the ir- cepti
on that when prices rose in
reverent Harvard economist, of World
War II the public held
Shultz, the former Chicago the Offic
e of Price Adminiseconomist and business school -trati
on reSponsible.
dean who novf ilea& eeaftoettle- Galbr
aith said current ecopolicy for the Nixon adminis- nomi
c policy, which leans heavtration.
ily on interest rates as a means
"Anyone who makes a mess of
suppressing inflationary
of economic policy should be spend
ing, involves a fraud.
relieved and marked down as a
"We do have controls," he
failure," said Galbraith, a conce
ded,"but they're adminisDemocrat. He also nominated tered
by people who don't befor retirement the chairman
of lieve in them. It's like putting a
the President's Council of Ecoprostitute in charge of the vice
nomic Advisers, Herbert Stein. squad
."
The professor, who more than
Taxation was considered pocoincidentally is promoting his
litically unpopular, he said,
17th book, "Economics & the
partly
because "increased

Public Relations
Notebook
By J. Neil Woodruff, Ph.D
.
Associate Professor of Jour
nalism
Murray State University

taxes have to hit the higher
spending brackets." Arid fiscal
restraint as a means of controlling inflation, he said, is
usually compromised by other
cons)derations,such as defense
"So this means they're conducting economic policy only on
interest rates, running the
economy on no controls other
than those available to Herbert
Hoover and saying that we
have controls. This is where the
fraud comes in."
Higher interest rates, he said,
are discriminatory because the.
poor are borrowers and the
rich lenders, and are uncertain
in their impact.
A fundamental defect in the
Shultz and Stein approach, he
said, is that they base policy on
their own optimistic forecasts.
In directing policy, he maintained, you cannot act on the
basis of what you hope or expect but instead you should
deal with realities, changing.
policy when the realities
change.
Although he never had the
opportunity to administer economic policy, even though he
has served in several government positions and was influential in the Kennedy administration, Galbraith said he
knows precisely what he would
do if he were in charge now.
His basic program would consist of a tax increase on upper
incomes, a stiff monet
ary p('.
icy and controls, with sor.(
form of aid to the jobless in tb,
weakest areas of the econo
my

There are many qualities
confidence in the employer.
which are desirable and
It's a two-way street. When it
necessary both in public and
becomes one-way, comgenerous with their quick-tempersonal
relationships. munications and cooperatio
n
Honesty and sincerity, of
pered partners.
become very difficult.
cours
e,
are
And while we cannot submit to
foremost qualities
Usually a person with
in relationships among
blackmail because of our energy
sound confidence is not
people. Other desirable thoug
lack, the Arab ultimatum should
ht of as being conceited.
quali
ties include integrity, We
encourage a second look at our
think of confidence as
decisiveness,
awareness, faith in oneself and in one's
profligate use of natural repatience, and confidence.
powers but not in a sense of
sources which utility executive
Confidence is an invisible arrog
ance However, a false
Charles F. Luce has labeled our
quality but the results of its
sense of confidence through
"badge of shame."
presence can be counted in decei
t probably would be acmany ways in relationships of comp
anied by conceit or
people. A perion has con- arrog
ance.
fidence when he feels sure
There must be confidence
that he is doing the right
The heights of peace are not
thing. Individual actions of a among people if we are to
scale
d by the angry and viohave
successful relationships,
person who feels certain that
he knows what he is doing is whether they be in public lent climber. Violence al ways
'referred to as self-confidence. relations activities or in per- obscures goals and dissiBy CARL P. LEUBSDORF
The degree of self-confidence tonal relationships. When pates constructive energy.
The Senate's Republican Pennsylvania and Rober
t P.
AP Political Writer
which persons posses will confidence is lacking between The path of non-violence
leadership has protested to the Griffin of Michigan,
were siWhite House over both the lent.
determine greatly their suc- any persons attempting to leads to God. It is a realizWASHINGTON (AP! — A
President's actions in the tapes
After Nixon yielded on the cessful or unsuccessful communicate, a barrier exists able goal. Individual women
measure of President Nixon's
which will prevent either and men have
controversy and his lack of con- tapes, but not on the
prose- relationships with others.
continuing political difficulty is
achieved it.
sultation with them.
cutor, Senate Republican leadAll persotis are concerned party from achieving desired Perhaps some day
the reaction — and the lack of
nations
Meanwhile, Rep. John J. ers said they would suppo
will. You and I can help show
rt a with confidence in one way or results
it — from his longtime backers Rhode
s,
R-A
riz.,
move
said
to
have
all
anoth
Siric
House
er. Workers in all aca name a
in Cones during the WaterIn another sense,confidence the way. Get together with
new prosecutor.
tivities are concerned with the
gate tapes crisis.
An AP News Analysis
plays
a big partin our lives; your family, friends, neighEven conservative Sen. Ro- confidence placed
Even after Nixon agreed Republican
in them by perhaps
s were invited to a man L. Hruska of
more so today than at bors, or co-workers to disTuesday to turn over White Capitol
Nebraska their superiors. If an employer
Hill meeting today to said he favored
any
time
in the past. This is in cuss the problems of violence
such a move.
House tapes and certain docu- discu
has confidence in workers, it
ss the President's recent
the most personal area of con- and how you can work toWhen Nixon finally yielded on
ments to U.S. District Court actio
is quite likely that this feeling
ns.
the tapes, Republican support
fiding in others various and gether to help solve
Judge John J. Silica, many
will be absorbed by workers
them.
it was expected one topic for appoi
ntmen
personal bits of information. For a helpful
t of a new prosewho previously stood with Nix- would
discussion
with the result being a close,
be demands by GOP con- cutor persisted
despite obvious
When a person brea
on kept their distance.
ks guide and further informagressmen. including Rep. John White
House opposition to the satisfying relationship within another person's
Sen. Barry Goldwater. R- B. Ander
confi
dence
, tion write: Religion In
son,
any organization.
chairman idea.
Ariz., said "Thank God" and
he has committed one of
of the House Republican ConAmerican Life, 475 Fifth
the
Howe
ver,
it
is apparent that most
Skepticism about the future is
most Republicans said nothing. feren
personal and serious Ave., New
ce, that Nixon name a widespread
York, S.y. 10017.
. A senator who said if an employer does not have errors that
'Those who reacted did so new
we know in human Play an
special prosecutor
Monday "the bottle is un- confidence in einployees, it
activ
cautiously.
e role in your
relationships. This o'Se area
When the White House sug- corke
d" was asked if the cork cannot automatically be excommunity and
Sen. Peter Dominick, R-Colo.,
has probably dissolved more
gested last week that every- is now
back. "Of course not," pected that employees will
his telegrams running 100-to-1
help show the
thing would be solved by hav- he
close relationships than any
replied. "It may never be." have any greater degre
against President Nixon's oustway.
e
of
ing Sen. John C. Stennis, D,14,011
other.
tICAN MI
er of special Watergate proseMiss., verify summaries of the
cutor Archibald Cox and his
tapes, Sen. Charles McC. Mathoriginal refusal to give Silica
ias Jr., R-Md., said it was "so
the tapes, said merely "He
limited as to be ludicrous."
(Nixon has taken one step" toTop Senate Republican leadwards full disclosure.
ers, including Hugh Scott of

Ralph V. Horton, Boilerman Third
of Mr. and Mrs. Viagil Horton, is Class, USN,son
serving about the
anti-aircraft ship, USS Juneau, out
of Norfolk, Va.,
which has just returned from a six
months cruise in
the Mediterranean Sea.
Seventh Day Adventists Welfare
Workers from
Murray, Paris, Paducah. Mayfield
, and Fulton will
meet at the Murray Church at
15th and Sycamore
Streets on October 27.
Jackie Shroat, Judy Shoemaker,
A.W. Simmons,
Lee Taylor, Johnny Stalls, and
Bob Overbey,
Murray High School students,
participated in the
Speech Tournament at Murray
State College. Mrs.
Huron Jeffrey is speech sponsor.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital during the
period of October 21 to 23 include
a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Lamb.

M), help cometh from the
Lord . which made
heaven and earth.—Psalm 121:
2.
It is foolish to rely upon
foreign alliances,
economic hand-outs, and our
self-assumed rights.
The only unfailing source of help
is in the Lord God.

Copley Nowa Bartelott

Terms of Mideast peace
will be shaped in battle

Ten Years Ago Today

Bible Thought For Today

By Hal Boyle

NEW YORK (AP) — CurbsWhy is man so bored and nothing but a vast waste
land.
tone musings of a Pavement lonel
y in this century? There
You get more critical of the
Plato:
may be many reasons. One, quality ot the paper
towels in
Boredom and loneliness are certainly,
is that the spread of the office washroom.
two of the greatest curses of scien
ce has made all people reIt has been months since you
modern civilization.
alize how isolated and relative- heard a joke that
wasn't an
Perhaps more than half the ly unimportan
t the human spe- echo of a joke you heard
20
people alive on earth today will cies
is in the endless catalogue years ago.
spend the major portion of of time
and space. Man dies;
Your old and still dear
their existence being bored or
his universe goes on, indifferent friends seem to be
getting a bit
lonely — or both.
to his fate.
stupid and tiresome lately, and
This is true despite the fact
How can you tell whether you you have privately
decided that
that -man now - has 10 times
are bored? 'Well, there's no your employer
is balmy and
more toys and geegaws to di- doubt
you are bored, whether getting balmier by the
week.
vert him from his inner woes you
realize it yourself or not
You no longer look for chalthan at any other times in his- if—
lenges in your work—all you
tory, and keeps investing fresh
You are talking to yourself want from it is
few waves and
forms of entertainment every
more—but enjoying it less.
a few more oats.
year.
You used to know the names
Reading an article such as
Somehow they fail to work. of all the
major league baseball this doesn't make
you think. It
Man is not amused by himself. playe
rs, but now you are not just makes you annoy
ed.
He finds the task of killing time even sure
of the nicknames of
Yep, you're bored. I'm sure
pleasantly increasingly difficult the team
s.
of that. Which proves, perhaps,
and stubborn work.
Television, you think, is still that it takes
one to know one.

The Florida Supreme Court has placed that state's
newspapers in jeopardy. In ruling that all polit
ical
candidates have a right to respond to any commen
t
made about-them, either on the editorial page
or in
news stories, the court threatens both freedom of
the
press and the economics of printing newspapers.
The decision tamperS with the free press because_
it puts government in a position to determin
e the
day-by-day content of a newspaper. If a cand
idate,
for example, holds'a press conference and criti
cizes
his opponent, the court says the opponent "must"
be
displayed in the same manner as the criticis
m.
Editors, in such a world, would become responsi
ble
to government agencies for the content and layo
ut of
their newspapers
This constitutes a clear threat to the relationship
between a newspaper and its readers. It woul
d force
newspapers which dared to cover any political
event
at all, to form any political campaign. The
result,
quite likely, would be that papers would ceas
e to
print all but the most innocuous facts and
would
refrain from
.comment. The "free press" would
them simply die on the vine.
The free press system works without laws like
that
upheld by the Florida Supreme Cour
t. Any
newspaper that "gets out of line" faces scor
n by its
peers. the flight of its advertisers and the disr
espect
of its readers. The costs are too high,
and most
newspapers strive for balanced cove
rage of
"meaningful" candidates. The editorial page
is the
newspaper's alone, and like every man's
opinion, it
has a right to it.,We are confident the U.S.
Supreme
Court will strike down the Florida
decision. —
Charleston (S.C.) News and Courier

by Carl Riblet Jr.
Citizens who demand plain-speaking in
governments stand aghast when they give ear
to much of
the oratory in the City of Lost Content on
the banks
of 'the - polluted Potomac and they are shoc
ked to
learn that so little logic rites
to the surface there;
perhaps because logic is like the sword—th
ose who
use it may perish by it.
"There is something in the vanity
of logic that addles a man's
Brains
—Edgar Allen Poe

1973

How To Tell If You're Bored

Throttjing Press

Isn't It The Truth!

llit HSU A Y--0(TOBER 25,

Because
it is there

Reaction of Nixon Backers
Is Measure Of Difficulties

R

Morgan, Trevathan 8 Gunn,
Inc.
Insurance - Bonds - Real Estate
— 108 E. 12th St.,
lkonton

Funny Funny World
LAW
Nairobi., Kenya—A. maga:
trate- has. wristlet] polic
e
against drinking liquor woug
ht into court at evidence.
Seems some officers were
downing brew that was
produced in such cases as
drunken driving or public
intoxication. The magistrate warn
ed that "the law will'take
its course" with any offic
er doing so. (East
African
Standard
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Curris To Wear
Academic Attire
Of "MSU Office
When Dr. Constantine W.
Curris is inaugurated Nov. 12 as
the sixth president of Murray
State University, he will be
wearing a presidential gown,
cap and hood designed specially
the
for
occasion
and
,
.,
representative of the institutior.
It will be the first time in
Murray State's history that the
president will wear academic
attire representative of the
office at the university.
The gown, being tailored by
Collegiate Cap and Gown Co. of
Champaign, Ill., will be burnished gold with the panels and
sleeve chevrons of royal blue
trim, according to Dr. Don
Jones, chairman of the
academic procession committee assisting with the
inaugural arrangements.
The lining of the hood will be
in the blue and gold colors of the
university, and the cap will be a
distinctive, eight-sided tam of
royal blue velvet with a gold
bullion tassel, Dr. Jones said.
Dr. Curris is expected to wear
the attire at all formal,
academic functions at the
his
university
following
inauguration.
The academic gown is the
basic garment of attire for such
occasions, and by tradition, is
black for all degrees and ranks,
wih exception of the special
gowns being worn by college
and university presidents as
representative of their institutions.
Evolving from caps and
gowns worn in the medieval

universities
which
Were
agencies of the church, the
gowns and hoods to be seen in
the academic procession at Dr.
Curris' inauguration will be
representative
of many
disciplines of learning.
The hoods, especially, will be
distinctive. They will be lined
with silk in the official colors or
color of the institution conferring the degree and are
in
bordered
the --color
representing the discipline, or
field, of learning.
These fields and their
respective colors include:
Arts, white; law, purple;
theology, scarlet; medicine,
green; music, pink; philosophy,
dark blue; science, golden
yellow; letters, white; industrial education, orange;
economics, copper; and public
health, salmon.
Agriculture, maize; fine arts,
brown; education, light blue;
accountancy and commerce,
drab; library science, lemon,
veterinary science, gray; home
economics, maroon; journalism, crimson; speech, silver
gray; and health and physical
education, sage green.
The square caps or mortarboards are a prescribed part
of academic dress, and are all
identical in black except the
doctoral degree cap may be
black velvet and have a gold
tassel.
The public is invited to attend
the inaugural ceremonies for
Dr. Curris, scheduled to begin
at 2:30 p.m. at Lovett
Auditorium.

Realize that you have the
necessary backing and act
accordingly.

FOR FRIDAY,OCTOBER 26, 1973
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Your tenacity and driving
power can help you win big
gains now. In your upward
climb, however, be careful not
to ride roughshod over others.

gril

TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
A day in which you could be
error-prone, so give careful
attention to details — especially
in financial matters.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Where there's a difference of
opinion in a job situation,
negotiate rather than /argue.

CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Stellar influences encourage
more of the grit and ingenuity
that won laurels for you in the
past. This will be a good day for
innovations.
LEO
2
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 41{
Personal relationships under
something of a cloud. Be
especially tactful in situations
where money is involved.
VIRGO
• lip k. t.
i Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
You may have to make an
important business decision.

Weigh all factors carefully and
state your decision clearly so
there will be no misunderstandings.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
Just the right day to bring off
something new in your occupational area. Move fast!
Evening hours favor romance.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. n)Look for some usually
pleasant communications from
those at a distance; also new
contacts which could prove
invaluable in a business way.
SAGITTARIUS
I Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )
(11k1
Day could find you the
recipient of some special
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Launching into unc arte
recognition, perhaps a gift or
than
bonus of some kind. Whatever, seas may take you further
deep
too
waters
into
expected,
reaction
public
definite
is
there
for comfort. Check before going
to your efforts.
beyond your depth.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
YOU BORN TODAY are a
Mixed influences. Day calls combination of mental agility
for your stamina, stick-to- and physical prowess. Like
itiveness, good will and ability most of the Scorpio-born, you
to help yourself and others out usually have fine business
acumen and may take up a
of undesirable situations.
career in business or industry
AQUARIUS
.10,610
during your earlier years.
I Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
However, being endowed with a
You may be able to put over a
livelier imagination than many
good deal, conclude a profitable
agreement. At least, steps others of your Sign, you may
abandon such a vocation in later
toward such ends can be
years to pursue the path of art,
initiated. But don't press;
beauty and mysticism —
maneuver cautiously.
painting,
in
especially
PISCES
literature or religious music.
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)

High Voltage means
at
cell connectors deliver more ini•
tiel starting power
than an otherwise
identac-al battery with
up-and -over cell connectors.

GUA RANTEE
Free replacement within 90
days of purer..e if battery
proves defective. After 90 days
we will replace it with • new
battery if defective, charging
only for the period of ownership. Your monthly charges
for ownership will be computed
by dividing the current selling
price less trade-in at the time
of return, by the number of
months of guarantee.

Heavy-Duty Shock Absorber

SAVE 26%

SEE HOW TO COORDINATE CARPETS,PAINTS &WALLCOVERINGS
PERFECTLY.INSTANTLY.WITH ANY DECOR.FOR ANY ROOM.
out making mistakes.
Let the Color Harmony Guide show you something. Just give us a color to go on. Or describe
the sofa you want to decorate your room around.
It's a brand-new decorating concept, and no- Or point out the Sherwin-Williams carpeting you
body else has anything like it. On a viewer produced want to buy. Or tell us the style of your furnishings.
by Kodak*, you see colors and textures that go to- Traditional, Colonial, Contemporary. Suddenly, it's
gether beautifully.
as clear to you as the picture up on the screen how
It lets do-it-yourself decorators relax and select to decorate any room in your house.
Of course you can charge anything you buy at
paints, wallcoverings, and floor coverings from
hundreds of coordinated color plans and room your Sherwin-Williams Decorating Center. And you
ideas. Ideas that let you express yourself creatively. can buy paints, wallcoverings, carpets and everyIdeas that you can take and make your own. With- thing else you need for decorating.
Come into your nearest Sherwin-Williams Decorating Center, and see a demonstration of our Color
Harmony Guide.

(STANDARD COLORS)

IAL
71AUNIKNI701
If Heavy-Duty Shock
Absorber fails due to
faulty materials and
workmanship or weer,
out while original purchamet owns the car, it
will ..be replaced upon
return free of charge,
or the porches', price
will be refunded. If the
defective .hock absorber was installed by
Seers, we will install
new shock ab•orber
with'no charge for
labor.

SHOP AT SEARS
AND SAVE
RAW

aresiticx AND at

Sears
The owl Aorta Coot«

Sears Has A Credit
Plan to Suit Your
Needs&What& Shoplift
Center
753-2311)
11:611-5:36

You oun't go wrong with either the Color Harmony Guide, or SherwinWilliams Super Kern-Tone Latex Wall Paint. It's our best-selling paint.
Easy to apply. Easy to maintain Easy to live with. And the washability for
this soft finish is outstanding Now you can choose
a Super Kem -Tone color to match your carpeting,
your furnishings or your eyes at this special price

Sale ends
November 3rd.

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
HELPS YOU DO ITALL

It's so easy to shop at a Sherwin-Williams
Decorating Center lust say "Charge it
O•t••

Severer"
iNtueres
Laud aCC ou

753-3321 -

BANN AM ERICH()

MIKAN chaotic.
a
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'Finley Promises To Take Fight
Over Dick Williams To Court

Lanny Wadkins Thinking More
About Family Than Sahara Golf
By BOB GREEN
Associated Press Golf Writer
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP)—
,Lanny Wadkins is here. But his
mind is back home in ClemInons, N.C.
',;• "I'm already thinking about
xoing home—wanting to be
;there," the 23-year-old Wadkins
laid just a few hours after ar.riving in Las Vegas to defend
'his title in the $135,000 Sahara
Invitational Golf Tournament.
There's reason for his longing.
His wife Rachel last week
gave premature birth to a
daughter, Jessica Dawn, the
young couple's first child. Wadkins is here only because he's
the defending champion.
• "They're both fine—no problems at all," Wadkins said before teeing off today in the first
round of the tournament that
pffers a $27,000 first prize.
:'Rachel and I are both just as
1ickled as we can be. I'd just
like to be home.
"The baby is still in the hospital. They'll probably keep her
!mother week, She was six
weeks premature. She weighed
MILIL11\11\111.1111.111.111

0,

only four pounds five ounces.
She was long enough, 72 inches,
but just kinda skinny."
Wadkins beat Arnold Palmer
by a single stroke for the title
in this tournament a year ago.
He was a rookie at the tithe
and his first professional victory vaulted him to a $116,616
season, the money-winning
recordfor a first year man_
He's solidified his position as
one of the game's brightest
young stars this season. Wadkins won the Byron Nelson
Classic and the USI Classic and
had 8194,948, a record for a second year man and fifth on the
list this season.
Off his credentials, he would
appear to be a favorite in a
relatively thin field. But his
preoccupation with his young
family made it a wide-open
race with several dozen players

likely to make a run at the
title.
In addition to Wadkins, 8100,000 winners Hubert Green, John
Schlee, Forrest Fezler and Hale
Irwin are major threats.
Among the 1973 tournament
winners on hand are Chi Chi
Rodriguez, Bert Greene, John
Schroeder, Deane Bernan, Sam
Adams,Dave Stockton, Homero
Blancas-and Ed Sneed, winner
of last week's Kaiser International
And, too, there's the 44-yearold Palmer. He hasn't won
since February, yet always
ranks high among the list of favorites.
Jack Nicklaus, Tom Weiskopf, Lae. Trevino, Bruce
Crampton, Gary Player, Billy
Casper, U.S. Open king Johnny
Miller and Masters Champ
Tommy Aaron all are skipping
the tournament.

Ladner Holds Back
Erving As Kentucky
Downs Nets 100-98

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
For a change, someone did
some operating on " Dr.J." instead of the other way around.
Wendell Ladner had the job
of stopping Julius Erving and
P
A
while he didn't cut him apart,
P
he certainly cut him short.
Ladner held Erving to 20
points-13 under his average—
and scored 18 himself to lead
the Kentucky Colonels to a 10098 American Basketball Association victory over the New
"What's going on up
York Nets Wednesday night.
there!"
"My main job was to keep
Checking your farm
him from touching the ball,"
inventory? This is. a good
said Ladner. "I guess if he got
time to review your in27 shots, I didn't do such a
surance on stored crops,
good job there, but I felt good
livestock
and
farm
about the way I stayed between
machinery and buildings.
him and the basket."
We can offer
lowcost
Erving made only 10 of 27
package farm insurance at
shots with the bothersome Lad.
Murray Insurance Agency.
nil- hanging in.
"Ladner did a super job at
both ends of the floor," said
$ the
Kentucky
Coach
Babe
0!NSURANCE AGENCY 0 McCarthy.
In the night's other ABA
BE L AIR CENTER 7534751
WWII:WM\WWI\WIL‘ games, the Carolina Cougars

g

The time..
4 now ••• the Willard

High Ind. Series (HC)
Kathy Lichtenegger
Jane Knight
Hilda Bennett
High Averages
Glenda Hill
Margaret Morton
Jane Buchanan
Mary Smith
Pat Scott
Sandra Rice
Verona Grogan
Jane Knight
Kay Addison

t*/
LIMITED OFFER . .
SALE ENDS NOV. 7th

The
Chandler

S

•

The Bagnall
$499
,••

CABINET FINISHES AVAILABLE: OAK,PINE,CHERRY & MAPLE
OPEN EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT —
OPEN EVERY FRIDAY EVENING TILL 8:30
UNITED HOME FURNISHINGS

-.114 ISIordt Thfid St. t _

Paducah, Ky.

House
Phone 43-6257

CONVENIENT CREDIT TERMS
Free Delivery Service in Padded Vanp, up to 100 Miles

He said he had received, assurances from the owner that Finley would not block Williams'
leaving.
Williams said he has not
talked with the Yankees nor
have the Yankees contacted
him.
Finley said he "stunned"
Yankee officials at an American League meeting in Chicago
Tuesday when he denied them
permission to talk to Williams
about succeeding Houk, who
had announced he already
signed with Detroit.
The practice of seeking permission to talk contract with a
prospective manager is usually
a mere formality.
"I said 'absolutely no," Finley recalled a conversation with
George Steinbrenner, Yankee
board chairman, and Gabe
Paul, Yankee president.
"There was quite a pow-wow
between the Yankee and Tiger
officials after I made it plain I
wasn't going to let Williams go
for nothing," Finley said.
"I wasn't in on the conversation but Steinbrenner told me
the Tigers never did ask permission to talk with Houk, who
also had two years to go on his
contract with the Yankees,"
said Finley. "Steinbrenner said
he was going to the Detroit

people and demand compensation himself.
"Don't be surprised if these
things wind up in court."
In New York, the Yankees
said Houk technically still was
their manager.
Paul said the club has not
given Houk the standard release form on the rest of his
contract or promulgatedrit
through the league office-iii-.61--yet.

FROt

loaporary nowslosts deers nig Own

INCREASE MENTAL
ALERTNESS!
Perform ten greater efficiency

Don I let temporary fatigue defeat yCi.
Imagine the advantage you'd possess al
times when swift. sure action is called for
It's almost like carrying an extra reserve of
power in your pocket, a stimulant available
when you need that extra edge of alertness,
memory or the power of quick decision
Each Catiednrie Stimulant Capsule contains
hundreds of tiny continuous-action pellets
Some ol each pellet dissolves right away for
fast action The balance is scientifically•
timed to dissolve gradually providing up to
4-hour5 of continuous alertnets Buy Catttedone today Just $1 98 for a package 01 20
safe yet effective capsufes.
Satisfaction 911111111111111114 Of ANN MeV
chrp
l
iltAi
the
O
strongest rafredirDPW
stimulant TO km c.o....

available without

24-F

prescription.
II

Radio-Maek

PI

Toyland is Open
SMART SANTAS SHOP EARLY...STORES OPEN LATE NIGHTS
SAVE 55 ON THIS
WALKIE- TALKIE
HELMET

E LEI

V

Bel.

608
605
589
162
157
156
155
153
152
152
149
141

BASEBALL

Isn't this a wonderful opportunity to
give tho gift of time to you and yours!

$.199

Danny Odums, Kemp Hampton
and Robert Turner.
But Howard Jackson, the uncrowned leader of last year's
squad, is still in a wheelchair
recovering from a 71-foot fall
through a skylight while working on a construction project
during the summer.
And Jerry Wanstrath and Eddie Childress have graduated,
wauld say that the attitude
we have had in practices so far
has been outstanding—nothing
less," Kelly said. "I think a lot
of this is due to the fact that all
these players know I can't accept anything less than an allout effort because of what has
happened to Howard. They understand that I won't tolerate
anything less simply because
Howard never gave us anything
less...1 think that Percy and
Fly both have shown a lot of
leadership early and that's
highly encouraging."

ICAGO (AP) — Charlie
Finley did it again.
The controversial owner of
the world champion Oakland
A's says he won't let go of his
manager Dick Williams without
a fight—in court, if necessary.
"If I do let Williams go, I'll
have to be compensated. And
handsomely,"
compensated
said Finley Wednesday. He
added he has no intention now
of giving Williams a free hand
to negotiate with another club.
By threatening legal action,
Finley, who nearly stole the
show at the World Series with
the firing of his second baseman, may have started another
ruckus involving the New York
Yankees and the Detroit Tigers.
Williams, who has a contract
with Finley through 1975, announced his resignation as Oakland manager Sunday just after
the A's won the World Series.
He was reportedly headed to
the Yankees to replace Ralph
Houk, who was on his way to
Detroit as manager.
"I'm surprised," said Williams from his home in Rivera
Beach, Fla. "I have high regard for Mr. Finley. He never
went back on his word before."
Williams described Finley's
action as a complete aboutface

MUI

'COI

Sports In
Brief

Eoch dock is o hand •detailed masterpiece,
corefully scaled for todoy's home —
exquisite furniture with o 11141/SSO9l!
Eight-day weight driven movements and
Westminster chimes pleasingly remind
you of the hours.

_Carrtage

CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— The sound of success at Austin Peay State University
sounds oddly like a jackhammer.
"They're making some new
doors," explained Governor
basketball Coach Lake Kelly
Wednesday as he drilled his defending Ohio Valley Conference
champions.
"The fire marshal told us
that if we were going to have
the kinds of crowds we've been
having, we need more doors so
they can get out," Kelly said.
He might have added that the
new doors will permit more
people to get into APSU's tiny
gym, too.
Kelly's team includes a nucleus from last year's squad
that went as far as the mideast
regionals of the NCAA tournament after coming from virtually nowhere to set the OVC
on fire.
James "Fly" Williams is
back, so are Percy However,

BOWLING
STANDINGS

$449

•

Howard Jackson Still
In Wheelchair As Govs
Prepare For Cage Season

hammered the San Antonio
Spurs 124-92 and the Indiana
Pacers turned back the Denver
Rockets 98-89.
Ladner, playing his finest
game since become a Colonel
at mid-season last year, also
collected 11 rebounds for a
DILLAR OR DOLLAR
spectacular,all-around evening.
Bowling League
Dan Issel paced the Colonels Team
W.. L.
with 22 points, while Larry Ke- Pin Drops '74
19'? 12'?
Rolling
19
Stones
13
non connected for 24 in New Misfits
18
14
York's cause.
16
Ding-A Lings
14
15'
2
Rollers
16' 2
Cougars 124, Spurs 92
Patriots
14, 1 17' 2
Jim Chones led a ballanced Corvette Dreamers
131p 18'
20
12
attack with 22 points as Caro- Four Aces
High Team Game (SC)
lina took a 124-92 decision from Rollers
601
San Antonio. Eight of the Cou- Rolling Stones
600
Ding
A
Linos
569
gars scored in double figures.
High Team Game (HC)
Pacers 98, Rockets 89
Rollers
790
773
Freddie Lewis and Mel Dan- Ding A Lings
'74
769
iels scored 17 points apiece to Pin Drops
High Team Series (SC)
power Indiana over Denver 98- Rollers
1709
'1611
89. The game was close Rol,ling Stones
Ding A Linos
1644
throughout the first half with Corvette Dreamers
1913
High Team Series (MCI
Indinna holding a 48-46 halftime
Rollers
2276
lead But the defending ABA Ding-A
Lings
7256
chanipions outscored the Rock- Pin Drops '74
2228
High NM. Game (SC)
ets 26-16 in the Third period and
Sondra Rice
195
held off a Denver rush late in Margaret Morton
181
Glenda Hill
179
the game.
High Ind. Game (HCI
Sondra Rice
228
hy Lichtenegger
226
Ethelene McCallon
220
High Ind. Series (SC)
'Glenda Hill
507
Jane Knight
491
Miry Smith
472

Wheaton

PAI;E:
ialtelaas

•, .

ST. LOUIS — St. Louis Cardinal outfielder Matty Alou, who
led the National League in batting in 1966, was sold to the San
Diego Padres for an undisclosed amount.
KANSAS CITY — The Kansas
City Royals exchanged pitcher
Dick Drago for pitcher Marty
Pattin of the Boston Red Sox in
an American League trade.
TENNLS
ABEFtAVON, Wales — Marita Redondo of National City,
Calif., eliminated Ellie Appel of
The Netherlands 3-6, 6-4, 6-2
and gained the women's singles
final in a $75,000 international
tennis tournament.
GOLF
PINEHURST, N.C. — Denny
Lyons teamed up with Rives
McBee for a 5 and 4 victory
over.Bryon Hutchinson and Bill
Ferguson to establish the U.S.
team with a 6-2 point lead after
the second round in the inaugural Diamondhead Cup golf
competion with British club pro
teams.
MYRTLE BEACH, S.C. —
Ben Crenshaw of Austin, Tex.,
shot a five-under-par 67 and assumed a four-stroke lead after
the first round of the final 72
holes of qualifying play for the
pritledge of joining the ProfesGnifers Association tour,'
HORSE RACING
LAUREL, Md. — King of
Cornish, $6.40, held onto an early lead to defeat Mr. Jefferson
and win the 87,000 feature at
Laurel Race Course.

IN WALKIE-TALKIE
Poorer model Sends and
ieceives radio messages
up to 1/4 mrle NO liC00114
eo-3020
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795
EA.

WALKIE-TALKIE HELMET

995

lndoor outdoor tun
Sends and receives
mareesgesno trbehille
tegurred1 Can be used with
SOW' Petrol wallue-talsie
60-1033 Ilem 14.111

ic MINIATURE RACE CAR
Car speeds clown 1641
dreg strip CluickiS000
brakes can at finish Sets
in seconds 60-1037
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V ROAD DEVIL RACER
Can iurnIX flips 'Olin
3 Pinta) the
11.14
,
Power Mfeclor press the
lugger *act, this Ci.e.0.1 go
60-1036

2895

219

H OPTICAL LAB KIT
Do one' i 30 e yperimeni,
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Bold telescope namera
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1995

M AUTOMOBILE LAB KIT
Build a miniature auk
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chassis with steering
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ste,
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see
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Lill toe coo on ask a
Duns or
495
Question
smoke coMo out Replace coo
'pen' lighted window to siee
the answer 60.2374

CC GENIE

[In DIGITAL. COMPUTER KIT
50 easy excenmentS In
00 math Calculations
employing INS binary sysrem
OtediCt weather Countleu
other.operalions 28 199
g PLANETARIUM KIT
rosc.nai.no NA*. kit
INIAITY-POssered
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charts included 60-2272

E spire the world 1'!
a propulsion Oye
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00 ex0erimentS
build
glidei helicopter more
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KIT

1295
A

E ELECTRONIC PROJECT
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amplifiers
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Others No soldering or tools
relluired 28-220

[LIAM TRANSMITTER KIT
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station broadcasts
".04414,any AM ramo 00 ii 495
25 /way Mike included
604224
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FUZZY, FLUFFY, FUNNY

ROULETTE GAME
Place bets then press
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GAME

Play Poker or black
by Wafting a Poston
CasiTS ion inside the machine
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Moo the cards tor pre-selected
hand 160-2176 Shown)
Deluxe 60 2118
4-913
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ANIMALS COMPLETE
WITH AM RADIOS•

TE11141Ell MADIO

D1 COMPUT-A-DICE GAME
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toe wee,'
60.7137

• Murray, Ky.
753-7100

395

Store Hours:
Mon.-Thins. 10-6 p.m.

North 12th Extended

1295

SLOT MACHINE GAME
See trOsn many points
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the leve, to spin OuSh buttons 395
10 5100 60.2119

E DRAW POKER
KIT

[CEDEntlY HORSE RACING
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MURRAY DATSUN
INC.

MURRAY DATSUN
INC.

DATSUN

DATSUN

FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

604 S. 12th St.
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standard rehe rest of his
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753-7114
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IMPLEMENT CO.
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PEOPLES
ciBANK
mtIRRAY

It's

Industrial Rd.
753-1319
GO TIGERS!!!

KY.

SAMMON'S
BAKERY

TABER'S
BODY SHOP

Chestnut St.
753-5434
Open 6:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Closed Sundays
"Everything Baked Fresh

ThirD
ftrAlw

24-Hour Wrecker Service
1301 Chestnut
Phone 7534134
If no answer 753-3303
753-6177

ratkadrafte

a

n

Daily"

PURDOM-THURMAN
INS. and
REAL ESTATE

CLAUDE VAUGHN
--PLUMBING &
HEATING
501 N. 4th
Murray, Ky.
7534168

GHTS

MURRAY
ELECTRIC SYSTEM

Murray High
FOOTBALL

Southside Court Square
753-4451

JOHNSON'S
GROCERY

400 Olive

512 S. 12th

753-5841

GO! GO! GO!

"We support the Tigers."

THE CHRISTIAN
BOOK CENTER

Murray High Black 8 Gold Band

608 CHESTNUT STREET
PHONE 502 753-0425
WAYNE PERRIN
CATHY PERRIN
OW/PIERS

Bel-Air Shopping Center

-Study to show thyself
approved..."

753-8322

2 Tan. 2:15

James D. Clopton Division

CORVETTE LANES

FREED COTHAM CO.
Heating, Air Conditioning,
Sheet Metal
Since 1937
802 Chestnut
"Join us after the game."
RACING

1295
cTMS.e
,
0 0litte *IP)

, FUNNY

PLETE

OS a

WINCHESTER
PRINTING SERVICES

HOLTON kMELUGIN
INSURANCE
AGENCY

INCORPORATED

The Businessman's Choice For
Fine Printing"
102 NORTH 4TH STREET
PHONE 753-6397

FAST PRINT COPY
CENTER

206 Main St.

While You Wait
Copying and Duplicating
504-8 MAIN STREET
PHONE 7534662
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

753-3415

995
1195
995

BANK OF MURRAY

MURRAY HIGH

1195
1195

KICAOFF

1495

TIGERS

",,,,•1 redoes
Nal all slyIss
Ill TICKER Out

0=

8 p.m. at

FDIC

Holland Stadium

VS.

!
leak

KELLY'S TERMITE

r Ihrs SAgn

latghborhOOd

RUSSELL VILLE

Murray
PENALTY
DECLINED

PEST CONTROL
Call today fosr free

October 26th
4\

_

7534614
GO TIGERS:

RAI

Support Your Tiger Team

MUM.

GO TIGERS!!!
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Houston
PgEss

By THE ASSOCIATED
What's this about a home
court advantage in basketball?
At this early stage of the National Basketball Association
season, the Houston Rockets
are doing much better on the
road than at home—and
Wednesday night, clobbered the
Boston Celtics 132-117.
The victory was the fourth in
five starts on the road this season. The Rockets are 0-3 at
home.
"r can't figure it out," said
Houston Coach Johnny Egan.
It seems rather illogical—you
must admit—but not when you
look at the Rockets' shooting
figures.
They had another hot night
Wednesday with 65 per cent
field goal shooting, connecting
ori 53 of 81 attempts from the
floor.
"We have learned to expect
hot shooting," said Egan "We
led the league in offense last
year, but had trouble with defense.

OTHER
MARGIN
FAVORITE
AB. CHRISTIAN
ALBANY-GEORGIA
ALBANY-N.Y.
ALCORN
ASSUMPTION
AUGSBURG
C
AUGUST ANA-ILL
AUSTIN PEAT
BALD, WALLACE
BALL STATE
BETHANY-KANSAS
BETHEL-MINN. BLACK HILLS
_BLUEFIELD
BOISE
SOWDOIN
BRIDGEPORT
VISTA
BUTLER
_LUTHERAN
CALIF
CARNEGIE MELI-ON
CARROLL-MONT.
CARSON NEWMAN
ut-roiaGE
r,
CATAWBA
CENTRAL CONN.
CENTRAL IOWA
CENTRAL WASH.

sums

CNADRON
CHATTANOOGA
CLAREMONT
CLARION
COAST GUANO
COE
C. W. POST
DAVIS
DEFIANCE
DICKINSON-N.D.
DOANE
DUQUESNE.
E. ILLINOIS _
E. MICHIGAN
EASTERN SNORE
EDINBORO
EL i ASET14 CITY
ELAN
EMPORIA STATE
EVANSVILLE
FEDERAL CITY
FISK
MARSH
FRANK
FRIENDS
FROSTBURG
GENEVA
GLENVILLE
GR AM SL I NG
GRAND VALLEY
HASTINGS
HEIDELBERG
HE NDER SON
HOBART
HOPE
HOWARD
HOWARD PAYNE
IDAHO STATE
ILLINOIS BEN
IOWA WESLEYAN
JACKSON STATE
JACKSONVILLE
• JAMESTOwN
JOHN CARROLL
JUNiATA
KEARNE Y
KENYON
LACROSSE
LAFAYETTE
LAKELAND
AMHERST
COLO . WESTERN
CONCORDIA-MINN
CONNECTICUT

a

7
10
10
21
10
I7
17
21
1.4
7
7
14
10
7
17
3
17
21
10
7
II
24
II
211
3
14
10
17
3
14
3
14
7
7
7
21
10
Ia
24
14
2.4
17
7
7
7
I
28
21
7

rt
7
35
10
3
7
14
17
1
37
3
14
7
7
7
7
28
10
10
17
3

In the other NBA games, the
Philadelphia 76ers drubbed the
Portland Trail Blazers 132-110;
the Milwaukee Bucks routed
the Buffalo Braves 130-113; the
Los Angeles Lakers nudged the
Kansas City-Omaha Kings 9291; the Atlanta Hawks routed
The Seattle SuperSonics 131-106
Pistons
Detroit
the
and
trimmed the Phoenix Suns 11599.
Rudy Tomyanovich and Mike
Newlin led Houston through a
big second period as the Rockets hit 74 per cent of their floor
shots to take a 76-66 lead over
the Celtics at halftime.
hers 132, Trail Blazers 119
Steve Mix, Fred Carter and
LeRoy Ellis combined for 81
points to lead Philadelphia to a
132-110 victory' over Portland.
Mix scored 13 of his game-leading 38 points in the final period.
Backs 130, Braves 113
Kareem-Abdul Jabber scored
31 points and Bob Dandridge 27
to power Milwaukee past Buffalo 130-113. The Braves, down

by 24 points late in the third
period, rallied behind Bob
McAdoo and Ernie Digregorio
and three times cut the deficit
to 10 points in the last six minutes.
Laker' 92, Map 91
Jerry West scored two free
throws with four seconds left to
provide Los Angeles a safe
three-point lead as the Lakers
beat Kansas City-Omaha 92-91.
The Kings'Sam. Lacey scored

High's Tigers,
Murray
coming off three straight losses
off Trigg, Tilghman, and
Hoptown, will try and hand
Russellville its third straight
loss as the teams clash in
Holland Stadium Friday.
Russellville took a 34-9

OL EGE GAMES - WEEK OF OCTOBER 28 1973
OPPONENT
MARGIN
FAVORITE
OPPONENT
GETTYSBURG
35
LEHIGH
ANGELO STATE
OREGON COLLEGE
14
LINFIELD
MORRIS BROWN
ST PAUL S
25
LIVINGSTONE
BRtICK PORT
KANSAS BEN
10
• LORAS
BISHOP
S. E. LOUISIANA
LOUISIANA TECH - 10
W NEW ENGLAND
TROY STATE
3
McNEE SE
HAMLINE
MORNt NGSI DE
24
mANKATO
ILL wESLEYAN
7
GARDNER *EBB
MARS HILL
MARTIN
FRANKLIN
mAR YV IL LE
CAPITAL
R . P . I.
17
MIDDLEBUR Y
PAID. TENNESSEE
10
C UL V STOCK TON
MILLIKiN
KANSAS WESLY
CONGORD4A-ILL.
7
MILTON
CONCORDIA- S.P.
E. MONTANA
tO
mINOT
HURON
WHIT IC ELLO
14
041,54,15SiPPi cOL
WEST VA. WESLY.
PRAIRIE VIEW
I0
MISS. VALLEY
MONTANA
-IOWA
CORNELL
21
1.8080.90uTH
COLBY
MICHIGAN TECH
7
MOORHEAD- m NH
ITHACA
AL BR 1014 T
17
MORAViAN
SIMPSON
SW AR THMK3RE
29
1.1 UHL EMBER G
Da PAUW
E. KENTUCKY
3
MURRAY
L•VER NE
17
MIDLAND
NEB. WESLEYAN
CASE RESERVE
NORTHEASTERN
7
NEW HAMPSHIRE
WE STcRN MONT
7
FLORENCE
NICHOL LS-LA
LENOIR-RHYNE
SHA W
24
NOR FOL K STATE
NORTH CENTRAL
SO DAKOTA ST
7
ND DAKOTA ST.
PRESBYTERIAN
N W, OKLAHOMA
74
N. E. OKLAHOMA
GL.A SSBORO
NOR THR I OGE
10
ND. ARIZONA
UPPER IOWA
WASHBURN
17
NO. COLORADO
OREGON TECH
IQ
MAYVILLE
NOR THL A NO
SO. DAKOTA TECH
SIOUX FALLS
42
N. W. IOWA
TENNESSEE TECH
14
N. E. MISSOURI
N. W. MISSOURI
pOMONA
21
BATES
NORWICH
CALIFORNIA-PA.
14
CHICAGO
OBERLIN
WORCESTER TECH
W. CAROLINA
3
OMAHA
BELOIT
NIAGARA
14
OSWEGO
OREXEL
10
EMPORIA COLLEGE
OTTAWA
SACRAMENTO
LEWIS & CLARK
14
PACIFIC LUTH.
ANDERSON
IDAHO COLLEGE
10
PACIFIC-OREG.
SCIENCE
I.
KENTUCKY STATE
3
PINE BLUFF
CONCOROIA-NES.
14
STEVENS POINT
PLATTEVILLE
St. VINCENT__
NORWALK
14
PROVIDENCE
ST. JOSEPHS
10
WHITTIER
PUGET SOUND
YOUNGSTOWN
OCCIDENTAL
17
REDLANDS
STATE
DELAWARE
7
BOSTON U.
RHODE ISLAND
SH1PPENSBURG
RIPON
GRINNELL
FAYETTEVILLE
SIENA
ROCHESTER TECH 21
WOFFORD
14
ST. JOHNS-MINN.
GUST. ADOLPHUS
MO. SOUTHERN
HAMILTON
10
ST. LAWRENCE
S. W. MISSOURI
S. W. KANSAS
7
ST. MARY-BANS.
WM .
AZUSA PACIFIC
10
ST. MARS'S-CAL.
KNOXVILLE
KNOX
7
ST. OLAF
LEBANON VALLEY
DULUTH
McPHER SON
10
ST. THOMAS
7
WASH.•LEE
BOWIE STATE
SENANEE
B-WATER-VA.
3
WASH.•JEFF.
SHEPHERD
INDIANA-PA.
7
SLIPPERY ROCK
WEST VA STATE
S.D.
TEXAS SOUTHERN
14
SOUTH DAKOTA
OLIAC H I TA
7
SO. ARKANSAS
MANCHESTER
CENTRE
DANA
S. W. TENNESSEE
3
EAST TEXAS
WOOS TEN
1
S. W TEXAS
3
BE TV1E L- KA NSA S
LIVINGSTON
STERLING
LTCOMiNG
UNION
17
SUSQUEHANNA
BAKER
3
TARKIO
KALAMAZOO
SO. LOUISIANA
HAMPTON
TENNESSEE STATE 7
SAM HOUSTON
7
TARLETON
TEXAS AS 1
28
SASKATCHEWAN
WEBER
VALLEY CITY
CHICAGO CIRCLE
ILLINOIS COLLEGE
35
WAYNE-MICH.
PERU STATE
pRINCIPIA
3
WAYNE-NEB.
KUTZ TOWN
BETHUNE COOKMAN WEST CHESTER
CONCORD
DELTA STATE
21
WEST LIBERTY
GEORGETOWN-KY.
BISMARCK
3
WEST VA. TECH
17
W. KENTUCKY
MOREHEAD-KY .
BETHANY-W. VA.
TAYLOR
wiLKES
10
W- MINSTER-PA
MO. WESTERN
EAU CLAIRE
7
WHITIEWATER
GROVE CITY
URSINUS
35
WIDENER
WHITMAN
OSHKOSH
17
WILLAMETTE
DUBUQUE
MAINE
10
WILLIAM PENN
TUFTS
MARTIN LUTHER
WILLIAMS
3
MOUNT UNION
wESLEYAN
20
WITTENBERG
w-Im I NSTER-UT AM
WESTMAR
24
TANKTON
• MATTATUG K
MAcALESTER
BROOKLYN
21

o.

as

MASSACHUSETTS

The Big
Weekend!

• DENOTES FRIDAY

an uncontested layup as time
ran out for the final points of
the game.
Hawks L11, SuiperSosies ill
Pete Maravich scored 15 of
his 36 points in the third period
to ignite an Atlanta surge and
lead the Hawks to a 131-106 success over Seattle.
Pistons 116, Suns 99
Detroit held Phoenix to 14
points in the third quarter and
went on to a 115-99 triumph
over the Suns,

drubbing last week at Trigg
County, while Murray High lost
a 7-0 decision to Hopkinsville.
The Tigers record is only
slightly better than that of the
Panthers, by virtue of a season
opening tie with Reidland.
Murray's record now stands at
3-4-1. ,while the Panthers are 4-

The Murray State University
golf team will play in the 19team ISU Invitational Golf
Tournament at Baton Rouge
this weekend.
According to coach Buddy
Hewitt, the tournament will by
far be the strongest the Racers
have played in this year. The
following teams will participate:

Russellville instead of 30 if they
were a first division team.
The Class A First District
Title may be decided Friday as
three area high school teams
with perfect district marks are
in action.
Two of the unbeatens, Trigg
County and Todd Central, will
meet at Elkton, while Fulton
County tries to keep its perfect
record against Reidland.
Trigg County, which has won
the state Class A championship
for the past two years is in the
best position to claim the 1973
title. If the Wildcats can win
their next two games, they have
the title won.
Todd- Central, on the other
hand,must defeat Trigg Friday
to have a chance at the district
crown. Todd is 7-1-1 with

The class A clash will be one
of two key games Friday, the
other being Fulton City at
Heath. Although none of the
four has a chance at the title, all
are shooting for first division
finishes, and the outcome will
influence the chances of the
leaders.
A Murray victory over
Russellville would aid Fulton
County and hurt Todd Central,
because the Panthers would
finish as a second division team.
As a resulty, Todd Centre} blemishes only to AA teams,
would receive 20 points on the while Trigg is 6-2 with both
Dtldnson system for beating losses to Class AA srthools.

New Mexico State, Florida
State, Houston, Memphis State,
Michigan, University of Texas,
Alabama,
of
University
University of Florida, East
Tennessee State, Murray
State, Georgia Southern,
University of Oklahoma,
Arizona State, Illinois State,
Tulane, Duke University,
University of New Mexico, Pan
American, and ISU at New
—
Orleans.
Currently, Houston, Texas,
Florida, Georgia Southern, and
Arizona State are ranked
among the top ten in the nation.
For the past two years,
Murray has placed seventh in
the tournament. The Racers
were fifth in 1970.
Last weekend, the Racers
placed fourth in the 12-team
Mid-South Fall Intercollegiate
Tournament at Paris Landing,
Tenn.
The Racers, with a score of
614, finished behind Middle
Tennessee, 604; Illinois State,
606; and Austin Peay, 611.
Back of Murray were Tennessee Tech, UT-Martin, Indiana State, Christian Brothers
College, Austin Peay No. 2,
David Lipscomb, Bethel, and
Southwestern at Memphis.
Murray's Bruce Douglas, a
junior college transfer from
Stroughton, Mass., took second
place in the individual championship with a 150.
Other players for the Racers
were Randy Mosley, 152; Paul
Celano, 155; Mike Perpich, 159,
Kevin Arnold, 162; and John
Storms, 162.

Volleyball Team Places Seventh
The Murray State University deserve it. It was strickly a
women's volleyball team placed team effort and I just happen to
seventh in the Mid-South In- be playing the position that gets
viational Volleyball Tour- more recognition than the
nament held in Memphis this others. For example, Mary
Palo could have very easily
past weekend.
Playing in the 'A' division, 'work the honor since she had 23
Murray competed against some sets."
of the best teams in the nation,
while the 'B' division was the
losers bracket.
Although getting beat by
Memphis, Mississippi State
College for Women, and Southwest, Missouri, the Racers
played each team a good game,
accordng to coach Nan Ward. •'I
was real proud of our girls,
especially when we took Southwest, Missouri into overtime.
They ranked Seventh nationally
last year and had most of their
starters back this year."
Here's the way the teams
rated in the 'A' division:
First place, UT-Knoxville;
second place, Southwest, Moo.;
third place, Eastern, Ky.;
fourth place, Memphis, fifth
place, Tennessee Tech; sixth
place, Mississippi State College
for Women; seventh place,
Murray; and eighth place,
Florence State.
All of the teams above
Murray played in the national
tournament last year. except
Tennessee Tech.
Twelve girls were selected for
the all-tournament team and
Murray's freshman spiker
Cindy Lumboch was chosen.
She unselfishly said, "Naturally
I'm thrilled to receive such an
honor but I certainly didn't

Murray's overall record is
now 8-6, with each loss coming
from a nationally ranked team.
The Racers' next home appearance will be against
Kentucky State next Monday
afternoon at 4:00 in the
University School Auditorium.
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NEW YORK i AP i — Notre
Dame's defense ranks in the
top 10 in every team category,
including punting—a feat never
accomplished in major college
football this late in the season
According to statistics released today. the Fighting Irish
rank first in total team defense,
allowing only 141.2 rushing and
passing yards per game.
In addition, Notre Dame is
second in rushing defense, tied
for second in scoring defense.
10th in pass defense and seventh in punting.
The undefeated Irish meet
unbeaten but once-tied Southern
California Saturday in the only
major game involving two unbeatens.
The Trojans, who pounded
Notre Dame 45-23 last year.
will face a younger and quicker
defensive unit this time around.
Freshmen flop Browner and
sophomore Jim Stock, both
ends, supply much of the speed,
but the Irish will miss Iackle
Steve Niehaus, who is lost for
the season with an wpitary.
Michigan heads the list in
scoring defense, permitting 3.8
points per game and Penn
State in rushing defense, allowing 48.7 yards per game.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
No one has to tell Buffalo Sabres' Coach Joe Crozier that
the exhibition season doesn't
count.
The Sabres, the expansion
it to the 1972
club that
rr Playoffsin their
Stanley Cup
third year, were winless in
eight games on the 1973 exhibition trail.
"I have nothing to say about
what the critics said," said
Crozier, who is now walking behind the bench of a first-place
club after the Sabres tripped
the Chicago Black Hawks 3-1
Wednesday night.
"The regular season is 78
games, not eight," added Crozier. "We're in first place now
and we want to stay."
Elsewhere in the National
Hockey League, Montreal
edged Pittsburgh 3-2; Los Angeles skated past Atlanta 6-4,
and California whipped Detroit
7-3.
Gil Perreault's second period
goal snapped a 1-1 tie and lifted
the Sabres past the idle Toronto
Maple Leafs into the top spot in

the NHL's East Division. Buffalo has won five games, four
in a row for a one-point lead
over Toronto.
Canadiens 3, Penguins 2
Yvan Cournoyer scored the
winning . goal at 17:18 of the
third pesiod, his third point of
the night, giving the Montreal
Canadiens a 3-2 victory over
the Pitttsburgh Penguins.
The game-winner came after
a face-off between Pittsburgh's
Ron Shock and Jacques Lemaire of Montreal.
Kings 6, Flames 4
Center Vic Venasky triggered
a four-goal outburst in the second period with a pair of scores
to power the Los Angeles Kings
to a 6-4 victory over the Atlanta
Flames.
Golden Seals 7, Red Wings 3
Left winger Gary Croteau
scored three goals to lead the
Golden Seals to a 73 victory
over the Detroit Red Wings.
With the Seals leading 5-2 in
the third period, Croteau scored
two goals 17 seconds apart to
wrap up the game for the
Seals, who lost 11-2 in Detroit
last Sunday.

Hockey Championship
OTTAWA API —The Canadian Intercollegiate Athletic
Union CIAU and the United
States National Collegiate Athletic Association NCAA announced Wednesday formation
of an annual North American
intercollegiate hockey championship.
CIAU President Keith Harris
said the first championship will
be held in Canada sometime
around the end of March, 1974.

appedrine.
Contains one of the

diet aids
strongest
available withou•
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TRIM POUNDS & INCHES
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Lose 10, 20, 30 pounds and more of excites
Amateur Series
weight. Appedrine, a remarkable little tablet, contains one of the strongest diet-aids
(API
available without prescription. Start losing
MANAGUA, Nicaragua
weight very first clay. Have the slim, trim
— The world amateur baseball figure
you've always wanted as you loilow
series will begin Nov. 22 in- this extraordinary, easy slimming plan.
Enjoy eating 3 meals and 3 snacks every
stead of Nov. 15 as originally day.
Don't go hungry as ugly fat disappears
announced, said Carlos Garcia, fast from waist, tummy, thighs, legs, everyYou
where. APPedrine is fully guaranteed:
coordinator of the event.
lose weight fast starting very first day or
Garcia said Japan had asked your money back without (pastier.
for the starting date change
and that the request was approved.

System for The Ledger & Times
Effective November 1, 1973
The Carriers purchase papers at wholesale . .. then sell to
subscribers on their routes.

If you have any
questions or problems,
please contact Mr. Delaney,
-

753-1916.

1.3
Your Carrier will
be collecting
between Oct 25
through
Oct.
30,forikinontbs of. &1
air:41.52) and November -will need to
collect a
total of
$3.52.
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SUPER SAVE PRICES

...
We have Estee Lauder Cologne &
Dusting Powder!
Come In and See the New

Polaroid XL 70 Camera

GU/
AT!
SNICKS

The game that is fun for everyone!
Includes everything you need to play
including cues and balls. Buy now
and save!

Suede with non-slip crepe sole Sizes
6'2 - 12

BASKETBALL

BASKETBALL

GOAL SET

BACKBOARD
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Model 210
A blend of 45°, polyester, 35°- rayon, and
20°, cotton make this
a soft, warm, comfortable blanket

Model 8960
Sturdy ,58' backboard.
and net. A great gift :tern'

goal

(HALTED
BEDSPREADS

CRUSHED VELVET
BEDSPREADS

Brighten WY ybu'
with
bedroom
bedspread with qui l'
top, ruffle flounce
solids
Floral of
Full or twin sizes

Elegant crush velveJ
spreads to enhance
the beauty of any bedFull or twin
room
sizes Many ' colors
MATCHING 48x84 DRAPES 12 86

Cannon

Regulation size and
weight football autographed by the great
Gale Sayers.

size and
Official
basketball,
weight
steel goal and net.
A real bargain'

BURLINGTON
ESSEX

50x63 $797 DRAPERIES
22
50x84 $9

Aloha

72 x 90. 100 per cent
polyester print blanket
with lock-nap finish and 5" •
nylon binding. It comes in
gold, pink and blue. Make
your bedroom look like an
island of tropical flowers.

60" Wide 100% Textured

2-Piece

DOUBLE KNIT

Pile

Bed Blanket

_

Bath Set

Rag.

Coleman.

3.97 yd.

3 Days Only 1 yd.

Bg K His A Complete

Brighten your bath
room with a
two-piece tank set
Decorator colOrs.

Colemane

Burlington drapes of Rayon and Cotton.
Permanent press with permanent pleat retainer 3'' hems and mitered corners. Decorator colors

Sewing Department

v Complete selection of sewing notions
v Patterns by Simplicity

Coleman.

LANTERN
SLEEPING
BAG
Model 8123-0521

POLAROID 108

FILM
Him near expiration
date only!

Reg. 3.97

200A195

Single
Burner

200

14-oz.
DIAL
DEODORANT

PROPANE HEATER
PRESTONE II

AO- FREEZE

toca sextier

1 Gallon

Regular

ALKA SELTZER

37'
Count -25S.
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

Reg. 2.88

Unscented

TAMPAX 40's
100
Rt4.17-42iN

No fumes or flames
with this safe, degtfOr pendable heer
tent, boat, cabin, of
.duck.tslind_ _ ,

Warm and comfortable
for those -nightc in
_ the matorla

Standslikea 300 watt
tacon all night. Can
go for up to 12 hours
withoUt refueling, in
even the ctronnec!

\

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

111111=1111
BANKAMERICAPO
kohme,)(..v

ual Opportunity Employer

753-8777
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'Vets Using GI Bill To Great Advantage

Hospital Report

Soil Tests liecelsary To
Determine Safety Factors

Baby Girl, Route 3, Benton,
OCTOBER 21, 1973
Mrs. Jewell Phelps, Route 3,
ADULTS..96
High school dropouts who
Murray, Henry Bruce Adams,.
NURSERY..4
detoured through military
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Route 1, Box 157, Murray, Mrs.
service e,nroute to college have
Mrs. Janie Nance and Baby Ronda Fitts, 743 Riley Cts.,
massive shifting of the soil,
a GI Bill benefit that wasn't
Murray.
Box 131,
Murray, Andres Taylor, Route available to their fathers after
causing buildings to sink into Boy,
DISMISSALS
1, Almo.
World War II. And they are
the ground and large storage
Ronnie Lovins, Route I,
surface.
the
to
using it in record numbers.
rise
tanks to
Inez
Hazel, Mrs. Avis
"Tests for determining McKendree, Route 1, Dexter,
In addition to the 36-months of
liquifaction potential of soils is Willie Cooksey, Route 1, New
college assistance Vietnam
Morton,
Stokes
Harry
Concord,
one kind of test we've made for
veterans earn with as little as 18
a Massachusetts firm building a 521 South llth St., Murray, Mrs.
months service, they can
Requests from three leadnuclear plant," Dr. Hardin said. Patricia Sue Hurt, Route 5,
receive GI Bill payments-for the
ing British climbers to be inDenise Marie
Miss
Murray,
Amplification of earthquake
months that might be
in an autumn attack on
cluded
additional
May, Route 5, Box 690, Murray,
motion by the soil is the second
Mt. Everest have been turned - necessary to complete high
Mrs. Amy Odell Barnett, 510
down by the Japanese expedifactor that influences the
school or take additional
North 3rd, Murray, Mrs.
tion.
movement in soil.
courses needed to meet college
Jimmie Carol Bohannon and
Measurement of soil "stiffness" can be accomplished with
a device developed by Dr.
m mi in es IN ow MI MI IM INS MI •
WI
IIII NI IN El
•IIIIIIIII
Hardin and patented by the UK
4Ia_k_a_
111.110••
Research Foundation. This
IU...,
device is called a resonant
M IIIIIIII•
1
column. Dr. Hardin has made
111111•.111111.1
these devices for some 12
universities in the U.S., two
11111111= se sr
universities in Canada, seven
Nowa
1111111•11111111111
•1111ho-usiON11111
for consulting engineering
••• Pli
firms,two for engineering firms
••
in Japan, and four for governM •
3K1134.311XlitiliTillrralrIX
mental organizations including
N
the Tennessee Valley Authority.

We get calls from people all
over the country wanting help in
determining the consequence of
soil vibration especially in
earthquake zones," says a
Kentucky
of
University
professor of civil engineering.

additional "free entitlement"
months can be used without
depleting the basic 36-month
eligibility needed for four
college years.
During fiscal year 1973, there
were 129,980 veterans and
servicemen, who had used free
entitlement, were enrolled in
college. This is a almost double
the number enrolled during the
previous year. _
_

"The two problems that we
have to. deal with are the
liquifaction of soil and the
amplification of earthquake
motion by the soil," says Dr.
Hardin who is chairman of the
UK Department of Civil
Engineering.

The soil stiffness measures by
this column is similar to the
stiffness of a metal spring. This
information can be applied to
predict what soil at a construction site will do under
specified circumstances.
Engineering specifications can
then be written to take these
factors into account, Dr. Hardin
explained:

He explained that liquifaction
of soil occurs when there is
vibration or stress on soil layers
causing particles of sand to
displace water -in the water
table. Liquifaction can result in

N.
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Some items not exactly as illustrat(i.

Barnes Hind

Ladies

Wetting
Solition

Vitamin E
200 I.V. Water
Solubilized

Get these
Blankets

Sweaters
Short-Top Vests

for Contact
Lenses

before cold weather gets here!

2fo',75°

Reg.
4.63 Bottle of 100

1 POUND BAG

BONDED POLYESTER FIBER
Reg.
299

RIGHT GUAGAETITDEODORANT

81x% Size Ideal for Quilts

Johnson's

Coriciden

'Reg89.
$
1.

coo Ou

COMMISSIONER

Kentucky Department for Natural Resources
and Environmental Protection

GRIDDLE

lue

DRIVEWAY
REFLECTORS

Selfix Suction Cup
Oval

t° 29;

Pro Model

Check
Files

GREASE
Cartridge

TABLE

47;

For Grease
Gun
Bernz-O-Matic
Propane Jet

CAULKING
COMPOUND

TORCH KIT

Rubberized White

Lifetime Guarantee
Model 1T10

Seals all cracks crevices
and openings.

VALENTINE PRINTING)

SERVICES, INC.
A DIVISION OF WINCHESTER PRINTING

37;

$899
Includes Tank & Torch Head

SIMONIZE CAR CARE
6 PIECE GIFT PACK

AUTO

SEAT
COVER

111

Prices

Start

includes Automobile
Quarterly 100th Anniversary Edition
of "World of Cars" illustrated with
299 full color
Pitotcgra0s,:-$1487'

67;

37

Portable

MULTI PURPOSE

PING PONG

With Long Stem

ROASTERS

$1
4 lb. to 18 lb
I
Roaster From

Only
O

1 TO 1,100 COPIES
Camera Kelly Capp pally.

STP DUAL

OIL
FILTERS

Lockable with filing
cards
JUST RECEIVED LARGE SHIPMENT

Large Selection

DECOYS

COLEMAN
MERCHANDISE

and Decoy

ANCHORS
by Carrylite

•COOLERS •JUGS
•LANTERNS •STOVES •HEATERS
Just Right for Christmas
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If you are interested in Land
Use Planning, and all of us
shoukl be, plan now to attend
this most important meeting.
Remember, an informed
correct
makes
citizenry
decisions.
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Family Size 124-oz
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the new law. If we inform
ourselves, then we are better
make the proper
prepared to
decisions regarding land use
planning. At least, we will have
a "head start" on what will be
expected of us.
The federal law will probably
require state legislation to
implement it.
This meeting is important to
each of us, and I would like to
encourage attendance by all.
The Conservation Congress,
sponsored by the Natural
Resource Development Committee, is made up of the
leading civic, conservation,
business and government
organizations in the state.

1. LAI

ANYOr
down, v
free to
Store

Special Selection

Reg. '1.09

4-oz. can

THOMAS°. HARRIS

PRINTING AND
DUPLICATING

Jackets

Fr..

Environmentally
Speaking

WHILE -YOU-WAIT

Ua

'10.95

Nature Made

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Dr. "keep in haw" with ideas of
Sidney Simandle, of Versailles, state superintendents, state
is Kentucky's third educator to Boards of Education and
become president of the professional education
National Association of State organizations. Simandle said,
Directors of Teacher Education therefore,"decisions relating to
and Certification NASDTEC). teacher education and certification are usually " a
Simandle, director of Teacher
reflection of what is going on
Education and Certificatidn in
nation."
the state Department of throughout the
Education, was recently elected
Among the current major
to the office by the association, concerns of the association he
which includes state directors cites
Developing
are:
of teacher education and cer- reciprocity
for
systems
tification as well as other states' recertifying teachers moving
education officials.
across state lines, establishing
"Kentucky has always been balanced representation of
in the forefront in teacher educators and lay people on
education and certification," teacher education and cerSimandle said. The two former tification councils,and reducing
presidents if the "red tape and technicalities
Kentucky
NASDTEC were Richard Z. involved in teacher cerJaggers and Louise Combs.
tification."
Simandle holds degrees from
The national association
meets annually to discuss Lincoln University in Tennessee
standards and make recom- and University of Kentucky. He
mendations concerning teacher also served as dean at Midway
education and certification. We Junior College.

back. MONADEX is • tiny tablet
and easy to take. MONADEX will
help curb your desire for excess
- weigh lets. Contains
food. Eat
no dangerous drugs and will riot
mek• you nervous. No strenuous
•vercise. Change your life ... start
today. MONAIDE X cost 1$3.00 for
a 20 day supply. Large economy
size is $5.00. Also try AOUATABS'
they work gently to help you lose
water-bloat. AOUATAEtS -a"water
pill" that works - $3.00, Both
guaranteed and sold by:
Say rite Drugs-Bel -Air
Shopping Center-Mail Orders
Filled

MONGOLISM STUDY
England's Manchester University is undertaking a threeyear study of Mongoloid chil..dren to see whether anything
can be done to help their early
development — CNS

Come In And See Why Everybody Shops At Uncle Jeff's

•

LOSE UGLY FAT
Start losing wilt today or money

Ex-servicemen who were
discharged after the Korean
Conflict are encouraged to get
VA counseling on how they can
get VA checks of $220 per month
more if they have dependents
for a period which in some cases
is double the time they spent in
service.

Mens Light
Weight

INV,"

.. Aimee

HIGHWAY 641 -MURRAY, KY.

Simandle Named NASDTEC President

Some time ago a "Conservation Congress for Land
Use Planning" on Nov. 14 and 15
at Stouffer's Inn in Louisville
was announced.
This Congress will give
Kentuckians an opportunity to
hear prominent speakers
discuss state and local government's role in land use planning
under the upcoming federal
legislation.
Everyone will be affected by

To date, 195,653 veterans and
servicemen have used the
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There are two basic laws in
soil mechanics that have to be
understood.

benefit, and nearly 70 percent
were still in training during the
last fiscal year.
Administrator of Veteran
Affairs Donald E. Johnson
attributes part of the success of
the program to the intensive
"outreach" program launched
in 1969 to encourage veterans to
take advantage of their
benefits. The program, which
focuses on the socially and
disadvantaged
economically
veteran, utilizes predischarge
counseling, follow-up letters to
home addresses, telephone calls
and personal visits.

entrance requirements. These

Language problems
defeat climbers

"Actually, soil tests must be
made for determining safety
factors when a company is
building a nuclear power
plant—even in a region like
Kentucky where earthquakes
are rarely experienced," says
Dr Bobby 0. Hardin.
Physical laws that affect the
earth's surface—generally
known as soil mechanics—are
essential to minimize eartLiquake damage to construction.

(FORMERLY
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Sell it With A Classified A

immirr

1. Lepl Notice,
In accordance with Kentucky
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby given
that a report of FINAL settlement of accounts was on October n, 1973 filed by Harold T.
Hurt, Execiftor of the egate of
Alpha Futrell, Dec'd and that the
same has been approved by the
Calloway County Court and oriered,filed to lie over for exceptions. Any person desiring to
file any exception thereto will do
so on or before November 26,
1973, or be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 22 day of
October, 1973.
By Marvin Harris
County
Court
Clerk,
Calloway County, Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley, D.C.
In accordance with Kentucky
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby given
that a report of FINAL settlement of accounts was on October 72, 1973 filed by Irene
Bizzell, Executrix of the estate of
Cletice Bizzell, Dec'd and that the
same has been approved by the
Calloway County Court and ordered filed to lie over for exceptions. Any person desiring to
file any exciPiroi thereto will do
so on or before November 26, 1973
or be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 22 day of
October, 1973.
By Marvin Harris
County
Court
Clerk,
Calloway County, Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley, D.C.

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads, classified
display
and
regular
-display, must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day before
publication.
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4
p.m. the day before
tpublication.
•)••••••••••4••••

23. Exterminating

15. At§cles For Sale

INSURANCE!! HOMEOWN- ONE OF the finer thing:" f lifeERS, farmowners, mobile Blue Lustre carpet cleaner. Rent
homes, automobiles, low rates, electric shampooer
$1.00.
excellent claim service. See us Western Auto, home of "Wishing
before you buy. Galloway In- Well Gift Shop."
surance &Realty,phone 753October25C OUTBOARD MOTOR, 5 H.P.
5842.
Also three setter bird dogs.
Phone 435-4992.

l

FIREWOOD. ALSO bird dog
pointer puppies, three months
old, $20.00 each. Phone 489-2113
after 6:00 p.m.

WILL THE person who bought a
little trunk, Shirley Temple mug
and black kettle from Willie
Falwell please write Mrs. Eulala
Falwell Dean, No. 8 Hatcher
Drive, Bella
Arkansas
72712.

MAPLE BABY bed and chest.
Also double knit dresses, sizes 10
and 12. Good condition. Phone
753-2753.
LOOKING FOR an unusual gift?
Give an art piece sculptured by
nature; varnished and hand
polished driftwood with assorted
decorations. Phone 753-2415 or
see at 1628 Farmer Ave.

a. Card Of hanks
We want to express our sincere
thanks to all who made my stay
in the hospital more pleasant
with letters, flowers and cards. A
special thanks to all my neighbors and to our children who did
so much and to the Tappan
Company. We say thank you so
much Local 1068 UAW-CIO.
Mr and Mrs. Curtis Hays

16. Home Furnishings

28. Heating & Cooling

32. Apartments Fa Rent

753-1916

34. Houses For Rent

FOR THE best in pest control
BEDROOM house,
service and termite control call AIR CONDITIONER, 10,000 NICE EFFICIENCY apartment THREE
gas furnance, air
Superior Exterminating Com- BTU, 1973 Fedders model. for one or two students, across carpeted,
utility room has
conditioned,
street
from
MSU
campus.
pany. 753-7266,
TEC $225.00. Phone 767-4745.
Private parking. Available now. hook ups. Deposit required.
Phone 753-2835 or 753-2376
24. Miscellaneous
29,,Notile Home Rent* Phone 753-4342 or after 5:00 p.m. $115.00.
after 5:00 p.m:753-4978
FALL FENCE sale, now through FOX MEADOWS and CoactNovember 26. For free estimate Estates Mobile Home Parks.
TWO BEDROOM brick, large
Call Larry Lyles at Sears, 753- Small parks. Superior ac33. Rooms For Rent
living room, dining room, and
2310.
commodations. Residential area.
kitchen, utility and storage
South 16th Street, 753-3855.
SLEEPING ROOMS tor men,
BATTERIES $8.95 to $14.95. Any
rooms. Furnished or unfurnished, private entrance, air
car, discount to dealers. Atomic
furnished. Close to University.
Batteries, 401 North 4th. Murray 10' WIDE trailer, electric heat, conditioned, refrigerator. No Pets. Phone 753-1980.
Zimmerman Apartments, South
753-8572.
November 5C excellent condition. Dill's Trailer
Court, Murray, Drive In Theatre 16th. Phone 753-6609.
entrance. Phone 753-1551 or 753BEDROOM house with
F'URNISHED SLEEPING rirorn THREE
3930y
breezeway and
enclosed
glass
ALUMINUM
with bath and refrigerator.
garage. Located on
attached
private entrance Also adjustable
SIDING
10' WIDE two bedroom mobile dress form for sale. Phone 753- Hazel Highway. Phone 753-5105 or
753-5436. •
home, $65.00 per month. Also 1394
Maintenance Free - No
smaller home, $45.00 per month.
More Painting
Phone 489-2595.
We cover all wood. It will
SIX ROOM house and basement,
34. Houses For Rent
cut 30 per-cent off your
carpeted and drapes, all electric
NEW MOBILE home, two
heat bill.
bedrooms, all electric, carpeted. HOUSE IN country, carpeted, heat. Vacant November 24.
$50.00 deposit. $125.00 month. basement, $115.00 per month. Middle age couple, no more than
Call for Free Estimates Water furnished. Phone 753-2377 Also large two bedroom apart- two children. Can be seen at 410
498-4886
ment, $85.00. Phone 753-7671 or South 6th Street, or phone 753or 753-8921.
1622.
after 4:30 p.m. 753-8333.

G.E. RECORD player and stereo
TWO BEDROOM trailer, oil or
sale. Lay away for Christmas 25..Business Service
electric heat. Water and storage
now. Model V-211, Regular
$18.95-sale price $16.88. Model A BUSINESS without a sign is a building furnished. $65.00 per
INSURANCE 7531489
V-639,_ Regular $34.95-sale price isign of no business. Hanna Sigr. month. Phone 489-2513.
SHIELD OF SHELTER
TFC
$24.88. Model V-936, Regular Company, 753-8346.
We wish to express our sincere
-sale price $44.88. Model
655.95
30. Business Rentals
thanks to our neighbors and
V-946, Regular $59.95-sale price 27. Mobile Home Sales
friends for their many acts of
CLEAN UP shop, near Midway.
11I acres, $47.88. Model T-361, Regular
kindness and words of comfort APPROXIMATELY
or six miles 179,95-sale price $59.88.. Roby MOBILE HOME, 12' x 55', two Phone 753-5311.
five
non
land,
tillable
during the recent illness and
Phone 492,8837 Sales, Highway 68, Benton, bedrooms, carpeted, air condeath of our husband and father, from Murray.
Kentucky.
November2C ditioned, duo-matic washer,
p.m.
-5:00
8:00
a.m
Ray Jourden. We wish to give
utility house, storm windows, 31. Want To Rent
special thanks to the nurses and
complete furnishings including
doctors at the Murray-Calloway WANT TO BUY Angus bull. PRACTICALLY NEW Maytag linens, dishes, etc. $3900.00. 200 TO 300 acres of land for corn
washer, wringer type, $75.00
County Hospital, to the neighbors Phone 489-2118.
Phone 753-7489, 753-8640 or collect or beans. Preferrably on north
cash. Phone 436-2404.
who brought food to the house, to
and west side of Murray. Phone
395-4643.
those who called and for the
492-8613 after 5:00 p.m.
or large
WANTED COUPLE with mobile beautiful flowers. Also for 'the DOG HOUSE, medium
DINING TABLE with four
home to live on my farm with free prayers and words of comfort size. Phone 4364417 after 6:00 chairs, $25.00. Set of two lamps 1971 TWO bedroom mobile home,
32. Apartments For Rent
p.m.
rent and utilities in exchange for from Bro. Harold Irvan and
and one large lamp. Phone 753- gas, new air conditioner. Best
offer.
Phone
753-2248.
to
the
Max
everyone,
and
753-1497
Phone
feeding animals.
9924.
NEATLY FURNISHED apartChurchill Funeral Home for their WANT TO BUY "Old" used
after 7:00 p.m.
ment, available for weekly or
kindness. May God bless you all. piano, "Any condition." Will pay
Mon- 1972 DOUBLE -wide. Living, monthly rental. Inquire at Kelly's
TELEVISION,
USED
Jourden, Mrs. reasonable price. Phone 753-0930
ANYONE FINDING A UFO Mrs. Johnnie
taclair, 23" screen. Phone 489_, dining rooms, den, three Pest Control, located 100 South
Mrs. Janice after 5:30 p.m.
Hall,
Marjorie
bedrooms, two baths, utility, 13th Street.
paint
the
down, we will furnish
2479.
Jourden, Robert
central air. 102 Riviera Courts,
free to paint it. Hughes Paint Pritchett, Gene
Jourden.
Store.
WANT TO BUY 60 acres or more NAUGHAHYDE COUCH an 753-9827.
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
,sof tillable land with or without chair. Phone 753-7186 after 4:
A nA
Unfurnished $120.00.
FOR SALE OR RENT-10' x 50', $140.00.
FoPnd
house Phone 762-2557.
SEE WHAT Mary Kay.Cosmetics ti4A-7gY
p.m.
Located at Embassy Apartbedroom
two'
trailer;
electric
can do for you!1..-B...Sonya
Available now. Phone 7531.051' IRISH Setter, 10 months
heal and air conditioned. Phone ments
For
Sale
Articles
5.
November 8C
Futrell 753-4505 for a com4331.
TRADITIONAL COUCH, good 492-8892 after 7:00 p.m.
d, Hughes Ave. area, wearing
plimentary facial.
condition. Phone 753-2382.
choke and flea collar, name TWO AIR conditioners, iuo
Rowdy. Phone 753-5688.
Butane gas tank; metal cabinet.

210 E. Main,

113lue Demin Is•1
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RED HOT!

Acme has adapted the handsO- me, rugged .
denim cloth to both Western boots and
Dingo-"the city boot with a Western heritage." The denim tops and blue sueded cowhide uppers are accented by such style
features as authentic Western stitching, brass
rivets, simulated back pockets, branded
leather patches and blue suede cowhide pull
straps. East or west of the Mississippi, Acme's
blue denim boots will be one of the biggest
hits in footwear this fall and winter

4

P,
P,
,
P
P,

•
•
•
NIP'•

•

Only the
Newspaper

•

ELECTRIC STOVE; washing
[DST 1974 Calloway County High
School graduation ring, initials RCA PORTABLE stereo and machine and chest. Phone 753ICDC. Reward offered. Phone 753- cabinet. Also twin size mattress *M- •
and springs. Phone 436-5410
5942.

1101I

ONE FENDER Bassman am6. Help Wanted
plifier, 3100 series. One RCA
microphone. One Custom 200
R.N., L.P.N., registered lab
head. One Univox electric guitar.
technician needed immediately.
One 1971 Kawasaki 350, in exInquire at personnel office at
cellent condition. Phone 753-0686
Community Hospital, Mayfield,
between 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Kentucky. Phone 247-5211.

11
Harvard University has 90 libraries
all containing vast amounts of
printed information Your newspaper doesn't contain 90 libraries of
material, but it does summarize daily and weekly events; entertain: inform. edocate in easy -to-take form
which can be read quickly or at your
leisure.

41111111
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FARM WAGON with grain bed,
price $275.00. Phone 753-3629.

A-FARMAT,L Tractor with plow,
disc and cultivator. Excellent
condition. Phone 753-1795 before
5:00 p.m. or 901-247-3775 after
order.
to
CUT
FIREWOOD,
5:30 p.m.
FEMALE SALES help wanted. Phone 436-5591.
Mature individual required.
Ample salary. Apply in person to THREE PIECE bedroom suite.
Store Manager, Murray Home & Also little girl's clothes size 2, 3
35' HOUSEBOAT-River Queen.
Auto.
and 4. Phone 436-5439.
Steel hull, twin motors, 5 K.W.
Kohler generator, air conHOUSEKEEPER WANTED,
ditioner, full bath with chlorator,
three days per week. 8:30 am.- •
rice ale
water heater, apartment size
4:30 p.m. Prefer lady with
Hurray, Hurray!
appliances. Sleeps six. Phone 753transportation. Phone 753-1275.
Don't miss the many
0421.
Bargains still at
•
•
NIGHT ATTENDANT wanted for •
COOK'S GENERAL
12' FIBERGLASS boat, 7 H.P.
coin laundry. Janitorial duties.
motor, tilt bed trailer. Phone 767Ideal for retired person. Apply at
MERCHANDISE
• 4202.
Boone Laundry 81 Cleaners, 605 •
Hazel K .
•
4
Main Street, Murray, Kentucky.
BASS BOAT, 16' Astroglass, 150
CLOTHES, FOR sale, good H.P. Mercury and custom trailer.
condition, cheap. Call 767-4453 Phone 753-1553.
HELP WANTED
after 5:00 p.m.
Cashier or waitress, night
shift, part time. Apply irt
22. Musical
person to
CLEAN CARPETS the save and
Long John Silvers
safe way with Blue Lustre. 41ent MUSIC LESSONS, band in711 S. 12th St.
electric shampooer $1.00. Kwik- struments, piano, guitar,
Pik Market, Five Points.
beginner violin. Phone 753FULL TIME female sales per1470.
November 8C
sonnel wanted, 20-40 years of age. A GOOD buy...give it a try. Blue
Must be willing and free to work. Lustre America's favorite carpet GIBSON LES Paul electric
Apply in person only at Sam- shampoo. Big K, Belaire Shop- guitar, 8 months old, just like
mons' Bakery, Northside ping Center.
new, $400.00. Ampeg V-2 amShopping Center, Thursday 2:00plifier, 9 months old, $700.00.
6:00 p.m. or Friday or Saturday GOOD USED green carpet, 45 Phone 753-0223.
1:00-3:00 p.m.
square yards. Phone 753-4713.
'1I

•

_
COMPLETE RADIATOR and
HEATER SERVICE
- RADIATOR SHOP

Phone 753-7851.

BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
HELP WANTED at Vicken's GAS COOKING stove, $25.00. Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Petroleum Station, 641 North 12th Good condition. Black couch, Piano Company, across from
$10.00. Good condition. One
Street.
Post Office, Paris, Tennessee.
chrome dinette set with 4 chairs,
EXPERIENCED AUTO clean up $20.00. Two fire alarms. Phone PIANO SALE. As low as 6595.00.
man. Must be able to use buffer 753-9605 or 753-2282.
Lonardo Piano Company, across
and clean up cars. Apply in
from Post Office, Paris, Tenperson to Murray Datsun, 604 MOBILE HOMES underpenned nessee.
South 12th Street.
Phone 753-3938 or 753-5461.
PIANO
TUNING-repairYORK SPRING Co, Route 3
TWO SETS twin size Beautyrest rebuilding. Prompt. expert serapplications
sale. Ben
mattressesand box springs. vice. Rebuilt pianos for
Murray is accepting
for employment. Call in person at vhone ra4922,
W. Dyes Murrax, Kentucky.
1tolA Spring CC,Route 1,IVIurriy,
Phone 753-8011
CAMPER-USED, tong wheel
base, $85.00. Oil heater, $55.00 23. Exterminating
•
Used couch and chair with
Pest
covers, $20.00. New 6' bar, black KELLY'S TERMITE and.
WILL SELL or lease service slate top, green leather, $130.00. Control, phone 753-3914, 100 Soinh
station and repair shop in Black upholstered bar, $55.00. 13th Street. "Every day you
delay lets bugs have their way."
Coldwater Phone 489-2215
Phone 753-4600

The "Wild Side"
Blue Sueded Cowhide foot and
Blue Denim top.
-12-inch stovepipe top
-Composition outsoles
-Boar Snoot toe
-Western Heel
SIZES: B Width, 8 thru 12
D Width, 61-2 thru 12, 13.

AUTOMOTIVE and TRUCK

Shokr's Auto Repair

209 So 7th Street
Phone 753-1751
"Bring TOW Radiator By"
Help Wanted
Millroom Foreman

Opening for supervisor with background in
porcelain enamel applications. Technical
knowledge of frit fixtures, color combinations
and gravity resolve a requirement. Will
oversee small 3 shift operation. Excellent
future, salary and benefits. Rep_ly in person or
send resume to:
Personnel Manager
Roper Corp.
100 Manufacturer's Rd.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
An Equal

Opportunity Employer

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
O

The "GYPSY' Blue
Sueded Cowhide foot and Blue
Denim top
-PVC Tap sole
-Shoot Toe
Western Heel
.
SIZES: B and D Widths, 11,,
thru 6
The "HOMBRE"

•
•
•
•
•
•

Blue Sueded cowhide foot and Blue 0
Denim top.
-Stovepipe top
-Permanently fused, flexible PVC
_
outsoles
-Custom Toe
-Cowboy Heel
SIZES: B and D Widths, 8',2 thni I

•

0
0
0
0

•

The RIVAL
For Men and Women
Blue Sueded cowhide foot and Blue
Denim top.
-12-inch stovepipe top
-Composition outsoles
-U-Toe
-Cowboy Heel
SIZES: B Width, 8 thru 12
D Width, 64 thru 12, 13
Ladies sizes.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

•
••
••
•
•
•
•
•
Shoe Storeo0
•Vernon's
A Part of Vernon's, inc.
•
SIZES: A Width, 5 thru 9
C Width, 4 thru 10

0

Be sure to visit ifernon's Western Store rid'
Vernon's Shoe Repair.

1

Open 9-9 Weekdays 1-6 Sunday
753-9885

0

0
0

0
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Tilt LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
PA(;E: TWELVE

IT'S EASY
To Place Your
Ledger & Times...

WANT-ADS

31. Livestock - Supplies

34: Houses For Rent

ILLics00.27 rui)PtieL÷

TWO BEDROOM house, un- 22-FIRST calf Charolias cross REGISTERED HotsrErk bull,
furnished. On South leth Street. heifers. 100 head young white 21 months old, son of No-Na-Me
Available November 1. Phone faced cows, calving now. 25 Fond Matt. Price 2550.00. Phone
choice Angus cows, calving now. 4374419 after 6:00 p.m.
7534801.
25 Holstein hereford cross COWS,
FURNISHED TWO or three calving now. Phone Vienna,
bedroom house. Good location. Illinois days 618-658-7203, or
AKC REGISTERED miniature
Carpeted and Air co hone,gas nights 618.8564301.
male, If months old.
schnauzer,
Available
heat. Large lot.
753-1748.
large
Phone
straw,
November 1. No pets. Couples GOLDEN WHEAT
only. Phone 753-9903 till 12:30 bales. Phone 492-8310.
p.m. or after 6:00 p.m.
TWO ENGLISH setters, 90 per
ONE-SECOND litter yorkshire cent white, Breeding: Fascias
36..,for Rent Or Lease
sow, will pig in 5 or 6 weeks. and Koom Kan, AKC registered.
Registered with papers. Phone Call 753-7787.
NEW DUPLEX apartment, at
after 6:00 p.m.
492-8790
1407 Stadium View Drive ( behind
AKC REGISTERED German
UnHouse).
Perkins Pancake
puppies. Phone 437shepherd
to
broke
mare,
old
Pt
YEAR
furnished now, but could furnish.
4322.
ride. Phone 489-2436.
Phone 753-4981 or 753-1970.
YOU!
"WE NEED YOUR LISTINGS-MAY WE SERVE
brick home located west of
GENTLEMAN- FARMER-would like this fine 3 bedroom
with barn and farrowing
cattle
or
hogs
for
set-up
and
fenced
Murray on 5 acres. It is all
nice drapes,
appliances,
built-in
fireplace,
shed. Home is in excellent condition, has
one.
this
see
to
now
call
yard,
shady
large
attractive kitchen, formal
BEAUTIFUL BRICK HOME-quality built thru-out, with large
den. Home is like new and very atlarge
also
vanity,
large
with
bath
room,
living
Mw-ray.
tractively decorated, priced in mid 30's. Located west of
Murray. This would make an excellent
150 ACRES-located about 9 miles southeast of
stream through property. Check this
running
and
frontage
highway
of
Lots
farm.
cattle
right.
one out it is priced
in good repair, and a all
START A BUSINESS-home is a 2-story frame with 3 bedrooms
opportunity to start that
Excellent
built.
been
just
has
that
new 28'x40' clean-up shop
211,000.00.
only
at
priced
shop
business and still keep the cost low. House and
old. Home is in good
ONLY 26,800.00-buys this nice 2 bedroom frame home about 6 years
about 4 miles from
condition, excellent for newlyweds or retiring couple. Located
Murray
Has building site with
SMALL ACREAGE-11 acres located about 6 miles north of Murray.
view of reservoir Property is fenced with 285 of highway frontage.

TdorP

of 'Difference
in Realtor Service

753-3597
304 Main, Murray, Ky.

HOME PHONES:
KEITH MOFFITT
753-5068
ROBERT YOUNG
753-8941
BONNIE MOFFITT
753-5062
Multiple
Listing Service

O. Produce

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at .. .

753-1916
49. Used Cars & Trucks

46. Homes For Sale

.46. Homes For Sale

49. Used Cars & Trucks

BUICK-1967 LaSabre, four door,
-1969, Vinyl
ET POTATOES,field run or HOUSE AND five ares close to NEW COTTAGE 20' x 24', 44 mile air, power steering and brakes. IMPALA CUSTOM
air, power steering, 327
roof,
and
lights
Water,
lake.
from
aded. Phone 364-6641.
$300.00. Phone 753-0525.
town. Phone 753-8500.
automatic Phone 753-6202 after
sewerage. Phone or write H.G.
Foster, 436-2404, Route 1, New EXTRA CLEAN 1967 Plymouth, 4:00 p.m.
41. Public Sales
THREE BEDROOM, two bath Concord, Kentucky.
Fury III, four door, hardtop,
ESTATE AUCTION, Saturday, brick, with central heat and air,
966, new tires and
power and air, new tires, bronze FORD VAN-1
range.
October 27, 10:00 a.m., rain or dishwasher, disposal and
mags,tape player. 2500.00. Phone
inblack
top,
vinyl
with
black
shine, PI miles northeast of Fenced yard. Phone 753-8416.
for Monty.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
terior. Call 753-7619 or 753-0525. 753-7738, ask
South Pleasant Grove Church,or
frdffi sign on Highway 64/7-114 Ititte.E BEDROOM brick house, FORD-1966,-- extra nice. Withmiles north of Hazel, then follow living room, dining room, den, power steering and air conAUCTION
main blacktop to sign leading to kitchen with built-ins, 1'1 baths, ditioning. Phone 753-8168.
40164
OCTOBER riTH
the late Mr. Duncan Erwin farm. utility, paneled garage, patio,
SATURDAY 1:30 P.M.
Mrs. Erwin's age and health private back yard, central air JEEP-FOUR wheel drive, five
Street.
curtains.
side
L.V. and Corene Mattingly are selling
good
health,
all
tires,
9th
ill
to
South
Due
farm.
810
on
living
prevent her from
and heat.
one bath, porch, and patio dwelling
block,
436-5570.
bedroom
their two
$395.00. Phone
Will sell contents of the old home Phone 753-1856.
Kenwith outbuildings on Lot N. 399, 400 di 401 in Unit 1 of
which include many desirable
Mt. Carmel
at
left
Turn
Inc.
,
V8,
,
Development
EXPLORER-1969
Lake
FORD
home,
tucky
brick
and
cook
BEDROOM
THREE
things; gas heater
Church, next right, next left, next right.
stove, ( nearly new), old central heat and air, four acres. straight shift, excellent running
Also listed for sale are: sewing machine, billing machine,
refrigerator, bed and living room 31-2 miles east on 94. Phone 753- condition and appearance. Phone
freeze, refrigerator, washer and dryer, electric stove,
deep
753-6935.
rockers,
6648.
furniture, odd chairs,
breakfast set, heaters, two beds, chest, 9 X 12 rug, electric
tables, washer, two electric
fans, tables, lamps, sectional living room suite, reclining
heaters, dresser, coal stove with
chair, gas furnace, gas stove, 11,2 horse air compressor,
jacket, Philco color T.V. and
valued at $1,000; two airo lube pumps, grease gun, rotary
radio, blue willow china, dozen
tiller lawn mower, fencing lumber, extension ladders, pipe
pieces of depression glass, purple
City of Murray property taxes are due. A ten per cent
and fittings and parts for service stations, depression and cut
carnival type cookie jar, nickle
110 per cent) penalty will be added to all unpaid tax
glass; many other items too numerous to mention.
silverware, 8 place setting 1847
bills November 1. October 31 is the last day to avoid the
Not responsible in case of accident
chest,
and
silverware
penalty. Taxes are payable at the office of the City
AND THOMPSON AUCTION SERVICE
WILSON
and
bell
call
(Adoration), phone,
Clerk in the City Hall Building. The Clerk's office is
Wayne Wilson and Charles Thompson, Auctioneers
switch blade, hand made clock by
open each Saturday in October from 8:00 a.m. to 12:00
Jewerer, W.A. Clark brass
Noon.
pendulum and face numbers.
Another rare clock (Golden
Hour), a solid cherry bedroom
suite, complete, very nice. Oak
g
dining room table (five leg), k
seats 12 people, small dish A
:
cabinet, 3 pie safes, fitting isi
"In The Heart of Jackson Purchase" are some of the best buys in the world! To help ini
together, forming one side of
you with your purchase and to assist you in all of your Reat Estate needs is the oldest, exclusive, .a.:
room, 15 picture frames and
Av.
300
over
meaningful pictures,
:N;
r.:14 Real Estate firm in Calloway County, ROBERTS REALTY. Roberts Realty, with four Real Estate Brokers 7
magazines and song books,
and
Sycamore Streets.
' :7113
waiting to serve you, is located at 12th
reflector lamp, two unusual
modern lamps( man and woman) illi
M
with shades, cot, cotton cards,
A sample of the listings to be found at Roberts Realty is in the following article.
!Ili
cheese hoop and press, 1952
A NEW LISTING, CLOSE to the University campus is the
FOR THAT EXTRA INCOME, WE HAVE A duplex at 105 !l
Philco cabinet radio with doors,
feet
200
The
large,
13th.
South
at
106
frame
two
bedroom
Elk
South 10th Street. Each side has three rooms and bath, $11
small ice tongs, boxes and boxes
carpet, drapes and is completed with storm windows and te
and would be ideal for
of unwrapped glassware, quilting EN3 deep, lot is in the R-4 zoning district
and doors
doors.
W
frames, dough tray, rolling pin II3 that live-in business. The house has storm windows
and is priced at only 116,000.00.
and dough board, treadle sewing
W
ONE OF THE PRETTIEST VIEWS OF KENTUCKY LAKE 0 4
machine-usable and four real
to be found, goes with the new, three bedroom brick at
nice decorated drawers. Crocks,
Y and another new listing is
Panorama Shores. This is a beautiful home just waiting for t%
jugs, jars, cast ironware, wicker 11,1 CLOSE TO THE UNIVERSIT
Road. This brick home has
..
the right family. Less than $40,000.00.
basket, corn sheller and grinder, -V located at 1622 College Farm
!
al
!
and is on a large
doors
and
windows
storm
bedrooms,
three
?
:
aluminum
and
granite
coal grate,
..
11
2
,
1
.
the
at
sketches
included
are
are
drapes
below
the
and
Listed
BOSS?
carpeted
is
OWN
house
YOUR
The
lot.
s
BE
t
TO
WANT
i..-.:
ware, bottles, dated blue cans,
price of 221,500.00:
of the businesses we have for sale.
five gallon glass pickle jars, gas
ts
iron and pump 12 gauge Steve
LIVE ON MAIN STREET, U.S.A.? You
THRIVING BUSINESS IN EXPANDING SHOPPING
shotgun, 25 nice quilts old and 7:31i EVER WANT TO
can with the purchase of the large, southern home at 1107
CENTER.Included in the price of less than $15,000.00 is all of
new, new electric blanket, old
ciR
the perfect home for the large family , or
is
This
Street.
Main
the equipment needed for operation.
pieces.
odd
and
bedsteads,
04
the
that
income
extra
the
with
can
continue
family
small
the
A
weathered,
Fanning tools have
present owners now have. This house is in good repair and is
GROCERY WITH GAS PUMPS,in rural community. Doing AI
but in fair condition. Two horse i
Check with us for futher details.
ice. includes, stock, fixtures and building. „s 4
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40000
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anvil and other shop tools, steel
Brick: four bedroom: formal
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TWO, LARGE BUISNE&S BUILDINGS on the Court Square.
traps, many odd pieces. Also two s11KA the rooms your heart
* dining room: kitchen: living room; family room with
Would make ideal office buildings or both are already iiii
cameras.
I A fireplace and a full basement All of this and more for only
a
for commercial businessrarranged
Eats and drinks available. Not.
ilt
responsible for accidents. F. $2150000
Ideally
.
TWO LARGE LOTS ON SOUTH 12TH EXTENDED
Douglas Shoemaker, 753-3375, ig
located for any kind of business. Both are located in busy *:
Murray, in charge of sale.
new,
this
is
N
SUBDIVISIO
HEIGHTS
Lit LOCATED IN GROVE
ii
shopping district.
49 three bedroom home. The kitchen is complete with garbage
AUCTION SALE, Saturday, W disposal, dishwasher,range and oven and exhaust fan. There
SO YOU'RE AN OUTDOOFtSMAN Keep reading to find out
October 27, 10:00 a.m., ½mile tia.4 are two full baths and the house is carpeted. The price is right
about the perfect farm for you!
west of Lynn Grove on Highway
at only 229,250.00.
04. This is the biggest and best 712
LOCATED NEAR SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE in 30,..2 acres
auction of the season with an CA JUST LISTED IS THIS FIVE ROOM HOUSE on one acre of
with good, five room house. There is a tobacco base, wheat
carpets
has
house
The
extra large collection of antique ik land only three miles East of Murray.
and corn base. Priced at only $19,250.00.
base
priced
place
furniture from an antique dealer.
and storm windows and doors. See us about this
Also the close out goodies from
at only $8,500.00
166 ACRES IN THE BACKUSBURG COMMUNITY. Good
two old estates. There will be a
and well. 1971 mobile home included with price.
fencing
WANT A LITTLE MORE LAND' We have a four bedroom,
nice old spinning wheel, old
brick home with central heating and air conditioning situated
dressers, buffets, some little
100 ACRES NEAR SHILOH. This is the perfect cattle farm
walnut pieces of furniture, nice
on three acres of land. This is a new house with wall-to-wall
lots of ponds and fencing. Good outhouses and a farm
with
This
carpeting. Storm doors and windows and dishwasher.
living room suite, naughahyde
house included with sale.
property is priced at less than $40,000.00.
that makes into a bed, like new,
chrome dinette set, round break10 ACRES NEAR COUNTY LINE. There is a five room house
fast set, extra large lot of real
good well water. For the "truck-garden" man, this is it!
and
close
and
CENTER
LOCATED NEAR BEL-AIR SHOPPING
good glass and china. Depression
to the grocery are the two brick veneer homes on South Ilth
of all kinds and patterns, some
2 ACRES NEAR BLOOD RIVER Baptist Church. When
/
671
Ext. Both houses have storm windows and doors; paved
carnival, pressed cut glass, lots
58 acres of crop land doesn't need tending, you can fish in
the
two
the
in
difference
the
('all
about
drives and carpeting
of old stoneware, little cast iron
Kentucky Lake! Priced at less than 220,000.00 and
nearby
houses priced at $24,500 00 and $32,000.00.
cook stove and laundry stove,
possession with deed.
nice old pie safe, too many good
LIKE TO HAVE A VACATION SPOT ON KENTUCKY
items to list and describe.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO GET YOUR NEW HOME UNLAKE/ See us about the cottage at the mouth of Blood River.
For information phone Chester
DER ROOF BEFORE WINTER WEATHER THEN SEE US
with
cottage
cypress
and
land;stone
of
re
half-ac
a
is
This
& Miller Auction Service, 435FOR THAT LOT! We have lots in Camelot SubTODAY
colored
includes
Furniture
furniture.
basement; and all the
4042, Lynn Grove. "It Pays To
Meadow Green Acres Subdivision, Meadow Lane
division,
T.V. and dishwasher. Must be seen to be appreciated.
Sell The Chester-Miller Way."
Subdivision, and many commercial and lake lots.

100% SOLID STATE
MODULAR I.C.
COLOR TELEVISION

Shop and Compare
Only

CURTIS-MATHES

offers these warranties:
1. Four full years on picture tube.
2. Four full years on all chassis parts.
3. Four full years on labor.

(Two years longer than any other TV on the market)
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REAL ESTATE IS OUR BUSINESS, OUR ONLY BUSINESS!
We are members of the Multiple Listing Service and are available to work with you in this area.
For all of your Real Estate needs see the friendly personnel at ROBERTS REALTY.
For all of your Real Estate needs ROBERTS REALTY is the place to be!

.Lots Fotitikt
'WIDE LOTS on U.S. 641, south of
Murray, for your new home or
mobile home. Call owner 7530774.
023C

* Member of Multiple Listing *
Buying - Selling - Appraising - Managing
WHEN IT COMES TO REAL ESTATE ...
SEE

BEAUTIFUL WOODED lot 141' x
204' on U.S. Highway 641 South.
For new home or mobile home.
Phone owner 753-0774.

All CURTIS-MATHES TVs

Are Completely Solid State-No Tubes To Burn Out!
4.

ER Store"
CENT
ICE "Near
-SERV
- :TV
the Kroger
Shopping Center
753-586

FO
V8
Bu:
vii

-- HOMECOMING-SPECIALS-GALORE-I!!

SHORES-Large
KENIANA
wooded lots for 225 down & $25
per month-All utilities including
water-Lake access-All weather
streets. 'Phone. 436-5320 or 436October 27C
2473.

You Don't Buy These Warranties,

Central
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cle.
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"We Service What We Sell"
- Use Our Layaway Plan for Christmas -
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Our Solid State TVs start at
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46. Homes For Sale
1402 STORY Ave., two bedroorrf
house, den, carpted, electric
heat, refrigerator and stove,
utility house. Lot 100' x 180'
215,500.00. Phone 753-7489, 7538840 or collect 395-4643.
•

TWO. BEDROOM house, bath,
carpeted, stove, refrigerator, air
conditioner. Located on 2 acre
lot, one mile from Kentucky
Lake. $10,000.00. Phone 753-0489
or 753-3417

o
ok
12th & Sycamore
Office Phone 753-1651
•0.5
-111ROXERS MOW PHONE
Hoyt Roberts
,,..753-3924
753-5583
Ray Roberts
T. C. Collie
753-6086
753-5122
Lela Reed Parker
400.33333.7.4i3:*:*::4C4i..7C10.7417.0:0X,C41:330:Vi..
:
:7:4010:50::03:**ACCOD::+:4010
_
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Call

753-1916Seil It With A Classified Ad

01111111111111111,
-1969, Vinyl
steering, 327
753-6202 after

new tires and
$500.00. Phone
onty.

-49. Used Cars & Trucks

49. Used Cars_& Trucks

1111111111111111111md

Another View

FORD-1969 four door sedan, FORD GALAXIE
500-1965, 289 CHEVROLET-1968 14 ton
automatic, air, power steering, engine, power
steering. Real pickup, V11, automatic trannew tires. Phone 753-6322.
nice. Phone 753-1874.
smission, insulated topper. Real
good condition. $1600.00. Phone
DODGE-1961 (Phoenix), very
753-5576 after 4:00 p.m.
MERCURY
MARQUIS-1972
clean. Phone 753-3516 after 5:00
Brougham, fully equipped. Used
p.m.
14 months. 13.000 miles. Can be CHEVROLET
IMPALA-1961.
seen Friday, Saturday and Make good hunting
and fishing
FORD- 1970 one ton dual wheels eunday_orox2 !ewe 7)33,74ao.
or...111one 43648„L:
VS -Motor with new grain be'
Burton's Service Station, Lynnville, Kentucky 382-9114.

WILL DO trash and brush
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
TFC
753-6130.
DOZER SERVICE D-6 caterpillar. Phone 753-9807.

machine,
• c stove,
, electric
reclining
mpressor,
, rotary
ders, pipe
on and cut
on.

1966 GTO, good mechanical
condition and many extras.
Phone 753-0437.
CHEVROLET-1951, two door
Ilardtop, 283 engine and power
glide transmission. Excellent
condition. Phone 489-2436.
VOLKSWAGEN BUS-body-1967
with sun roof, new tires, with or
without tape player. Phone 901642-3440 after 4:00 p.m. weekdays

help
usive,
Brokers

1873 CAMPER, fully self contained with factory air conditioning, electric, both AC and
DC, bath with shower, sleeps six.
Double axles. Phone 753-6931.

MURPHY'S CLOSE out prices on
all 1973 recreational vehicles.
r******** Example: 27' Fifth Wheel
ben U
-AM 00b• 0.10.10
Trailer,6 sleeper, self contained 0 1101 bp babied NO.@ 11100010.
FORD PICKUP truck-1964. $4,330. 20' MotorHome,6 sleeper,
Good condition. Phone 753-8566. Chevrolet chassis, self contained
$7,836. These are just two of the
DODGE POL4.RA-1964, good many units that must go. No
condition, $150.00. See at 509 trade ins at these low, low prices. JERRY'S REFINISHING &
South 7th Street.
Sale starts Friday September 28. Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
Open 7 days a week through South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492CHEVROLET IMPALA--1961, October
TFC
$100.00. Phone 436-6860
Murphy's ('amper Sales & Ser- 8837.
vice "Your complete RV JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
FAIRLANE-I965. Headquarters" Hwy 62 east,
FORD
plumbing-electrical-roofing and
Perfect condition Phone 753 Dawson Road, Princeton, Ky. carpentry. phone
753.5997 days or
365-5082.
October29C.314_362e nights.
TFC

TUCKER REALTORS

ty. Doing S
building. s

0

4

'
1113
Square
already

0
0
0

D. Ideally.
in busy 7:Iti

Sales Consultants- Home Phone
Edna Knight,
Ron Talent
753-1607
753-4910
Pat Mobley,
753-7638
753-8958
C. Bailey Hendricks
A Call To Donald Tucker, Realtor, May Be The Most Important Call You Will
Make Todayll
FARM-SUBDIVISION-Borders city limits. City water and
sewerage available, access from North 16th and Bypass. This
57 acres has preliminary plans for subdivision available.

PEACE AND CONTENTMENT available for only $8,600.00.
Two bedroom home on blacktop road only 2 miles from city
limits on 11
/
2 acres. Good condition!

80 ACRES CHOICE LAND located on Highway 641 South
Large frontage on Highway, 2 tobacco barns, stock barn
frame house

BRICK HOME on Lynn • Grove Highway-Central heat and
air, carpets, drapes and large wooded lot. Call for appointment now.

IT'S HARD TO FIND BOTH-- A good farm and nice house 30
acres, all tendable, fenced, good stock barn, excellent 4
bedroom home. Large trees, blacktop road, just 2/
1
2 miles
south on 641-Tom aylor Road. Call.for appointment.

REDISCOVER THE 20's, price range that is. This home
includes two bedrooms downstairs, 2 bedrooms upstairs or
efficiency apartment 11
/
2 baths, basement, corner lot, nice
large backyard and convenient to all facilities. 1300 Poplar
Street.

to find out

ROOM FOR LETTUCE-tomatoes, okra and you!!! Two
bedrooms on a really large lot. Located just south of Murray
on 121. Fruit trees, garden spot and outside storage. Good?
Great! s22,4430.e0.

301/ acres
, wheat

70 ACRES-3 BEDROOM HOUSE-barn, good well and
cistern. Located north of Almo Heights on Perry Road. Look
for Tucker's sign.
HOOPER CEMETERY ROAD, 30 acres borders TVA
property. $8.500.00.
EXCELLENT FINANCING AVAILABLE on 14 acres located
on 641 South.

Good
A HOME WITH "THAT CARED FOR" FEELING. Three
bedrooms, two full baths, den with fireplace. Nice storage
cabinets, all electric kitchen, finest appliances, carpeted,
drapes, two car garage, large patio, excellent surroundings.

ce
:13
attle farm
d a farm

m house
, this is it' s4ti
ch. When ;It
can fish in t40.
000.00 and
416:

STOP BY and see for yourself--this
404 SOUTH 9TH
A home just had a face lift. Two bedrooms, living and dining
11 area, two baths, $10,750.00.
IN CIRCARAMA- WALKING DISTANCE to shopping
A center. Three bedroom brick home with 1½ baths. Large
1r fenced back yard. Call for appointment.

0

ME UNN SEE US
elot Subdow Lane

0
ts area. #
:44
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)
;
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:
11t
:
11*:
:3P:
)
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TWO FOR THE PRICE OF ONE. Four bedrooms, extra nice
kitchen with all the conveniences,shag carpet in the den, half
basement, all this plus extra nice rental house in the rear. 308
South 11th Street.
HELP-THIS house definately needs it, but you can do it
yourself and save! There are possibilities of nice rental income up stairs with private entrance. Make an offer.

# FILL ER UP? Not for a long time! This 3 bedroom home has
more space than most people can use, plus a fireplace, formal dining room, kitchen, full basement, oversize lot ( well
landscaped ), garage, paved drive, lots of trees. All for
$19,900.00.
GOOD TASTE COSTS NO MORE-Tired of high prices, low
quality? Then see this excellent built home. Five years old, 3
bedrooms, brick ranch, 2 baths, double garage with
automatic door opener. Approximately 2600 square feet. Den
with fireplace, large patio.
NATURE IS YOUR NEIGHBOR-from the stately trees
surrounding this 3 bedroom, 2 bath ranch with all the conveniences of town. Located between Stella and Kirksey.
Extra large double garage. Reasonable.
NOT EMPTY-JUST VACANT-Kingswooii Subdivision
brick residence, living room, large den-kitchen combination
/
2
with all the conveniences. Central heat and air, garage, 11
baths. All this for $25,750.00.
SOME LUCKY GIRL WILL LOVE IT! Three. bedrooms,
central heat and air, carpets, large lot, located in Highland

SOUTH OF LYNN GROVE,80 acres, farm now in beans and
wheat. Recent improvements have been made. $21,500.00.
BROOKS CHAPEL ROAD, 143 acres, Burley base.lmprovements are being made on property. .•

SOUTH ON HIGHWAY 121, 60 acres, excellent location. Has
highway frontage.
APARTMENTS
STUDENT APARTMENT, fully rented, minimum maintenance, high income,located between 13th and 14th on Main.
INVESTMENT-INCOME
11-One bedroom houses, excellent condition
One trailer
I-Three bedroom house
1 concrete block duplex
All apartments furnished except 3 bedroom house All this
located on Main near University.
PERFECT LOCATION-16th and Valentine, prestige
apartments. Four 2 bedroom apartments with 2 furnished
efficiency in lower level. All apartments rented. Total
monthly income $800.00.
INCOME
LOCATED ONE BLOCK SOUTH of University. Once choice
business location at 15th and Poplar. Presently operating as
Rules Flower shop. 250 ft. frontage on Poplar. Appointments
only.
THE ALL TIME FAVORITE. This restaurant is a land mark
to Murray. Excellent business locatior
excellent price.
Includes all stock, fixtures and invenO,.,
ACREAGE
TWO ACRES-VAN CLEAVE ROAD-wooded lot, septic
system already installed, well, perfect for mobile home.
,

_

24
22

,

425 ACRES IN THE A12410 COMMUNITY -One of a ldnd. 300
tendable, all fenced except 74 acres, year round water, accesable from front and rear. Excellent financing available

FURNITURE stripping (3 x 8
foot Vats) and complete chair
caning service. The Olde Shoppe
next to the Dairy Queen. Call 753November 8C
8240
ROY HARMON finish carpenter.
Custom building and remodeling.
Houses trimmed-formica tops
worlt
and doors-Quality
TFC
manship Phone 753-0790.

TIMBER-LODGE on Tenn-,
Tucky Lake, Route 1,;Vrimville,
Tennessee, will bui.W complete
.!fireplaces, starting at onl
$695.00. Selection of stones
available. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Phone 9014933534.
TFC
SCARBOROUGH PLUMING &
Electric Complete pump repair
service. Let us check your old
pump for you before you buy a
new one. 24 hour emergency
service. Phone 753October30C
5543.
LYNN WARNER, backhoe and
gravel. Phone 474October29C
2713.
GARAGE BUILDING,aluridnum
siding, carports and additions.
Now is the time to build. Call
Collect Mayfield 247-7672.
B & C CONSTRUCTION, Complete basements, foundations,
-patios sidewalks, driveways,
retaining walls etc. Septic tank
mstallatiobs. 437-4734 or 437-4765.
WILL DO babjeaitting in my
home, all ages. Phone 7534737.
LICENSED ELECTRI
Having trouble getting those
small jobs done? Call Ernest
White 753-0605.

KIRKSEY-100 ACRES-top shape- $22,000.00.

ISL
.
&
*FARMS

,•->r

WILL KEEP children in my
home. Phone 753-7765.

Phone 753-4342

HOMES

IN Kingwood, Gatesbeeougir, &eve Heights, Sher- weed Forest, Tri City, Richland, Ky. Lake Development
Lakeway Shores.

COMMERCIAL LOTS AVAILABLE
Ammomos isiwelese-wrac weireane vaaclent

AUFtTHER SEED wheat, $6.00
per busheL Contact Bobby
Mohler, Route I, Almo or call 7538692.

LARG&CATI'LE FARM...,,has over 300 acres under fence Over 100 acres of river bottom
land,one mile of road frontage. Low price per acre.

WILL DO ironing in my home.
Phone 753-9629.

MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING

0

111111111111111111

VACANT 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME in Plainview Acres Subdivision. Has a large living
room, family room-kitchen combination, 11
/
2 baths, attic storage, 2 air conditioning units,
kitchen range.
300 ACRE FARM in Henry County, Tennessee. Has approximately 200 acres tillable, good 2
bedroom frame house, numerous outbuildings, good well, lots of road frontage. Priced at
$365 per acre.
150 ACRE FARM,located on Faxon-Newburgh Road, 9 miles East of Murray. Has 70 acres
of good cropland, a deep well, running water to all pasture fields, a stable, 2 barns and a
recently re-decorated 4-bedroom home.
3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME in Puryear Heights, Tennessee. House is approximately 1 year
old and has central heat and air, wall to wall carpeting, kitchen built-ins, carport and a 100'
x 200' lot.
85 ACRE FARM ON KY.614, approximately 10 miles Sontheest of Murray. Has 45 acres of
tillable land, approximately 40 acres of which is in cultivation this year. Running water the
year arowid,almost new fences on 2 sides of the property. Blacktop frontage of almost %

ttEEESTIMATE-ort
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC

Nobody Knows Murray and Calloway County 1.1/co

LIKE
brick at k
ting for 4
4.•
*
sketches fiq
.01;
`
*o
OPPING
00 is all of

B.C.CONSTRUCTION. Complete
Moments, foundations, patios,
Sidswalks, driveways, retaining
walls, etc. Septic tank installations, 437-4734 or 4374765.
October23C

EXTRA NICE 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME in iist Y-MatIor Subdivision. Has a fireplace in
the family room,separate dining room, living room, kitchen with built-in dishwasher, large
utility room, 2 ceramic baths, attached garage. Has central heat and air and wall to wall
carpeting.

L

• at 105 ;10
s4
bath, *
ws and ie!

Indoor boat and
storage. Phone 474-2778
inquire at
KOA Campgrould
Aurora, Ky.

FURNITURE STRIPPING & ASPHAI.T Driveways, and
Antiques, The Barn, 5.- miles parking lots sealed, professional
West of Merray,on Hwy.IN. Dan finishing. Estimates freely
McDaniel,owner. 753given. Phone collect 2477499.
November 6P
November 6C 2423.

c********

CHEVROLET CAPRICE-1967, •
FOR SALE
four door hardtop, all power and
,quare
air, vinyl top, 45,000 miles. Phone
753-6235.
*
• . 141
PLYMOUTH COUPE-1948 with •
Phone 753-3018
1971 model motor, nice. 8575.00.
after 5:00 p.m.
Phone 753-4334 after 5:00 p.m.

Call
753-1916

FOR ALL your additionsremodeling, residential or
commercial. New or old. Free
estimates. Call 753-6123.
TFC
CERAMIC TILE repair work.
Repair or remodeling, also
shower doors and tub enclosures.
Call 474-2263.
November 10C
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN:
Having trouble getting those odd
jobs done? Free estimate. No job
to small. Phone 7536605.
October24C
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
Phone Paris,642-6551.
TFC
SEAMLESS GUTTERS. Baked
on enamel finish, guaranteed 30
years. For free detailed estimate
phone Atkins Gutter Service,
Murray, 7534407 or 753-8992.
GUTTERING BY Sears Sears
seamless gutters, installed per
your specifications. Call Larry
'1,yles at 753-2310 for free
TFC
estimate
BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
or 354-8161, after 5:00pm. TFC
CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
Master 489-2504.
TFC
bGE of TennVieckyLake, Route 1, Springville,
Tennessee will do your stone
work. Large selections of
J Phone 901-593-3534.
SIGNS PAINTED. Phone 435-2107
alter 5•00 p.m

25 ACRE TRACT OF LAND, almost all tillable, located on Hwy. 121, 5 miles Southeast of
Murray. Has good fences but no buildings. City water line runs through the property.
REDUCED TO $5,750!!! Three bedroom frame home, recently remodeled, has a 11
/
2 story
floor plan, 75' x 175' corner lot in Hazel. Owner has been transferred out of state and needs to
sell. Low price includes draperies, carpeting, kitchen range and refrigerator. Possibility of
assuming an existing loan at $70 per month.
FOUR BEDROOM FRAME HOME on a 119' x 170' corner lot in Hazel. Has city water,
sewers,a natural gas heat. Large trees in the yard, good garden space. Available as soon as
the deed is made.
BRAND NEW 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME in Fairview Acres Subdivision, 3 miles
Southeast of Murray. Has central heat and air, wall to wall carpeting, built-in range, oven
and hood. Has a living room,kitchen-family room with sliding glass door to the patio, utility
room,11
/
2ceramic baths, attached garage, 182' x 256' lot.
RE-DECORATED 4-BEDROOM SHINGLED HOME in Holiday Hills Subdivision, in the
Cypress Creek Area. Has a drive-in garage in the basement as well as a detached garage
and workshop at the rear of the property. Situated on a 200' x 200' wooded lot. All for only
$12,000.
_
MOBILE HOME LOTS In various parts of the county. Some are ready hriiiinetlate occupancy and have spetic tanks and field lines already installed, also city water hook-ups
already paid for.
POTENTIAL SUBDIVISION DEVELOPMENT PROPERTY,located on Ky. 121, just East
of Coldwater. Ten(10) acres with blacktop road frontage on 3 sides, large stately oak trees.
22 ACRES OF WOODED LAND, overlooking Kentucky Lake, on Ky 614. Has a good
building site on the blacktop road, approximately 5 acres of open land.
700 FT. COMMON BOUNDARY WITH TVA WATERFRONT land. Part of a 15 acre tract
that can be bought for only $12,000. Located near Cypress Creek, on a good blacktop road
and a gravel road.
DESIRABLE 2 ACRE BUILDING SITE, on Ky. 1550, 3 miles Southwest of Murray City
limits.
LARGE STORE BUILDING, living quarters, two )2) double garages, 1 acres of land.
Located in the heart of Kirksey. All buildings are in an excellent state of repair.
JUST COMPLETED 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME on Old Salem Road, 3 miles Southeast of
/
2 ceramic baths, attached
Murray. Has living'room, kitchen-family room, utility room, 11
.garage. Also includes central heat and air, wall to wall carpeting, acre lot.
3MILES WEST OF CROS.SLAND, we can offer a 2 acre tract of land for only $700.
35 ACRES OF LAND,near Cypress Creek, adjoining a lakefront subdivision. Can be bought
for only $500 per acre.
3 ACRE COMMERCIALLYONED TRACT OF LAND, located in the City limits of
Murray. Excellent location for tdmoet any type of business. Owner will sell or build to suit
tenant and lease the property.
,
7 ACRES OF COMMERCIAL TYPE PROPERTYadjoining the Murray-Calloway County
Country Club. Has 758' frontage on Ky. 121 and 400' frontage on Johnny Robertson Road.
Will sell all or a portion.
52 ACRE FARM,in the New Providence Community. Has 25 acres tillable, the balance in
woods. Has 1,000' frontage on the blacktop.
200 ACRE FARM,located on both sides of the Kentucky-Tennessee border. Farm has not
been cultivated in many years. Has an old log house built prior to the Civil War, good well,
log crib and log stable in need of repair. Priced at $126 per acre. Timber was last cut in 1958.
$300 EACH FOR three adjoining lots in Pine Bluff Shores All are wooded and are located
only 2 blocks from the main entrance street.
BUILDING LOTS located throughout the county. Check our selection before you decide.
EXTRA NICE 2-BEDROOM Lake Cottage. Built and used for year around living. Has a
living room with fireplace, glassed-in dining area, family room, kitchen with appliances, 2
baths, detached garage and boat storage house. Located on a corner lot in Center Ridge
Subdivision, approximately 13 miles East of Murray Financing available.
4-UNIT RENTAL APARTMENT COMPLEX for sale, near downtown Murray. Presently
provides $360 per month income with a good potential for more. Call for an appointment.
44 ACRE TRACI'of land,located 17 miles west of Murray in Graves County. 15 acres in red
clover, Full Price 919,500.00.

To BUY, See Us! To SELL, List

With Us!

Fulton Young Realty, Inc.
Phone 753-7333
_
.
Itame-Phoner
"- Fulton E. Young, 753-4946; Ishmael Stinson, 753-3744
- LICENSED IN KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE -

-4th & Maple Skeels
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Deaths and funerals
Mrs. Lyda Vickery
Dies Wednesday;
Former Murrayan

Mrs. Hunicut Dies
lb Victoria, Texas

THURSDAY—OCTOBER 2$, 19'7
3

Two Mutrayans
Named to Bard

Rites Are Saturday
At Local Church
For Mrs. Lively
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Sokithside Shop ing Center

Homecoming football game.
This also is the team which
participated in the first game
played in Carlisle Cutchin
Stadium when it was completed
almost 50 years ago.
From 11 a.m. through 12:30
p.m., the bountiful alumni

At 9:30 a.m., the colorful
Homecoming parade will begin
to wind its way through
downtown Murray behind the
155-piece Marching Thoroughbred band. The theme of this
year's parade is "Progress in
The New Era."
Also Saturday morning,
Murray State's only undefeated
football team—the 1933 team-will gather at 9 a.m. in the
Racer Room of Stewart
Stadium for a reunion before
being honored at halftime of the

•

Fri. & Sat
/kr
6 a.m. to Midnight
t?
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Owners and Operators
ALBERT, MICKY, JIMMY TUCKER

SUPPORT THE RACERS!!

* Sunday *
7 a.m. to 1 pin

7 DAYS A WEEK

OPEN!

A.

510, Main
753-3901
Glenn C. oden,
Owner

Shoe Store

Family

RED
WING

DONUTSPhone 753-6034

Mon.-Thurs.
6 a.m. to 11 p.m.

1006 Chestnut

also
evadable
with
stool toe

Here's a man's boot
every step of the way'
Rugged, handsome,
ready for a rough day's
work anytime. Easy on
the feet, too. Stop in —
try on Pecos.

•

operators!

ieot

At 2 p.m., following pre-game
ceremonies, the football Racers
will meet the Colonels of
Eastern Kentucky University, a
team they have beaten two
years in a row, on the artificial
turf of Stewart Stadium in a key
Ohio Valley Conference game.
A new Homecoming Queen
also will be crowned during the
afternoon's ceremonies.
Immediately following the
football game, Dr. Constantine
Curris, Murray's new sixth
president, will receive alumni
and guests at an open house at
"Oakhurst," the president's
campus hoine.
Then the big weekend will
come to a close Saturday
evening with the Ike and Tina
the
in
Revue
Turner
Fieldhouse, starting at 7 p.m.

smorgasbord luncheon will be
served in the ballroom of the
Waterfield Student Union

ODixieCream

MURRAY STATE SHIELD QUEEN—Theresa A. Shelby, a
Murray State University senior, has been chosen 1973-74 Shield
Queen. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William Shelby of
Hopkinsvffie. Miss Shelby, a biology major, is a member of the
Black Advisory Council, Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, and is a
member of the Kappa Alpha Psi Sweetheart Court.
Photo by Wilson Woolley )

meeting in the dining room of
the Thoroughbred Snack Bar in
the Student Union Building,
during which the next Outstanding Agriculture Alumnus
of the Year will be named.
Magness,1
'—vice
Charles
president of the Jackson Purchase Credit Association.
Mayfield, received the holior in
1972.
honoring
reception,
A
Murray's first band, also is
scheduled for Friday. Planned
for 7:30 p.m., it will be held in
the Fine Arts Building and will
highlight a free concert by the
Phi Mu Alpha stage band.
Saturday'S activities will
start with a score or more
and
sorority, fraternity
organizational breakfasts,
coffee-and-roll reunions and
get-togethers..
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753-9882

history and during which each
golfer attended the institution.
Tee-off times will be from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. following a golf
clinic, featuring some of
Murray State's most outstanding players, at 10 a.m.
That afternoon, Coach Johnny
Reagan's baseball team will
play an intersquad game at I
p.m., and
at 4
p.m.
Homecoming visitors will see
the 1973-74 basketball Racers in
a practice session in the
Fieldhouse. An exhibition by
members of the tennis team on
the university's eight new
courts also is planned.
At 5:30 p.m. October 26, the
Student Organization Reunion
will open with a buffet dinner in
the ballroom of the Waterfield
Student Union Building. The
featured speaker will be Dr.
Cecil Gentry, Miami, Fla., a
member of the Class of 1937 and
president of the first Student
Council. Dr. Gentry is director
of the National Hurricane
Research Laboratory at Miami.
At 6:30 p.m., Friday. Oct. 26,
the Agriculture Altutini Club
will have its traditional dinner

HOMECOMING

Murray State University's
1973 Homecoming is set for
October 26-27 with one of the
most action-packed weekends
ever planned for alumni, former students and friends of the
uniV6rsity coming to the
campus for the festivities.
in 4ddition to Saturday's
traditional Homecoming
parade through downtown
Murrey and the big football
game ": between the Murray
Racer$ and Eastern Kentucky's
Ccilonels in big, new Roy
Stewart Stadium, this year's,
program also features a reunion
Student
first
of
the
Organization, a get-together of
the first band members, a wide
varietiv of sports activities and
an Ike and Tine Turner concert.
Starting things rolling October:26 will be the 4th annual
Homecoming Golf Tournament,
to be played this year on the
6,300-Yard Oaks Country Club
course two miles west of the
campus.
Attractive prizes await the
lop saveral winners in each of
the fite flights, determined by
decades in Murray State's

Action-Packed Weekend Set For University's Homecoming
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Fortunes picked up in the U.S.
for Ike and Tina after the break
with the English, and in 1970
composer - arranger- leaderproducer Ike Turner and Tina
enjoyed sellout appearances at
San Francisco's Basin Street
West where their "Come
Together" long-play was
recorded and at Las Vegas'
International Hotel.
They also got national
television exposure with Ed
Sullivan, Andy Williams and a
Name of the Game episode—
and middle class America got a
chance to know and appreciate
the Ike and Tina style.

Discovered essentially by the
English with a release entitled
"River Deep, Mountain High"
in 1966, the Turners enjoyed a
No. 1 rating on the British
charts. Ike and Tina were then
invited to accompany The
Rolling Stones on their last
American tour.

After almost 20 years of hard
work playing small clubs, the
combination of Ike and • Tina
Turner has exploded lilt°
prominence with a unique sfyle
of blues and soul sounds.

Ike and Tina Turner will
bring their brand of raw and
primitive soul music to Murray
State University as one of the
highlights of Homecoming Day
on the campus Oct. 27.
Scheduled at 7 p.m. in the
university fieldhouse, the Ike
and Tina Turner Revue will
climax two days of homecoming
activities.
Tickets for the concert,
sponsored by the student
government, are on sale at
Gatlin and Cohrs in Paducah, at
the Mayfield Music Center and
in the Waterfield Student Union
Building on the campus. Prices
are $4, $4.50 and $5.

Ike And Tina
Turner To
Appear At MSU
•

Main

•

0
41
0
10
(k.3
: 171:14

For The Ladies In Your

SETTLE-WORKMAN
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-2447

You!!
Just For
— from —

•

•
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HOMECOMING FINALISTS—One of these five pretty coeds at Murray State University will be
crowned 1973 Homecoming Queen at the pre-game ceremonies of the football game between host
Murray State and Ohio Valley Conference rival Eastern Kentucky University on Homecoming Day
Oct. 27. Shown (left to right) are: Debbie Cathey, Murray, junior: Vicki Derickson. Chester, RI.,
junior; Qui NguYea;Saigon, South Vietnam, freshman; Donna Geurin, Boonville, Ind., freshman:
and Susie Carter', Arlington, junior. During the ceremony Dr. Constantine Curris, Murray State
president, will present the crown to the queen selected by members of the Racer football team.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
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JODIE GRAFF, the 1972 Homecoming Queen, will relinquish
her crown to one of five finalists for the title of Homecoming
Queen, 1973.
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PLUS a whole lot more
Pantslooks you've always loved
some
great new shine Tall tie
and
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sole
heel, a thicker slab
or all over
combos,
Black/Peanut
in Navy/Grey, or
Brown,
or Black
Ginger
buckler
ir
.
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big
side
Brown The

CIRCLE OF BEAUTIES—Looking forward to this week's Homecoming football game are the eight
attractive Murray State marching band majorettes. Performing with the band this year are, front
row, left to right, Judy Malone, Treasa Stembridge, Julia Fields, middle row, left to right, Cindy
Parker, Linda Boyd, Robin Gilman, back row, left to right, Kathy Plunkett, and Susan Hill.
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Murray, Ky.

Ryan Milk Co.

or from your route salesman.

Get it at your favorite grocery Thursday,

parties!

for Murray State Homecoming

Delicious Ryan Boiled Custard

HOMECOMING

Just In Time For

Next Door t

1600 Dodson

THE

For before,
during and
after the game
fashions, visit

October
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Owners and Operators
ALBERT, RICKY, JIMMY TUCKER
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54" to ,12"

Pierce, Mayfield; Philippa Glore, Paducah; Tony Strawn, Princeton,
Ind.; Sand}
Smith, Princeton. Ky.; Rita Kane, Wickliffe; James Foreman.
Paducah; and
Janesa Creason, Benton. Kneeling in front is David Moffitt,
Mayfield. Dr. and Mrs.
Donald Bennett are the sponsors this year for the cheerleaders.
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Sizes 144 to 171
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$
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LEADING THE CHEERING SECTION at the Homecoming game will be
thirteen cheerleaders. They are left to right, on shoulders, Linda McGuire,
Eldorado, Ill.; Sue Brauch, Bardstown, ; Ann Matsel, Springfield, Va.; left to
right, middle row, Cynthia Cash, Mayfield; Dennis Bishop, Princeton, Ind.; Sara

PAGE THREE

Sullivan, Andy Williams and a
Name of the Game episode-and middle class America got a
chance to know and appreciate
the Ike and Tina style.
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Scooby Doo, the animated
cartoon dog, will be among
more than 100 units involved in
the traditional Homecoming
Day parade at Murray State
University Saturday, Oct. 27.
To begin on 15th Street on the
campus at 9:304.m., the parade
will follow the Usual route down
Main Street to downtown
Murray . whert it will wind
around the courthouse square.
The theme of the parade this
year is "Progress in a New
Era."
David O'Daitiel, a Wickliffe
freshman and chairman of the
Homecoming Day committee of
the Student Government
Association, said Scooby Doo, a
character from Hanna Barbera
Productions, will be marching
near the front of the procession.
Later, at the football game, he
will be joined by the Banana
Splits and the Hair Bear Bunch
during a special feature of the
halftime show.
Serving aX the parade
grandmarshai.) will be Dr. Cecil
Gentry of Miami, Fla., a 1937
alumnus and president of the
first student council on the
campus duri.ng the 1936-37
school year. He is now director
of the U. Hutricane Research
Laboratory in Miami.
The Marching Thoroughbred
Band of Murray State, along
with 11 visiting bands—high
school units from Calloway
County, Murray, Benton, South
Marshall, Ninth Marshall,
Ballard
Fulton,
South
Memorial, .Fulton County
Livingston Central and Carlisle
County and the Murray Middle
School band—.will provide the
musical beat for the parade
marchers.
for
finalists
Five
Homecoming, Queen will be
perched atop' convertibles to
add a touch Of glamor to the
event. The ,winner will be
crowned by Dr. Constantine W.
Curris, university president, in
1:30 p.m. ceremonies prior to
the football': game between
Murray State and Ohio Valley
Confernnce ! rival Eastern
Kentucky University at 2 p.m.
in new Roy Stewart Stadium.
Finalists are: Susie Carter,
Arlington junior; Debbie
Cathey, Mturay junior; Vicki
Derickson, Chester, Ill.; junior;

1
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Among the other highlights of
the parade will be the Kaintuck
Muzzle Loaders, antique cars,
fire trucks, the ROTC Color
Guard, the Silver Stars and
about 100 Shriners as clowns, in
an
oriental band and on
motorcycle patrols and minibikes.

Twelve floats, along with
seven house displays, will be
competing for six cash prizes
totaling $400. Murray merchants donated the prize
money, along with additional
funds to help sponsor the
parade.

\753-2835

_

din

'Bridal Servi.e" attention

It eliminates confusion, and your
order will have our spe..ial

All Bodes register their preteren, in (hi,..
Sterling, and Stemware with us and we can
tell you what she has or has not received

pour pone
for Bridal Giftd

chlnearad

MEMBER NATIONAL BRIDAL SERVICE

"The Brides Store"

East Side of the Square

Furches Jewelry

Registry
. I '-.rdinated
Complete Selection sit Chma,Sterling, Crystal
Gifts
Attendant's
Socially Correct Invitations
Registered Bridal Consultant at your service without charge
"Shower of Happiness" umbrella loaned without charge
Reception Service loaned withOut charge
A Complimentary Gift Especially for You
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The 1911 Murray State football team, the only undefeated.
at
untied team in the school's history, will have a reunion
.
Saturday
ing
Homecom
Murray's
will atTwenty-nine of the 31 surviving members of the team
tend.
of
The former Racers will gather at 9 a.m. in the Racer Room
team,
'33
the
of
coach
the
for
named
was
Stewart Stadium, which
Roy Stewart.
13-0,
The '33 team beat Union University 20-0, Southern Illinois
Middle
54-6,
e,
Louisvill
26-0,
Lambuth
y
Western Kentuck 20-6,
pi
Tennessee 70-7, Tennessee Tech 9-6, Millsaps 13-0, and Mississip
State 30-0.
Those who plan to attend the reunion are Coach Stewart,
Howard Allen, Wilford Baker, Bill Belote, R.E. Brinkly, Leonard
Bryant, Clint Bugg, Stanfill Cutchln, Houston Elder, Sam
Greenwell, Charley Jenkins, Cecil Kent, W.R. McCracken, Cloyde
C. Jones, Norman McKenzie, Howard Moss, Ben Muse, Bob
Phillips, J.D. Rayburn, James Rham, Euie Smith, John Shaw,
Robert Shelton, Woodrow 'Pedro' Simmons, Joe Torrance, Alvin
'Swede' Wesley, Vaughn Woodall, Keith King, and Jack Stanfill.
Unable to attend are Bennie Cook and assistant coach John
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Ph. 753-5312

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

401 Olive

System

Murray Electric

BEAT EASTERN KY.!!

Support
The RACERS

r,
SCOOBY—DOO, the zany Hanna-Barbera cartoon characte
and
Saturday
Parade
ing
Homecom
State
Murray
will be in the
will also be present at the football game.

Other special guests in the
parade will be Curris, First
District U.S. Congressman
of
Frank A. Stubblefield,
of
Murray, Bill Logan
Madisonville, president of the
Alumni Association, and
members of the board of
regents.

Miss Philippa Glore, a
Paducah sophomore and the
Black Homecoming Queen, will
also ride in the parade.

Donna Geurin, Boonville, Ind.
freshman; and Qui Nguyeh,
Saigon, South Vietnam, freshman.

1933 Football
Team to Reunite

CKY
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Scooby Doo To Highlight
Homecoming Parade Saturday
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Van D. Valentine, who played
saxophone, and his wife, Eliza.

Dresden, Tenn., and farms.
Yewell Harrison, who played
saxophone with the Stonlpers,
and his wife, Crystal. They live
at Lexington,Term., where he is
a retired principal and music
teacher.
Joe English, who played
trumpet, and his wife. English
is a high school music teacher
at Piedmont, Mo.
Garvice Douglas, who played
banjo, and his wife, Lorene. He
is a retired teacher and lives at
Lone Oak.

OCTOBER 27th

played the drums. He is a
district sales manager with a
salt company and lives at Des
Plains, Ill.
Dean Dowdy, who played
trombone when the original
trombonist, Iris Forguson, left
the group. Dowdy recently
retired after a long career in
music education at Madisonville.
Forguson, who has retired
from the Air Force,, and his
wife, Margie, of Dayton, Ohio,
also will be present.
Laudell Atkison, who played
teaches
Atkison
bass.
mathematics in a high school at •

Valentine is retired after 38
years of service in the postal
service
Ottis Valentine, who played
bass, and his wife, Gela, of
Murray. He is a retired printer
Following their reunion and
dinner at the Valentines' home,
the group will attend concert by
the Phi Mu Alpha stage band in
the Farrell Recital Hall of the
Fine Arts Building at Murray
State and the reception
honoring the members of the
first Murray State Normal
School band, in which several of
the "Stompers" played.
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Best Of Luck Racers!!

Of the 11 musicians who
played with the Kentucky
Stompers, the first of a parade
of campus dance bands at
Murray State University, 10 will
be in Murray this weekend for a
reunion.
Conn Linn Humphreys,
author of the Murray State
"Fight Song" and who played
trumpet with the Stompers, will
be coming from Long Beach,
Calif., where he still plays and
writes 'music with a dance orchestra.
He and others, whose music
became the rave of West
Kentucky dancers in the late

•
1920's and early 30's, will gather
at the home of Van Valentine,
916 North 16th Street, Friday for
dinner and their reunion.
Only the pianist, Paul Bryant,
will be unable to be on hand,
Valentine said. Bryant, who
wrote "Fate Denied My Love,"
the theme number used by the
LeRoy Offernian and Billy
Shelton bands and others in
later years, lives in Boston
Mass., where he edits a science
publication and has since
earned a doctoral degree.
'Others expected to be here
Include:
Robert Mills Williams, who

Ten of OriginallSiipmpers To Have Reunion

English, Garvice Douglas.
Iris Irorguson, Lauda Atkisoa, Ottis Valentine, Joe
, Paul Bryant and
Harrison
Yewell
ys,
Humphre
Linn
Robert Mills Williams, Conn
on editor in Boston. Mass., will
Van Valentine. Only Bryant, now a science publicati
not be here 'for the Homecoming weekend reunion.

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
THE LEDGER & TIMES —

A
ot The'Kentucky
HOMECOMING REUNION:Ten of these original 11 me
State, will be in
Murray
at
Mods
dance
of
campus
Stompers,the first of a parade
Valentine, 915
D.
Van
of
home
Murray this weekend for a reunion dinner at the
they are:
publicity
*Uwe,
earlyday
this
In
right
to
left
Shown
Street.
lith
North
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Dr. Karl Hussing, a professor
in the Department of Chemistry
and Geology at Murray State
and a member of the Class of
'53, is the defending champion.
Bob Brown, Murray and a
member of the Class of '40, won
the first and second years.
The tournament will be an 18hole medal play affair with teeoff times offered from 11 a.m.
until 2 p.m. A golf clinic,
featuring some of Murray
State's most outstanding past

Steak House

Grecian

For A Delicious sinner

•••
••
•
•
•

• Hwy. 641 CARRY-OUT — 753-4419 Murray, Ky.
:•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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•
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Join Us After The Game •
•
•

Rapidly becoming one of the
highlights of the year at
Murray State University is its
Homecommi Golf Tournament,
scheduled ikr Friday, Oct 26,
over the 6,200-yard Oaks
Country Chat course at Murray.
Last year more than 60
golfers participated in the
tdurnament, and an even
greater number is expected for
the 4th renewal of the
Homecoming Weekend activity
this year

THURSDAY—OCTOBER 25, 1973

and present golfers, is
scheduled for 10 a.m.
Open to alumni, former
students and friends of the
university, the tourrunent will
offer flights for both men and
women.
Flighting of the golfers will
depend upon the decade of
Murray's existence in which
they were graduated or on
campus. These are: 1922-32;
1932-42; 1942-52; 1952-62 and
1962-73. Trophies also will go to
the medalist and runnerup
among both the men and
worten.
Norman Lane, dean of
student affairs at Murray State,
is the over-all chairman for the
tournament, and is being
assited by MSU Golf Coach R.
T. ( Buddy ) Hewitt, Vernon
Shown, Dr. Rex. Alexander,
Kenneth Adams, Dr. Sal
Matarazzo and M. C. Garrott.
Entry fee is $5. This can be
sent to Lane at the university in
advance,or paid at the first tee.
Lane should be notified in advance, however, by those
planning to participate. Checks
should be made payable to the
Golf
Homecoming
MSU
Committee

214 N. 15th St

Phone 753-3242

(Across From MSU Library)
Mr'

The College
Shop

at

Left to g t: 0 ONE:Thomas A.Johnson, Rodney R. P ekering, James . Engel, James A. Sarreacy, John M. Morrid, Dale H.
Willis, Bruce E. Farris, Charles D.Carpenter, Billy W. Young, William D. Farrel, Raymond S. Crump, James A. McPeake. ROW
TWO: Russell F.Carlisle, Steven W.Martin, James W.Duncan, Don A. Hettich,0. Jay Waddle, Donald A. Wright, David R. Mains,
Paul G.Coltharp, Mark L. Hickman, Donald L. Deicken, Joseph A. Caldwell, David C. Wright. ROW THREE: Kent Ward, Douglas
E. Sanders, Martin P. Strouse, Reed T. Miller, Ronald E. Kane, David M. McDonald, Matthew M. Schappert, Lawrence S.
Sramowicz,Timothy G.Kemple, Bernard F.Behrednt, Adrian E. Wolfe, Kelly C. Farmer. ROW FOUR: Bills. Paliobagis, Charles
J. Echert, William D. Clayton, Mark A. Ley, Daniel P. Helfrich, Thomas S. Almy, Harry L. Fritz, Jackie H. Duple, Billy Mark
Brashear, Timothy J. Bonfantl. ROW FIVE: Richard Stabiagas (Grad. Assistant), Samuel Tandy (Assistant), Alive M. Hobble,
Thomas A. Pandolfi, Douglas C. Baker, Ralph E. Engel, William A. Lee, Lester R. Stinnett, Charles A. Martin, Charles A. Wempe.
Larry White (Grad. Assistant). ROW SIX: Coaches: Jere C. Stripling, Gary L. Crum, W.W. Furgerson (Head Coach), Bill Hine,
Carl Oakley.
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Golf Tourney To Be Held At Oaks Club

4.

Racers To Meet
Eastern Ky. In
Homecoming Game
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Banana Splits
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South Branch
12th & Story

Three Convenient Locations . . .
North Branch
12th & Chestnut

BANK AM

Urbie Green on his Trombone

Half-Time Activities

Crest Half-Time
Show

9:30

PARADE

MURRAY
(711iY.

PEOPLES

Hair Bear Bunch

Saturday, October 27

Fun for All!!

Scooby-Doo

Homecoming Parade featuring

Main Branch
500 Main Street
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Something to
Yell About!!
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SPECIALS

1/4 of

Across From Administration Bldg
Plenty of free parking in rear
Hours: 8:00-5:00

"From then on we took our
instructions from Miss Wells
and gradually became the
school's official band when
most of us eventually entered
college," he reminisced while
looking at a picture of the group
taken on the steps of Wells Hall
in 1925.
"It's going to be great seeing
them again."

The next time it looks as
if the family car might be
over-worked, look us up.
We're right in the neighborhood.

FORD RENT-A-CAR SYSTEM

car
family
casional
problems.
Our Rent-A-Car rates are
low, so there's no strain on
the family budget either.
And insurance is always
included.

701 Main St

Murray, Ky.
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c.
PARKER FORD, In
Phone 753-5273

We're in the business of
renting cars, too. You can
get a beautiful new Ford, a
sporty Maverick, luxury
Torino, or economical
Pinto for just as long as you
need it.
It's the easiest way we
know to avoid those oc-

Look Up Parker Ford!

Having out-of-town guests for the
Homecoming Festivities and need
an extra car?

Murray State
Believed to be the first public appearance of the
MURRAY STATE'SrIRST BAND—
November 6, 1925, on the steps of Wells
made
was
picture
this
strong,
pieces
Normal School band, 211
left, those
for women at Murray State University. From the
Hall, for many years a residence hall
Geneve Wells
Mrs.
now
and
r
directo
the
Wells,
Geneve
nt; Miss
shown are: Dr. John W.Carr, preside
Broach, french
ch, cornet; Robert Williams, cornet; Harry
Banks of Owensboro; Morris Sedgwi
saxophone; Alfred Lindsey,
Wyatt,
Irby
one;
saxoph
,
Bishop
James
horn; Charlie Lee, cornet;
eld, clarinet;
Hughlet Racy, clarinet; Harry Lee Waterfi
saxophone; Tommy Chambers, saxophone;
Valentine,
Van
horn;
alto
Wallis,
e
Lavern
Wooldridge, clarinet;
Margaret Schroder,clarinet; Steve
Farmer, drum and Golan Ha:vs,
Fulton
brass,
ne,
Valenti
Ottis
ne,
trombo
baritone; Mac McNeely,
and 27 during
expected to attend a reunion October 26
drum. Ten members of the first band are
Murray State's Homecoming celebration.

arrangement with Valentine
and his fellow musicians under
which they would represent the
school whenever the services of
a band was necessary.
"The school agreed to furnish
transportation and the music if
we would come out and play
under the name of the Murray
State Normal Band," Valentine
recalls.
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\ Campus Casual
Shop

Come out today and get ready for
Homecoming, O.K.?

thru October

Sportswear

Jr. & Misses

HOMECOMING

Sortie rehearsals and practice
sessions were held in the
hallway of the county courthouse, but most of the time in

Valentine's brother, Burrell,
now deceased, was one of the
better cornet players around at
the time, and was persuaded to
be the director. No pay was
connected with the honor, his
brother recalls.

"Most of us were still in high
school when Morris Sedgwich
came up with the idea of having
a town band," he said, "so a
group of us got together and
started playing. Out first band
book was the 'Mackie Bayer'
book and we only got enough
for the instruments we had."

Van Valentine, who retired in
1965 after 38 years with the
postal service in Murray, is
spearheading the efforts to
bring the first band members
together again. He recalls
vividly the circumstances involved in its organization.

The director, Mrs. Geneve
Wells Banks, a daughter of Dr.
Rainey T. Wells, the founder
and second president of the institution, now lives in Owensboro. She also has indicated
she plans toattend the reunion.

Williams, James Bishop, Irby
Wyatt, Hughlet Bucy and Hal
Houston.

Urbie Green, Cartoon

--

Efforts to contact three
others-ClItarlie Lee, Tommy
Chamber? and Sterling McNeely-have ,been unsuccessful,
and seven have passed away.
Deceased are Harry Broach,
Morris Sedgwich, Robert

They will first gather at 8
p.m. October 26; in the Price
Doyle Fine Art.4 Center for a
concert by the Pht Mu Alpha
stage band in the Farrell
Recital Hall,:art a reception
afterwards. The following
morning they All be special
guests at the Department of
Mutic's annual Homecoming
Breakfast.
Expected to,be on hand for the
reunion will be..
Alfred Lin4seY, a Mayfield
jeweler, who played saxophone;
Yewell Harrison, a retired
principal and mimic teacher at
Lexington, Tenn., saxophone;
Conn Linn Hut-aphreys, who
played cornet and who now
plays and writtp music with a
Long Beach, Calif., orchestra.
Former Kentucky Lt. Gov.
Harry Lee Waterfield. Frankfort, who played'clarinet; Mrs.
Margaret .Schroader Berry,
Morganfield, clarinet; Laverne
Wallis, alto horn; Van Valentine, baritone; Ottis Valentine,
bass; and Golan Hays, drums,
all of Murray; and Fulton
Farmer, the snare drummer
and who is now with the
Department of: Transportation
in Frankfort.
Mrs. Stevie Woldridge Peck,
another member of the early
band, now lives in Brooklyn,
N.Y., but will be unable to attend the reunion.

When the 151-piece Marching
Thoroughbreds band swings
onto the artificitA turf of Roy
Stewart Stadituri at Murray
State University's October 27
Homecoming football game, the
years will 0,11.away like leaves
before the#Wind for a small
group of special. guests in the
stands.
There should be 10 of them,
and almost 50 y6ars ago they
were members of a 21-member
musical organization which
eventually became the first
Murray State band. They will be
campus for a
on the
Homecoming eve reunion of
that first band to officially
represent the sctiool.

rooms over what is now Scotts'
downtown store. The Graham &
Jackson clothing store was
located below them at the time.
Mrs. Banks was the music
Instructor -at the college," then
Normal
the Murray State
School, and it was no secret that
she wanted the school to be
represented by a band. Having
none, she worked out an
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between the Racers and
Eastern Kentucky, most of the
other teams which made
Murray's athletic program the

best in the Ohio Valley Conference last year will also be on
display.
Coach Johnny Reagan's
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Stadium

Stewart

Roy

Another athletic bonus for
Murray alumni at Homecoming
will be the Kentucky State
Collegiate Tennis Tournament
for Women which will be played
on the Murray courts Friday
and Saturday morning teams
from Murray, Western Kentucky, University of Louisville.
University of Kentucky, and
Eastern Kentucky will participate

Murray won the OVC's AllSports trophy last season after a
string of second-place finishes.
The conference rankings of
football, basketball, cross
country, baseball, track, tennis,
to
and golf teams are used
determine the winner of the AllSports trophy.

Murray has beaten Eastern
the last two seasons but trails
the Colonels 12-15-4 in the series.

The Racer football team is off
to its best start since 1951,
winning its first four games
over Western Carolina, Tennessee Tech, Morehead, and
Homeroming
UT—Martin.
opponent Eastern Kentucky has
won four of its five games.

ranch
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HOMECOMING

Coach Bill Cornell's cross
country team will run a dual
match with Southeast Missouri
at 11 am Saturday. The Racer
team is 5-1 in dual matches this
season and one of the strongest
challengers for the ()VC title.
Coach Cornell's runners have
won two OVC chanwionships
and finished second three times
in the last five years;

Murray's basketball team has
either won the OVC., title or
finished second six of the last
seven years. Coach Reagan's
baseball teams have won eight
conference titles and finished
second three tunes since he
became coach in 1958.

baseball team, second in the
OVC last season, will play an
intersquad game at 1 p.m.,
Friday. Oct. 26. An exhibition
by the tennis team, third-place
OVC finisher, is also scheduled
it 1 p.m. Friday and the Racer
basketball practice at 3 p.m.
will be open to alumni. The
basketball team finished second
in the conference last year but
was in the championship race
until its final game %finch it lost
to champion Austin Pepy 75-73.
Coach Cal Luther has fOur of his
starters from last year back,
has added several prize
recruits, and the Racers, as
usual, are expected to be strong
contenders for the OVC
championship.

ACTIVITIES

Murray Sta e University

ATTEND

be leading the
TOM PANDOLFI, shown here in last week's game against East Tennessee, will
oming game.
Murray State Racers against Eastern Kentucky this Saturday in the MSU Homec
Kickoff is 2 p.m

Although the feature athletic
attraction of Murray State
University's Homecoming, Oct.
26-27, will be the football game

ng
Athletic Program To Be On Display Homecomi
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Owner

Shoe Store
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TAKE IT EASY
ON YOUR FEET

HAN HATS
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Vrnie Green
Peggy Lee Auld Frank Sinatra,
among others.
Primarily engaged now in
free-lance recording work in
New York,Breen has been most
active recently doing campus
clinics and, concerts. He will
play flosKY Carmichel's immortal —Stardust" with the
Marching Thoroughbred Band
and then- an arrangement by
Tommy Newsom of the Tonight
Show Orchestra entitled "The
Green Bee'.—a jazz rendition of
"Flight of the Bumblebee"—in
the show in, new Roy Stewart
St urn.

Jazz trombonist Urbie Green
and a menagerie of animated
cartoon chatacters are among
the entertanunent highlights
scheduled flr halftime of the
Homecomik Day football
game M
Murray State
University Saturday, Oct. 27.
Green, who has 25 record
albums ,p. his credit, has
received ti!ie Downbeat International Critics Award for
''new jazr, Star." He has performed with Benny Goodman,
Gene Kru,pit, Tommy Dorsey,
Woody Herman, Tony Bennett,

/l/L

iviu.,1

The cartoon characters from
Hanna-Barbera Productions
include the Banana Splits—
Fleegle, Bingo, Drooper and
Snorky—Scooby-Doo and the
Hair-Bear Bunch, along with
several
animals from the
movie "Charlotte's Web." They
are on leave from Kings' Island
in Cincinnati.
The 155-inemuer Marching
Thoroughbred Band will be
performing during the halftime
show for the seventh time this
season, having presented shows
at three previous home football
games, a show at Martin, Tenn.,
and performances for the First
District Education Association
and the Kentucky Music
Educators Regional Marching
Band Festival.
Another feature of the halftime show will be the playing of
"Bluegrass March," which was
written by the composer of
Murray State's "Fight Song,"
Conn Linn Humphries. Humphries and members of Murray
State's first college band will be
on hand for the show.
During the halftime show the
cartoon characters will release
2,000 multi-colored ballons.
Following halftime they will
visit with children in the
stadium area.
Leading the band for
the Homecoming Day program
will be Mike Longeo, drum
major, and John Goode,
assistant drum major. They will
be an essential ingredient of the
band's new double corner entrance to the music of "Entry to
the Coliseum."
In addition to their appearances at the halftime show
on Homecoming Day, Green
and Scooby-Doo will be involved in other Homecoming
activities. Green will play with
the Phi Mu Alpha Men of Note
in an 8 p.m. concert is Lovett
Auditorium on Homecoming
Day eve and Scooby-Doo will
march in the parade to begin on
the campus at 9:30 a.m. on
Homecoming Day.
The kickoff for the football
game between Murray State
Kentucky
Eastern
and
University is scheduled:for 2
p.m.
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Free Delivery- Phone 753-0635

On All Largi Homecoming Parties

10%1 DISCOUNT

Have A

AFTER THE HOMECOMING GAME

THE BANANA SPLITS, Fleegle, Drooper, Snorky, and Bingo, will entertain al the Hoinc( tinting
Football game Saturday. The Splits, as well as Scooby-Doo, are being brought to Murray by the
Peoples Bank.
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Urbie Green, Cartoon
Characters To Highlight
Homecoming Halftime Gala
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plenty Of free parking in rear

— Free Delivery

MSU Homecoming
Corsages

753-6100

118 So. 12th Street
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Flowers by . . .

OCTOBER 27
111
HOMECOMING!
Saturday — RILEY KAY RADIO MUSEUM: See this outstanding collection of early day radio broadcasting equipment
On display for Homecoming in the studios of WKMS,the campus
radio station,on the 6th Floor of the Fine Arts Building. 8 a.m. to 4
p.m.
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Highway 641 North
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Open 4 p.m. Tues.-Sat. — 12 Noon Sun.

Phone 753-4141
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Come out and eat with
us after the game.
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THOROUGHBREDS

BEST OF LUCK

Nowsgsvok,

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA PARTY for alumni on campus for
Homecoming. At the fraternity house, 1505 West Main, immediately following the Homecoming Parade. Then on to the
game to cheer the Racers. The "Homecoming Celebration" will
take place at the Cabana Quli Ballroom in Paducah from 8 p.m.
untir midnight. Music by "Montage." Semi-formal dress.
ALPHA KAPPA PSI HAMOWEEN PARTY: 8:30 p.m at the
fraternity house, 1206 Main. Alumni invited.

HOMECOMING CONCERT: Ike and Tina Turner Review. 7
p.m. in the Fieldhouse. Sponsored by the Student Government.
Tickets: $5 each.

CROSS COUNTRY TRACK: A double dual meet involving
Murray State, Southeast Missouri State and the University of
Kentucky. Five miles 11 a.m. at the Murray-Calloway Country
Club.
ALUMNI SMORGASBORD LUNCHEON: 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
in the Ballroom of the Student Union Building. $3.00 per plate.
Reservation suggested through Office of Alumni Relations in the
Administration Building. Telephone: 762-3737.
OVC AND HOMECOMING FOOTBALL: Murray State vs.
Eastern Kentucky University. Game Time: 2 p.m., Roy Stewart
Stadium. Tickets: $4.00, p.so, $2.50 and $1.50. Pre-game
ceremonies start at 1:30 p.m.
OPEN HOUSE AT OAKHURST: All alumni, former students
and friends of the University on campus for the Homecoming
activities will be the guests of President Curris at an Open House
at "Oakhurst," traditional catnpus home of Murray's presidents,
immediately following the Murray State-Eastern Kentucky
Football game.

HOMECOMING PARADE: 9:31/ a.m. Colorful floats, bands and
marching units on parade through downtown Murray behind the
Marching Thoroughbreds Band

1933 FOOTBALL TEAM REUNION: 9 a.m. Carr Health
Building. This is the 40th anniversary reunion of this undefeated
team, the first ever to play in Carlisle Cutchin Stadium.

PARENT-ALUMNAE HOMECOMING COFFEE: Alpha
Gamma Delta. 8:30 a.m. Sorority room in Swarm Hall.
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA Homecoming Brunch. 8:30 until 10:30
a.m. Alpha Sigma Alpha Room, Panhellenic Building (Swann
Hall
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OCTOBER 26
Friday — 4TH ANNUAL HOMECOMING GOLF TOURNAMENT: Teeoff times from 10:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. Oaks Country
Club. Entry fee: $5.00. Open to alumni, former students and
friends of the University. A golf clinic, beginning at 10 a.m., will
feature some of Murray State's greatest players. To participate,
send name and handicap to Norman Lane, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky. 42071.
BASEBALL AND TENNIS EXHIBITION: Coach Johnny
Reagan will present his 1973-74 baseball Racers in an intersquad
game,beginning at 1 p.m. at Reagan Field. Coach Bennie Purcell
will present his 1973-74 tennis Racers in an exhibition on the
University's courts at the same time. No charge. Public is invited.
BASKETBALL PREVIEW: Coach Cal Luther will give
Homecoming campus guests a preview of his 1973-74 basketball
Thoroughbreds as they go through a spirited practice session in
the Fieldhouse. 4 p.m. There is no charge. Public invited.
STUDENT ORGANIZATION REUNION DINNER: The
University's first Student Organization officers and council will
be honored at a buffet dinner reunion at 5:30 p.m. in the ballroom
of the Student Union Building. The first Student Organization
president, Dr. Cecil Gentry, of Miami, Fla., will be on hand to do
the honors. Dr. Gentry is director of the U.S. Hurricane Research
Laboratory and has been with the U.S. Weather Bureau since
1940. Reservations at $3 per person should be made through the
Alumni Office in the Administration Building.
AGRICULTURE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION DINNER: 6:30 p.m.
in the Thoroughbred Room of the Student Union Building.
Highlight of this Homecoming Weekend event will be the announcement of the recipient of the 1973 Distinguished Agriculture
Alumnus award. Reservations should be made with Wayne M.
Williams, Room 451, School of Education Building. $3.00 per plate.
RECEPTION HONORING FIRST BAND: Fine Arts Building
immediately following a 7:30 p.m. concert by the Phi Mu Alpha
stage band in the Farrell Recital Hall. No charge. No reservations
necessary.
STUDENT GOVERNMENT MOVIE: "The Big Bounce," 7:30
p.m. University School Auditorium.
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Hours: 8:00-5:00

Pit nty of free parking in rear

Acr s From Adrhinistrabon Bldg

Campus Casual
Shop

Come out today and get ready for
Homecoming, 0 K.'

thru October

1/4 Off

Jr. & Misses

Sportswear

Egg

SPECIALS

1,,

Some rehearsals and practice
sessions were held in the
hallway of the county courthouse, but most of the time in

Valentine's brother, Burrell,
now deceased, was one of the
better cornet players around at
the time, and was persuaded to
be the director. No pay was
connected with the honor, his
brother recalls.

"Most of us were still in high
school when Morris Sedgwich
came up with the idea of having
a town band," he said, "so a
group of us got together and
started playing. Out first band
book was the 'Mackie Bayer'
book and we only got enough
for the instruments we had."

Van Valentine, who retired in
1965 after 38 years with the
postal service in Murray, is
spearheading the efforts to
bring the first band members
together again. He recalls
vividly the circumstances involved in its organization.

The director, Mrs. Geneve
Wells Banks, a daughter of Dr.
Rainey T. Wells, the founder
and second president of the institution, now lives in Owensboro. She also has indicated
she plans to attend the reunion

HOMECOMING

Efforts to coptact three
others-Charlie nte, Tommy
Chambers and: Sterling McNeely-have beet unSuccessful,
and seven have passed away
Deceased are. Harry Broach,
Morris Sedglich, Robert

They will fits4 gather at 8
p.m. October 26, in the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center for a
concert by the Phi Mu Alpha
stage band in : the Farrell
Recital Hall, and a reception
afterwards. Trie following
morning thgy will be special
guests at the Department of
Music's annual Homecoming
Breakfast.
Expected flo be n hand for the
reunion will be:
Alfred Lindsey., a Mayfield
Jeweler, who played saxophone;
Yewell Harrison, a retired
prineipal andpubic teacher at
Lexington, Tenn, saxophone;
Conn Linn Humphreys, who
played cornet and who now
plays and Writes music with a
Long Beach, Calif., orchestra.
Former Kantucky Lt. Gov.
Harry Lee Waterfield. Frankfort, who played clarinet; Mrs.
Margaret Schrader Berry,
Morganfield, clazinet; Laverne
alto horr„: Van Valentine, baritone Ottis, Valentine,
bass; and Golan ;Hays, drums,
all of Murray; and Fulton
Farmer, the snare drummer
and who is now with the
Department of transportation
in Frankfort.
Mrs. Stevie. WOldridge Peck,
another, member, of the early
band, now lives in Brooklyn,
N.Y., but will be unable to attend the • reunion.

There should be 10 of them,
and almost 50, yaars ago they
were members of, a 21-member
musical organikation which
eventually becaine the first
Murray State band. They will be
on the
campus for a
Homecoming evr runion of
that' first band to officially
represent the 'school.

When the 155-piece Marching
Thoroughbreds band swings
onto the artificial turf of Roy
Stewart Stadium at Murray
State University's October 27
Homecoming football game, the
years will roll away like leaves
before the wind for a small
group of special guests in the
stands.

Williams, James Bishop, Irby
Wyatt, Hughlet Bury and Hal
Houston.

'

arrangement with Valentine
and his fellow musicians under
which they would represent the
school whenever the services of
a band was necessary.
"The school agreed to furnish
transportation and the music if
we would come out and play
under the name of the Murray
State Normal Band," Valentine
recalls.

"From then on we took our
instructions from Miss Wells
and gradually became the
school's official band when
most of us eventually entered
'college," he reminisced while
looking at a picture of the group
taken on the steps of Wells Hall
in 1925.
"It's going to be great seeing
them again."

ER

The next time it looks as
if the family car might be
over-worked, look us up.
We're right in the neighborhood.

FORD RENT-A-CAR SYSTEM

car
family
casional
problems.
Our Rent-A-Car rates are
low, so there's no strain on
the family budget either.
And insurance is always
included.

St

Murray, Ky.

MES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

701 Main
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Phone 753-5273

PARKER FORD, Inc.

We're in the business of
renting cars, too. You can
get a beautiful new Ford, a
sporty Maverick, luxury
Torino, or economical
Pinto for just as long as you
need it.
It's the easiest way we
know to avoid those oc-

Look Up Parker Ford!

Having out-of-town guests for the
Homecoming Festivities and need
an extra car?

the first public appearance of the Murray State
MURRAY STATE'S FIRST BAND—Believed to be
6, 1925, on the steps of Wells
Normal School band, 21 pieces strong, this picture was made November
From the left, those
University.
State
Murray
at
women
for
hall
residence
a
years
Hall, for many
Mrs. Geneve Wells
now
and
director
the
Wells,
Geneve
Miss
president;
shown are: Dr. John W.Carr,
Williams, cornet; Harry Broach, french
Banks of Owensboro; Morris Sedgwich, cornet; Robert
Irby Wyatt, saxophone; Alfred Lindsey,
horn; Charlie Lee, cornet; James Bishop, saxophone;
clarinet; Harry Lee Waterfield, clarinet;
Bury,
Hughlet
saxophone;
saxophone; Tommy Chambers,
Wallis, alto horn; Van Valentine;
Margaret Schroder, clarinet; Steve Wooldridge, clarinet; Laverne
F'armer, drum and Golan Hays,.
F'ulton
brass,
Valentine,
Ottts
trombone,
McNeely,
Mac
baritone;
October 26 and 27 during
reunion
a
attend
to
expected
are
band
first
drum. Ten members of the
Murray State's Homecoming celebration.

rooms over what is now Scotts'
downtown store. The Graham &
Jackson clothing store was
located below them at the time.
Mrs. Banks was the music
insiructor "at the college,"Then
Normal
the Murray State
School, and it was no secret that
she wanted the school to be
represented by a band. Having
none, she worked out an

Ten Members of First Band to Have Reunion
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between the Racers and
Eastern Kentucky, most of the
other teams which made
Murray's athletic program the

best in the Ohio Valley Conference last year will also be on
display.
Coach Johnny Reagan's
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Stadium

Stewart

Roy

Another athletic bonus for
Murray alumni at Homecoming
will be the Kentucky State
Collegiate Tennis Tournament
for Women which will be played
on the Murray courts Friday
and Saturday morning, teams
from Murray, Western Kentucky, University of Louisville,
University of Kentucky, and
Eastern Kentucky will participate

Murray won the OVC's AliSports trophy last season after a
string of second-place finishes
The conference rankings of
football, basketball, cross
country, baseball, track, tennis,
and golf teams are used to
determine the winner of the AllSports trophy.

Murray has beaten Eastern
the last two seasons but trails
the Colonels 12-15-4 in the series.

The Racer football team is off
to its best start since 1951,
winning its first four games
over Western Carolina, Tennessee Tech, Morehead, and
Homecoming
UT—Martin.
opponent Eastern Kentucky has
won four of its five games.

HOMECOMING

Coach Bill Cornell's cross
country team will run a dual
match with Southeast Missouri
at 11 a.m. Saturday. The Racer
team is 5-1 in dual matches this
season and one of the Strongest
challengers for the OVC title.
Coach Cornell's runners have
won two OVC championships
and finished second thnee times
in the last five years

Murray's basketball team has
either won the OVC title or
finished second six of the last
seven years. Coach Reagan's
baseball teams have won eight
conference titles and !inished
second three times since he
became coach in 1958.

baseball team, second in the
OVC last season, will play an
intersquad game at I p.m.,
Friday, Oct. 26. An exhibition
by the tennis team, third-place
OVC finisher, is also scheduled
at 1 p.m. Friday and the Racer
basketball practice at .3 p.m.
will be open to alumni. The
basketball team finished second
in the conference last Year but
was in the championship race
until its final game which it lost
to champion Austin Nay 75-73.
Coach Cal Luther has fotir of his
starters from last year track,
has added several prize
recruits, and the Racers, as
usual, are expected to be strong
contenders for the OVC
championship.
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ACTIVITIES

Murray State University

ATTEND

TOM PANDOLFI, shown here in last week's game against East Tennessee, will be leading the
Murray State Racers against Eastern Kentucky this Saturday in the MSL: Homecoming game.
Kickoff Is 2 p.m.

Although the feature athletic
attraction of Murray State
University's Homecoming, Oct.
26-V, will be the football game

Athletic Program To Be On Display Homecoming
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Urbie Green

Murray, Ky.

7b3-3901
Glenn C. Wooden,
Owner
41

5j0 Main

Southside Shopping Center

KING'S DEN
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the good
looking

Come Out and See Us Today

753-0550

Get Ready for Homecoming!

West Side of Square

pokesmots

Free Delivery- Phone 753-0635

On All Large Homecoming Parties

10% DISCOUNT

Have A

AFTER THE HOMECOMING GAME

THE BANANA SPLITS, Fleegle, Drooper, Snorky, and Bingo, will entertain at the Homecoming
Football game Saturday. The Splits, as well as Scooby-Doo, are being brought to Murray by the
Peoples Bank.

Shop at

The cartoon characters from
Hanna-Barbera Productions
include the Banana Splits—
Fleegle, Bingo, Drooper and
Snorky—Scooby-Doo and the
Hair-Bear Bunch, along with
several
animals from the
movie "Charlotte's Web." They
are on leave from Kings' Island
in Cincinnati.
The 155-iiiemuer Marching
Thoroughbred Band will be
performing during the halftime
show for the seventh time this
season, having presented shc.,ws
at three previous home football
games,a show at Martin, Tenn.,
and performances for the First
District Education Association
and the Kentucky Music
Educators Regional Marching
Band Festival.
Antother feature of the halftime show will be the playing of
"Bluegrass March," which was
written by the composer of
Murray State's "Fight Song,"
Conn Linn Humphries. Humphries and members of Murray
State's first college band will be
on hand for the show.
During the halftime Show the
cartoon characters will release
2,000 multi-colored ballons.
Following halftime they will
visit with children in the
stadium area.
Leading the band for
the Homecoming Day program
will be Mike Longeo, drum
major, and John Goode,
assistant drum major. They will
be an essential ingredient of the
band's new double corner entrance to the music of "Entry to
the Coliseum."
In addition to their appearances at the halftime show
on Homecoming Day, Green
and Scooby-Doo will be involved in other Homecoming
activities. Green will play with
the Phi Mu Alpha Men of Note
in an 8 p.m. concert in Lovett
Auditorium on Homecoming
Day eve and Scooby-Doo will
march in the parade to begin on
the campus at 9:30 a.m. on
Homecoming Day.
The kickoff for the football
game between Murray State
Kentucky
Eastern
and
University is scheduled for 2
p.m.
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HARD RATS

among others.
Primarily engaged now in
free-lance tecording work in
New York, Green has been most
active rdceatly doing campus
clinics and concerts. He will
play lioagx Carrnichers immortal "Stardust" with the
Marching 'kitioroughbred Band
and than an arrangement by
Tommy Newsom of the Tonight
Show Orchestra entitled "The
Green Bee".—a jazz rendition of
"Flight of tl-,e Bumblebee"—in
!he show ,in new Roy Stewart
Stadium.

Peggy Lee and Frank Sinatra,

'

Jan trombonist Urbie Green
and a menagerie of animated
cartoon characters are among
the entertaInment highlights
schedWel for halftime of the
Homecoming Day football
gatne at klurray State
University Saturday, Oct. 27.
Green, who has 25 record
albums to his credit, has
received. the Downbeat International Critics Award for
"new jatz stlir." He has performed with Benny Goodman,
Gene Krupa, Tonupy Dorsey,
Woody Herman, Tony Bennett,

701 Main St.

Murray, Ky.
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qrbie Green, Cartoon
Characters To Highlight
Homecoming Halftime Gala
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— Free Delivery

MSU Homecoming
Corsages
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OCTOBER 27
HOMECOMING!
Saturday — RILEY KAY RADIO MUSEUM: See this outstanding collection of early day radio broadcasting equipment
On display for Homecoming in the studios of WKMS,the campus
radio station, on the 6th Floor of the Fine Arts Building. 8 a.m. to 4
p.m.
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LAMBDA CHI ALPHA PARTY for alumni on campus for
Homecoming. At the fraternity house, 1505 West Main, immediately following the Homecoming Parade. Then on to the
game to cheer the Racers. The "Homecoming Celebration" will
take place at the Cabana Club Ballroom in Paducah from 8 pm.
until midnight. Music by -Mpntage." Semi-formal dress.
ALPHA KAPPA PSI HALL1OWEEN PARTY: 8:30 p.m at the
fraternity house, 1206 Main. Alumni invited.

HOMECOMING CONCERT: Ike and Tina Turner Review. 7
p.m in the Fieldhouse. Sponsored by the Student Government.
Tickets: $5 each.

CROSS COUNTRY TRACK: A double dual meet involving
Min-ray State, Southeast Missouri State and the University of
Kentucky. Five miles 11 a.m, at the Murray-Calloway Country
Club.
ALUMNI SMORGASBORD LUNCHEON: 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
in the Ballroom of the Studeat Union Building. $3.80 per plate.
Reservation suggested through Office of Alumni Relations in the
Administration Building. Telephone: 762-3737.
OVC AND HOMECOMING FOOTBALL: Murray State vs.
Eastern Kentucky University, Game Time: 2 p.m., Roy Stewart
Stadium. Tickets: $4.00, $3.50, $2.50 and $1.50. Pre-game
ceremonies start at 1:30 p.m.
OPEN HOUSE AT OAKHITRST: All alumni, former students
and friends of the University on campus for the Homecoming
activities will be the guests of President Curris at an Open House
at "Oakhurst," traditional campus home of Murray's presidents.
immediately following the Murray State-Eastern Kentucp
Football game.

HOMECOMING PARADE: 9:sOarn. Colorful floats, bands and
marching units on parade through downtown Murray behind the
Marching Thoroughbreds Band

1933 FOOTBALL TEAM REUNION: 9 a.m. Carr Health
Building. This is the 40th anniversary reunion of this undefeated
team, the first ever to play in Carlisle Cutchin Stadium.

PARENT-ALUMNAE HOMECOMING COFFEE: Alpha
'Gamma Delta. 8:30 a.m.Sorority room in Swann Hall.
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA Homecoming Brunch. 8:30 until 10:30
a.m. Alpha Sigma Alpha Room, Panhellenic Building ( Swann
Hall ).
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OCTOBER 21
•Friday — 4TH ANNUAL HOMECOMING GOLF TOURNAMENT:,Teeoff times from 10:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. Oaks Country
Club. Entry fee: $5.00. Open to alurnni, former students, and
friends of the University. A golf clinic, beginning at 10 am., will
feature some of Murray State's greatest players. To participate,
send name and handicap to Norman Lane, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky. 42071.
BASEBALL AND TENNIS EXHIBMON: Coach Johnny
Reagan will present his 1973-74 baseball Racers in an intersquad
game, beginning at I p.m. at Reagan Field. Coach Bennie Purcell
will present his 1973-74 tennis Racers in an exhibition on the
University's courts at the same time. No charge. Public is invited.
BASKETBALL PREVIEW: Coach Cal Luther will give
Homecoming campus guests a preview of his 1973-74 basketball
Thoroughbreds as they go through a spirited practice session in
the Fieldhouse. 4 p.m. There is no charge. Public invited.
STUDENT ORGANItATION REUNION DINNER: The
University's first Student Organization officers and council will
be honored at a buffet dinner reunion at 5:30 p.m. in the ballroom
of the Student Union Building. The first Student Organization
president, Dr. Ceeil Gentry, of Miami, Fla., will be on hand to do
the honors. Dr. Gentry is director of the U.S. Hurricane Research
Laboratory and has been with the U.S. Weather Bureau since
1940. Reservations at $3 per person should be made through the
Alumni Office in the Administration Building.
AGRICULTURE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION DINNER: 6:30 p.m.
in the Thoroughbred Room of the Student Union Building.
Highlight of this Homecoming Weekend event will be the announcement of the recipient of the 1973 Distinguished Agriculture
Alumnus award. Reservations should be made with Wayne M.
Williams, Room 451, Schonl of Education Building. $3.00 per plate.
RECEPTION HONORING FIRST BAND: Fine Arts Building
immediately following a 7:30 p.m. concert by the Phi Mu Alpha
stage band in the Farrell Recital Hall. No charge. No reservations
necessary.
STUDENT GOVERNMENT MOVIE: "The Big Bounce," 7:30
p.m. University School Auditorium.
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